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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a study of the patrons, parishes and parochial 
clergy, including those appointed to parochial and private chapels, in 
the diocese of Lincoln from 1209 to 1299*
Beginning with a definition of a parish and the exercise of
the cure of souls, it goes on to examine what was required of the
parochial clergy having such a responsibility. It continues with a 
study of the patrons and the exercise of their patronage, together with 
the limitations imposed by the bishops. It includes the appointments 
made by the religious houses in the diocese, both English and foreign, 
together with those of the laity, (including the crown), and the bishops.
This is followed by a chapter on the rights of patronage and
the many disjaites involved in the exercise of those rights. The next
chapter deals with the types of parish in the diocese, including the \ 
fragmentation of churches, their consolidation, the evils of holding 
churches in plurality, and the dispensations granted to that end.
The appropriation of churches by the monasteries and the 
ordination of vicarages by the bishops is discussed. The ^yment of 
pensions by the clergy to their predecessors in a parish and to their 
monastic patrons in unappropriated benefices is also studied.
A study is made of the clergy who served the parishes. The 
use of papal provisions to parishes and the problems involved is 
considered, followed by an account of clerical education 6hd the efforts 
of the bishops to provide a better-trained and celibate clergy.
I have also taken note of those clergy who left the parochial 
ministry for the religious life. This is followed by a special study 
of thèse who exercised the cure of souls in the parochial chapels of 
the diocese and the comparatively few who served the private chapels.
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PAROCHIAL PATRONAGE) AND THE CURE OF SOUIS 
IN THE DIGCESE OF LIHCOIN 1209 - 1299
/. BTTHOIXJCTIOH
The pontificate of Innocent III has been described as the 
most splendid period in the history of the medieval papacy (l).
In the fourth lateran Council of 1215 may be seen his greatest 
contribution to the reform of the Church and its life. Among those 
who attended it was Hugh of Wells, Bishop of Lincoln ( 1209-35) (2).
It is evident from his registers that Hugh was detemined to 
carry out the reforms needed in his diocese, the largest in the kingdom, 
consisting, as it did, of the whole of Lincolnshire, Rutland, Leicester­
shire, Northamptonshire, Huntingdonshire, Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, 
Oxfordshire, with part of Hertfordshire. It was divided into eight 
Archdeaconriess Lincoln, Stow, Leicester, Northampton (which included 
Rutland), Bedford, Buckingham, Oxford, Huntingdon, which included some 
of the parishes of Hertfordshire*
Hugh of Wells was concerned with standards, as will be seen 
from the number of those required to attend the schools before being 
instituted to a parish. IÜ.B chief work was the ordination of vicarages 
in appropriated churches, which established a pattern for his successors 
in their dealings with patrons. Of these many were careless in present­
ing those who were unworthy, others were dilatory, so that the bishop 
himself, with his authority to collate, acted as patron.
The problems connected with patronage engaged the mind of 
Hugh of Wells* successor, Robert Grosseteste, who earned the Opprobrium 
of Matthew Paris who represented him as the sworn foe of monasticism, 
albeit unfairly. Grosseteste could be firm, but yet kind in his dealing 
with those who lacked what he felt to be necessary in one called to the 
cura animarum. However, neither pope, king, abbot nor lord could
- 2 -
withstand this great man’s love of truth.
His successor, Heniy de Lexington (1254-58)? did not live 
long enough to make much impact on the problems concerned vdth patronage 
in his diocese. However, he was required to arbitrate in several 
disputes outlined in the Registrum Antiquissimum of the Cathedral Church 
of Lincoln (3)*
Richard Gravesend, bishop of Lincoln frcxQ 1258-79? whom 
Matthew Paris described as 'a man meetly worthy of praise, who to no 
man seemed void of service* (4)? continued the policy of his predecess­
ors towards the patrons and those presented by them to churches in his 
diocese. As will be seen, his particular concern was the establishing 
of vicarages in the prebendal churches of the diocese. The records of 
institution were kept with great care and the details of each entiy 
clearly checked by references to the corresponding letter of presentation. 
Sometimes his efforts to correct abuses were rewarded with rebukes, as 
his relationship with the Archbishop of Canterbury, Kilwardby, shows (5)*
Oliver Sutton proved himself to be a worthy successor to 
Gravesend and he continued the policy of care and concern for his diocese 
which occupied his predecessors. This is evident from his frequent 
consultation of the records of those who had preceded him (6). A 
stickler for correct form, he also made sure that those who occupied 
themselves with the care of souls were properly ordained and provided 
for.
This examination of the work of the bishops in their care of 
the parishes, patrons and priests relies largely on the printed sources 
available for each episcopate, together \7ith the Registrum Antiquissimum, 
papal records, charters and State records whenever applicable. In studying 
the work of patrons in presenting to parishes, the allied topics of
-3""
clerical suitability (i.e. education, morality, orders), pluralism, 
the exercise of papal provisions have also been extensively examined.
From this wealth of material it emerges that some of those 
presented to livings left much to bo desired in their lives. Monastic 
patrons sometimes appear to be rapacious and had to be checked, others 
could be generous; and the most notorious of all, Bogo do Clare, on one 
occasion showed some concern for those ddpntod to serve for him (?). 
Those who were resident in their jarishos and remained, often for years, 
might well have been like the ’poor parson’ of a later age depicted in 
Chaucer’s ’Oanterbuiy Tales’;
*A better priest I trow that nowhoro none is;
He waited after no pomp and revoronco,
^  makod him a spiced conscience,
But Christos lore, end his Apostles twelve,
He taught, but first ho followed it himself.’ (8)
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THE miBST AND EES PARISH M W THE CURA ANIMAEÜM
A parish has been defined as *a definite area of land the 
inhabitants of which have the right to the religious offices of an 
incumbent who is nomally in priest’s orders, and the duty of accepting 
his services.’ (l). In the thirteenth century the parish was well- 
established as the ecclesiastical unit and was largely coterminous with 
single villages or with manors. In the towns the units had grown up 
out of the administrative arrangements or the ownership of property. 
Town parishes were sometimes created by landlords building churches 
for tenants on their property or citisens banding together to build 
themselves a church. A classic example of this appears in the 
Domesday record for Lincoln. It is recorded that Colswein, an 
eleventh century speculative builder, had been granted by the king 
some waste land on the S.E. edge of the city. Here he had built 
thirty-six houses and to serve the spiritual needs of the occupants, 
two churches (2).
The Councils of V/estminster in 1127 and 1138 assume that in 
every pariâh there will be a parish priest called a ’rector* or ’parson’ 
whose primary function will be the government of souls, his cura 
animarum (3). The account of patronage is inextricably bound up with 
the cure of souls of those presented to livings in the diocese* It 
was the aim of the bishops of the thirteenth century, duly influenced 
by the decrees of the fourth Lateran Council of 1215, to make certain 
that no parish suffered because of neglect, ignorance or laxity.
The patrons, particularly the laity, were not always so assiduous, as 
will be shown.
The registers of Hugh of Wells, Grosseteste, and to a lesser 
extent those of Gravesend and Sutton contain the words * cum onere et
pena vicariorum’ in the records of institutions to vicarages and some 
rectories. The duties of a vicar, St, Thomas Aquinas felt, did not 
require any great learning# Even so he did need to "know those things 
which pertain to the teaching of faith and morals", a knowledge of what 
his parishioners, by the law of the church, should believe and observe (4)» 
What was required of the clergy was laid down particularly by 
Etbert Grosseteste. Shortly after he became Bishop of Lincoln he issued 
a set of constitutions requiring the clergy in his diocese to know and 
teach the people in the mother tongue the decalogue, the seven deadly 
sins, the seven sacraments and the creed. The clergy were also to recite 
the Divine Office in its entirety with devout attention. All pastors, 
after reciting the offices in church, are to give themselves diligently 
to prayers and the reading of Holy Scripture. Parish priests must be 
ready by day or night to visit the sick when required to do so, lest by 
their negligence they die without confession, communion and unction (5).
•Parish priests and rectors are to see that the children of 
their parishioners are diligently taught to know the 3k>rd*s Prayer, the 
creed, the Salutation of the Blessed Virgin, and how to sign themselves 
with the sign of the cross, and adults who come to confession should be 
examined as to the knowledge of these and be instructed as far as is 
fitting* (6).
The burdens laid upon the parish clergy had increased during 
this century, particularly as a result of the decrees of the Lateran 
Council of 1215. One of the duties emphasised in the cura animartna 
was that of confessor. Among the Lateran decrees a very prominent 
position was given by the bishops to the enactment imposed upon all 
Christians, who had arrived at the years of discretion, of the duty of 
confessing as well as of communicating at least once in the year. 
Instructions were also laid do^m for the priest; *The priest, moreover,
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shall he discreet and cautious, so that in the manner of the skilful 
physician he may pour wine and oil upon the wounds of the injured, 
diligently searching out the circumstances both of the sinner and of the 
sin, that from these he may prudently understand what manner of advice he 
ought ,to apply, emplpying various measures in order to heal the sick* (7)»
In the interests of securing a perfect confession the parish 
priest was required to pursue his penitent with regard to the fundamentals 
of the [faith, such as the fourteen articles of the creed, the ten command­
ments, ted the Golden Rule, the seven sacraments, the works of mercy and 
the vices and the virtues.
These elements of faith were also to form the subject matter of 
semons to be delivered several times a year, although it seems that the 
thirteenth century injunction to preach was commonly disregarded. The 
ideal is seen in the words of Roger of Salisbury who compared the preacher 
with 'the two doors of olive wood in Solomon's temple; their words should 
be what the stars are to seamen* (8).
In 1281 Archbishop Peoham issued his Constitutions at the 
Provincial Synod of Lambeth, a chapter of which begins with the now 
famous 'The ignorance of priests precipitates the people into the pit 
of error* (9)* He put out a manual of teaching on the Articles of 
Faith, the Ten Commandments, the Seven Deadly Sins, the Seven Principal 
Virtues and the Seven Sacraments. The most ill-equipped parish priest 
was required to give his outline instructions, based on this manual of 
teaching. The summae or manuals of pastoral theology, not least 
Grosseteste's 'Templum Domini*, provided some help. The sacraments of 
the Church were deemed to be essential and even those who might be 
hardened enough to miss shrift or sacrament at Easter would be terrified 
at the idea of dying unhouseled. Hass was put before the people by the 
parish clergy as the necessary centre of religion.
In addition to these duties it was the concern of the priest to 
provide the hooks, orn^ents and vestments* At Shahhington, during the 
episcopate of Hugh of Wells, the vicar and the Prior and Convent of 
Wallingford (patrons) shared the burden proportionately for the fabric 
of the chancel, the ornaments and the books (lO), The patrons usually 
were responsible for repairs to the nave and the rector for the reimirs 
to the chancel, wine, wafers, candles, incense etc. When a church \7as 
appropriated to a monastery and a vicarage set up special arrangements 
were made. In the newly-appropriated church of Havensden the vicar 
had to pay synodals only and the Prior and Convent of NermbcUn the 
patrons, are to bear all other burdens (ll). The vicarage records of 
Hugh of Wells frequently state that the vicar should bear the burden of 
synodals only, white the rector was required to provide suitable 
hospitality for the archdeacon on his visitations, i,e, his entertainment 
with food and lodging and stable accommodation for his horses, or its 
equivalent in money (procuration)*
The Council of Oxford of 1222 allowed the bishop wide 
discretionary powers 6s to the assignment of the burdens, so the practice 
varied greatly* From Hugh of Wells' register sometimes the vicar bears 
no burdens at all, or synodals only, or all 'due and customary burdens'.
The duty of keeping the books and ornaments in good repair is 
underlined in the institution of Gervase do Crydelington as vicar of 
Haxey where he is to pay synodals 'at libres et vestimenta et alia ornamenta 
ecclesie honeste renerlet' (l2). The vicar of Cuddesdon, presented by 
the corporate rectors, the Convent of Abingdon, in addition to providing 
suitable ministers to assist him, has also to provide books, ornaments 
and lights and is responsible for all other dues, i.e. procurations 
(in ea ministres ydoneos et libres et ornamenta et luminarj-S competentia, 
et sustinebit omnia alia onera enusdem ecclesie episconalia et
archidiaconalia (l3)* VMle the vicar of St- Peter in the East, Oxford, 
has to provide not only lamps, hut incense, straw, hellrope, wine and 
wafers (et necessaries luminaria comnetentia incensum stramen cordas ad 
cammnas vinum et hostias et hu.iusmodi minuta que fieri consueverunt 
circa alt aria) (14).
In Sutton* B register similar arrangements are outlined in the 
appropriation of the church of Tathwell and the ordination of a vicarage (15, 
and in the appropriation of Ashby Puerorum the vicar 'solvetque idem 
vicarius sinodalia- et Letare- ac vinum Inveniet et ohlatas* (I6).
Towards the end of the century there is an instance of laity being 
required to assist in the bearing of some of the burdens. At Tottemhoe 
(Beds.) in 1293 it is stated that the laity are to provide banners, a 
cross, candles and a Missal (l?).
However, possibly the greatest burden to be home by a rector or 
a psrpetual vicar was the support of the various chaplains and clerks 
required in a parish. There are numerous references in the Idber Antiquus 
of Hugh of Wells of parishes having on their staff a vicar with chaplains 
and clerks, as at Bicester (l8). At Harrold tho vicar is to have a 
deacon and a boy (19), and at High Wycombe three chaplains are required (20),
The Council of Oxford of 1222 had emphasised the necessity of 
having in the larger parishes two or three priests because 'no forte, 
quod absit. egrotante uno presbitero vel alias debilitate, narochianis 
infirmant - ibus aut divinis volentibus officiis intéressé officia débita 
subtrahantur vel negantur ecolesiaetica sacramenta*. (21f.
Grosseteste in I238 reaffirmed this in his synodal statutes 
declaring that 'in every church where funds permit there shall be a deacon 
and subdeacon to minister therein as is fitting: in other churches there
must be at least one adequate and suitable clerk, who, properly attired, 
shall assist in the divine office.' (22).
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In ordaining a vicarage in the prebendal church of Sleaford 
(Lincs.) Bishop Gravesend arranged that the vicar should provide from 
his own resources for a second priest, a deacon * et aliis ministris 
idoneis et necessariis ecclesie deserviat' (23)*
The church of Harrowden, appropriated by the Abbot and Convent 
of Sulby, and confirmed by Bishop Oliver Sutton, in addition to its 
perpetual vicar is to be served 'per se et alios ministros necessaries 
et ydoneos*.(24),
Apart from the everyday anxieties of being a priest, occasion­
ally a vicar would have disputes to settle. At Haxey when a dispute 
arose between Roger, the vicar, and some of his pailshioners about the 
appointment of a holy water bearer (aqueba.lulus) it was settled by the 
bishop’s commissaries. They ordained that the appointment should be 
made by the vicar, that poor clerks bom in the parish should have 
preference, that the rector’s rights were not to be prejudiced and that 
the Archdeacon of Stow should decide whether the appointed clerk should 
spend his spare time in the schools or in the service of the church (25).
Occasionally the vicar would have the added burden of employing 
an emergency helper, or a coadjutor. For example when Silvester, a 
foreigner, was instituted to the vicarage of V/hitchurch (Oxon) by Hugh 
of Wells he is always to have a chaplain dwelling with him able to 
administer confessions and other sacraments in the tongue kno\m to the 
parishioners ('qui sciat et possit parochianis in lingua eis nota, 
confessiones et alia spiritualia ministrare*). (26)
Geoffrey de Fontinello, rector of Broxholme, during Gravesend's 
episcopate, is to have a suitable priest with him as a companion who is 
able to serve competently in the English language 'in cura parochial! 
sufficienter expertum qui medio tempore sub eo curam agat ecclesie 
memorate'. (2?)
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The burdens of Robert of Burwell, presented to the chapel of 
St. James, Prampton, were increased in that not only did he have to 
provide lights and the wages of a cleric to assist in the services, and to 
keep the chapel and its appurtenances in proper repair, but also to 
provide for his predecessor, Robert of Wenham, who had been mad for five 
years (28). The rector of Blethingdon also had to have a coadjutor 
because of hie madness (29). Sutton’s registers instance numerous 
other cases where the incumbent has to have a coadjutor who would talce 
care of the parish because he was old, infirm or mad (30).
Apart from the provision of chaplains and clerks the other 
heavy burden borne by rectors and sometimes by perpetual vicars was that 
of maintaining the chancel in good repair, as for example in the churches 
of the vicarages ordained by Hugh of Wells. DPnstablo Priory had five 
vicarages ordained by him in their churches of Studham, Tottemhoe,
Chalgrave, Segenhoe and Husbome Crawley. Here the prior was to sustain 
all burdens concerning the hospitality of the archdeacon, the provision of 
books, the repair of the chancels, vestments, utensils and tallages for 
his i^rtion. The vicars of the churches were to bear all other burdens (3l]
R. A. R, Hart ridge has pointed out that references to the chancel 
burdens are not numerous* during the thirteenth century: this may be
because they were included in the extraordinary burdens that were nearly 
always borne by the rectors (32). It is possible that where a vicar 
receives the whole church and pays a pension to an absentee rector, he 
would naturally have to boar all burdens, which included those of the 
repair and ujAceep of the chancel. This seems to bo the case at Helpstbne 
where Geoffrey of Helpstone is instituted vicar, ’cum onere et pena 
vicariorum*and also the ’vicarius sustenebit omnia onera ipsius ecclesie 
ordinaria, débita et oonsueta,’ and he is to pay the parson, Walter de 
Burgo, a pension of 4 marks (33)# The letter of institution emphasises
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that the vicar is to hold the whole church (3#)*
In Gravesend’s register the vicar of Logshy (Linos.) is relieved 
of the burden of repairing the chancel and providing hospitality for the 
archdeacon, which is taken on by the Friory of Sixhills, the appropriators(35
Occasionally rectors were negligent in keeping tho churches in 
their care in good repair: the late rector of Wood Walton (Hunts.),
Richard of Stamford, seems to have been negligent as the archdeacon of 
Huntingdon's Official was required to sequestrate the goods of the rector 
for the repair work (36).
Evidently the rector of Caythorpe, Robert of Walgrave, had been 
negligent in his upkeep of the chancel and the boolcs, vestments and 
ornaments in tho church as the Official of the Archdeacon of Lincoln is to 
visit the church and have them repaired at the former rector's expense (37)# 
The successor to John of Reed in the church of Berl±amstead had authority 
to use the fruits of tho church for the preceding autumn in repairing 
various intolerable defects left in the chancel and the manse. John was 
to be compelled to pay arrears of stipend too, due to those who had served 
the said church during his tenure of the living (38). The executors of 
the late Master Robert of Harrington were required to repair notable 
defects which he had left in the chancel, ornaments and manse of the 
church of Rothwell (39). For some the burdens were just too much.
Although residence was a requirement of one holding a cure of 
souls, a rector was often an absentee. In this case he appointed a 
deputy, iTith the agreement of his patron, who became the vicar of the 
parish. As will be shown such an appointment became more secure during 
this century. Vicars had no choice but to reside.
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Tm PAPRQHS
Under the proprietorial system of the late Anglo-Saxon society 
the choice of a priest as parson or persona of a parish had been in the 
hands of local landowners or a group of freemen* The proprietary church 
system or seignorial dominium over churches was rooted in the social and 
economic structure of late Anglo-Saxon society. The lord had the right 
of choosing the priest and receiving from him an annual rent which often 
consisted of personal or labour services, (l)
In England, the ownership of churches by monasteries before the 
Conquest was relatively rare, and the view that possession of a church was 
a financial asset to be exploited was not seriously held until the reigh 
of Edward the Confessor* After the Conquest the new manorial lords from 
Normandy frequently gave the churches in their possession together with 
the endowments, to religious foundations which they favoured. These 
included abbeys abroad such as Bee and Mont St. Michael. By the end of 
the twelfth century * something like a quarter of the parish churches of 
England were in the hands of the religious houses.* (2). At the time 
of Bishop Hugh of Wells the majority of the churches in the diocese had 
monastic patrons; only in the archdeaconry of Buckingham did the lay 
patrons outnumber the monastic. The details are as follows:
Lincoln Archdeaconry had IO9 secular patrons and 240 monastic 
Oxford /irchdeaconry had 48 secular patrons and 77 monastic 
Stow Archdoaconiy had 19 secular patrons and 40 monastic 
Bedford had 22 secular patrons and 61 monastic 
Huntingdon had 26 secular patrons and 33 monastic 
Buckingham had ^6 secular patrons and 59 monastic 
Leicester had 55 secular patrons and 77 monastic
Northampton Archdeaconry had 82 secular patrons and IO7 monastic, (b)
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Many of the monastic patrons featured in the rolls of the 
bishops of this diocese wore small and poor communities, truly nauperes 
Christ!; but others were large and powerful. Bardney Abbey, for example, 
possessed sixteen livings in their gift (4)* St. Albans Abbey had eight 
livings in Buckinghamshire alone (5). Leicester Abbey too possessed a 
large number of parish churches (6). Secular patrons could not rival 
the convents, and tho great Earl of Poitou and Cornwall had only eleven 
churches in his gift (?)• Nicholas of Verdun, another influential lay 
patron, had the advowson of only seven churches in his possession (8).
The process of endowing monasteries vdth parish churches and 
the r3-ghts of patronage continued throughout the century. During Hugh 
of Wells’ episcopate the advowson of the chapel of the hospital founded 
in Little Wymondley was granted by Richard de Argentein to the chapter 
of Lincoln. The church of Little Wymondley formed part of the endowment 
of the hospital (9). The Liber Antiquus also reveals that Stainton 
(probably Sturton in Lincs.) was given to the Canons of Tupholme (lO), 
NirKby to the new hospital at Tevelsford (ll), a mediety of Bod^ ingfcon 
to the Priory of Chacombe (l2), Stratford to the house of Luffield (13).
The nuns of Posse received the advowson of Willingham (I4) while the 
church of Harsworth was given to the Prior and Convent of Caldwell (15), 
Hockliffe was given to the Hospital of St. John the Baptist, Hookliffe (I6), 
and Sutterby to the Huns of Chester (17). The advowson of the church of 
Caboume was given to the Abbot and Canons of Grimsby (l8), and the church 
of Wroxton to the Prior of St. Mary, Wroxton (19). At the end of Hugh’s 
episcopate Rose do Verdun endowed the Priory of Grace Dieu with the manor 
and the advowson of Bolton in Leicestershire (20).
In 1276 Crowland Abbey was granted the advowson of the church of 
Easton on the Hill (Horthampton) by Simon de Lindon (2l). Such generosity 
did not always go unchallenged.
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The heirs of Michael Balet who had generously given the advowson
of Wroxton church to the Priory of Wroxton disapproved of his charity.
In tho Calendar of Papal Letters in May 1221 it is recorded that ’a
certain clerk I<-ichael has founded a religious house on M s  property with
the consent of M s  brother, the next heir; but Waltor do Verdun, who
hoped to succeed to the property, disturbed the canons, who numbered at
<
present only six (22). After Michael’s death the patroness of Wroxton 
Priory was Annora de Verdun. This priory had also been granted the 
advowson of Syston in Lincolnshire but in 1270 it had been settled that 
they should have only every alternate presentation. Thus we find the 
bishop of Lincoln (Richard Gravesend) presenting in July 1273, by 
authority of thé Council, salvo sibi jure in nosterum ad insam nresentandi 
qui .jus natronatus evicerit enusdem) (23).
Sometimes a monastery relinquished its original endowments, as 
in the case of Leicester Abboy. Among its original endowments appear the 
Leicester churches of Knaptoft, Stoney Stanton, Arnesby, Aldeby (Enderby?), 
Cosby, Shepshed, with all the churches of the soke of Shepshed, Thurnby, 
Illston, West Ilsley (Berks.) and the churches of Brackley and 
Parthinghoe (Northants.) Before 1162 the abbey had also obtained from 
various donors a number of other churches, including Langton, Enipton and 
'Wanlip. Before the end of the thirteenth century the follov/ing churches 
had passed out of their hands: Knaptoft, Stoney Stanton, Illston, Langton,
Knipton and Wanlip. The latter was not handed over Mthout a struggle. 
There was a dispute concerning the patronage in 1231 between the abbot 
and Nicholas le Abbe. The King’s Court found in the abbot’s favour (24). 
However, in 1277 Bom. William V/alens is found presenting M s  son Peter to 
Wanlip, and again in 1279 because he had not obtained priest’s orders (2$). 
The same family held the advowson during Sutton’s episcopate. The parish 
of Langton (Leics.) was also in tho hand of the abboy during Hugh of Wells’ 
episcopate, but by 1279 it had passed into the hands of two knights,
William and John Latimer (26).
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In addition to the endoT-monts mado to monastic houses, were 
the parish churches which came to be appropriated to prebends in the 
cathedral# Pour churches in the diocese of Lincoln provided the 
endowment for a number of prebends in Salisbury Cathedral. Tvjo churches 
in Grantham were made over to Salisbury, and the Salisbury chapter to 
this day includes Grantham Australis and Grantham Borealis in its list 
of prebends* In addition there were the churches of Bricklesworth 
(Brixworth), Northamptonshire, and Shipton, Oxfordshire, which were 
made over to Salisbury cathedral early in the twelfth century, to provide 
the income for a prebend* Later, during the episcopate of Richard 
Poore (1217-29), the income was separated to provide for two prebends; 
and in I24O the church of Bricklesworth was specifically assigned to the 
chancellorship of the cathedral.
The patron of these prebends was the Bishop of Salisbury, but
a rvs/
vicars were presented by the prebend^with the consent of the bishop and 
chapter of Salisbury (27).
Other bishops who were patrons of churches in tho diocese of 
Lincoln were the Bishop of Carlisle who presented to Homcastle, Moorby, 
Mareham-le-Fen (28), and to Little Marlow (a mediety) because of his 
custody of the lands and heir of Richard Neirnuit, and to Tring on behalf 
of the Convent of Eomilly sur Seine (29). The Bishop of Ely presented 
to Bluntisham, Hatfield, Eelehall and Somersham, during Grosseteste’s 
episcopate (30), and the Bishop of Chichester to Brightwell (3l).
The bishops of Lincoln took great care to establish the rights 
of patronage of anyone to a living* Particularly during the episcopate 
of Hugh of Wells were the rights of a lay patron called in question if 
he had been involved in tho struggle between King John and the Barons. 
Among those who were considered to have sided with the barons against 
the king was William Malebise. Two rural deans, Ralph de Calkwell and
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A. of Bolingbroke were instructed, when V/illiam sought to present his 
son to the church of Bnderby, to enquire if he had been cum baronibus 
contra Begem* As it turned out the poor man had been paralysed for two 
years and had not taken part in the rebellion against the king but 
semper fuit ad pacem domlni Regis (32)* Hugh of Harrington, on the 
other hand, because he had been involved in the general sentence of 
excommunication against the barons, was not allowed to present Robert,
Rural Dean of Glooston, to the Chapel of Glooston (33)* The benefice 
remained void for six months and then the Bishop conferred it upon Robert* 
The institution of Elias do Sutton to tho church of Claxby (Lings*) was 
postponed until it should appear "an présentât or onus fuerit cum 
baronibus contra Regem" (34)*
The patron of Claypole and h io iy & llp ix G, de H.ow'ç/^ had bean 
excommunicated, so the bishop presented to the liyings; but the patron’s 
rights were safeguarded and he was allowed on returning to the unity of 
the church to confirm the collation made by the bishop (35).
In some cases the right of patronage devolved upon the chief 
lord of the fee when the true patron had been excommunicated. Robert de 
Ver had been excommunicated, so Joscelin de Aureliano was presented by 
William Marshal, chief lord of the fee;to Whitchurch (Bucks) (36).
Often it is stated that the rights of patronage would be restored to a 
patron who had been excommunicated on his return to the unity of the 
church. An example of this may be seen in the parish of Shipton where 
Walter, chaplain of St. George, Oxford, was instituted to the church of 
Shipton on the presentation of Ralph, son of Robert, chief lord of the 
fee (37).
Occasionally the papal legate exercised the right of presentation 
when a patron was excommunicated, as at Caddington (Bedfordshire) when 
Brand, one of the Canons of St. Paul’s, patron of a mediety had been
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excommunicated for siding with the barons, he presented William de 
Grisneto, a nephew of the late Abbot Beaulieu (38). At Houghton 
Conquest (Bedfordshire) the papal legate also exorcised M s  rights of 
patronage, as John de Beauchamp had been excommunicated by tho authority 
of the Pope ’pro oontumacia sua multinlici’ (39).
At Busklngton, the clerk, Hanasser, who was presented, had 
done "many evil deeds in the time of the war", and was directed to clear 
himself before the Archdeacon (4G).
Robert Grosseteste viewed lay patronage in a different light.
He felt that it was contrary to right that laymen were held to be patrons 
of a church, yet in actual practice he had to admit their rights while 
watcMng with a critical eye the manner in which they were exercised (41)
Shortly after his election as bishop of Lincoln, Grosseteste 
received a letter from a certain Master Michael Beleth criticising his 
rejection of a presentee to a parochial cure. Grosseteste replied with 
savage courtesy. It seems that he had rejected a certain deacon, 
untonsured, illiterate (*pannls rubeis vestitum et annulatum, habitu 
et gestu laicum. vel potius milltem*). He could have passed for a 
layman or soldier in his ring and red getup. The monk from an unnamed 
consnunity who had presented this deacon had already been reprimanded in 
the severest terms and was told that he would ’evidenter vadis in 
infemum* if that was all he cared about the blood of Christ (42).
Thus Master Beleth could see that no injustice had been done:
the monk sponsor was exposing souls to death, souls for which he, 
Grosseteste, their bishop, was responsible before God. He showed in 
his letter to Beleth that it was not enough to reject the presentee:
the presenter also had to be rebuked.
His attitude towards patrons was fearless, whether they be 
monastic houses, bishops, king or pope. His concern at all times was
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that the right man for the job should be appointed. Evidently he felt 
that the wrong man had been presented when Henry III in 1245 presented 
Robert Passelawe, a Forest Judge, to the church of St.Pdter, Northampton. 
Grosseteste refused to admit him tc a cura animarum. which would be to go 
against divine and canonllaw, and to commit a breach of the profession of 
faith he had made at his consecration as bishop (43). The Forest Judge 
was engaged in secular pursuits, contrary to canon law, so as far as 
Grosseteste was concerned he was unfit to care for any pastoral office 
whatsoever*
Passelawe appealed to the Archbishop of Canterbury, Boniface of 
Savoy, to compel Grosseteste to Institute him to St. Peter’s, Northampton. 
The bishop wrote to the archbishop reminding him of the nature of his 
office and also of that of his Official, and implored him to restrain 
him (44)' The only record of an institution to Northampton St. Peter 
in Grosseteste’s rolls is that of Master John Houton, Archdeacon of 
Northampton (45)* Powicke comments that ’He (Passelawe) was the most 
disliked of Henry’s busy servants, and later was especially unpopular 
for his inquisition into encroachments of the royal forests in 1243-4*(46).
A number of parishes were in the gift of foreign patrons, both 
lay and monastic: the latter held far more advowsons than the former.
In the register of Hugh of Wells three powerful foreign patrons are 
named: Robert, Count of Dreux and Lord of St. Valerie,- Robert de Itempno
Martino, acting for the C o m to î Boulogne, and the Bulce of Brittany (47).
The Count of Dreux presented a Frenchman to the parish of 
Northleigh and a chaplain had to be provided who could speak English 
as Ingelram, his presentee, did not know English (48). I^urence of 
Bononia owed his preferment to the church of Springthorpe to the Coonj"of 
Boulogne (49). Wibert also owed his presentation to Mixbury to the Count 
of Dreux (50). The Duke of Br3.ttany made two presentations. He rewarded
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his chancellor Garard with the church of Washingborough (Lincs.) and 
Haco, another presentee, with Wyberton (5l)* During Hugh of Wells* 
episcopate, in addition to the above-mentioned presentations, 27 aliens 
were presented to parishes (52). Hugh himself presented four, three 
of whom had links with the papal curia; Stephen de Fossa Nova, nephew 
of the pope vms presented to Nettleton, William de St. Germain, the 
Pope’s Writer, was presented to the prebend of Little Bytb^m and Gregory, 
a nephew of Gregory, Cardinal Deacon of St. Theodore, was presented to 
Scalford (53)* Andrew, son of Octavian Tecald, a Roman citizen was 
presented to a mediety of Horbling (54).
Cardinal Gualo, papal legate, provided for three of jtfhis nephews 
to livings in the dioceses one was appointed to Knaptoft, John to Rothley 
and another anonymous one to Langton (55).
On the whole the alien priories and abbeys in the diocese seem 
to have chosen Englishmen to administer the parishes of which they were 
patrons. The monks of Ivry in Hoimandy presented Otuel vicar of Asthall 
(Oxfordshire) (56), and the Abbot and Convent of St. Sever presented 
Matthew de Talavenda to the church of Haugham (Lincs.) (57). As he was 
unable to speak English he had to provide a chaplain ’oui linguam sciât 
Anglicam* (58). On Matthew’s death the proctor for the abbey presented 
a local man Peter de Haugham to the vicarage (59).
Knowles regards the appearance of the small alien priories as 
"one of the most unfortunate by-products of the Conquest in England; 
save for a few of the larger jxciorios, they served no religious purpose 
whatever, and were a source of woalcness to the house that owned them.
In the course of time they became the most considerable of all the elements 
of spiritual decay in the monastic life of the country" (60).
There is a total of 26 alien cells in the diocese of Lincoln and 
of these only a small number were conventual houses (6l). At the church of
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Minster Lovell Mathilda Lovol made her gifts to tho monks of Ivry (Euro) 
on condition that ’ semnor urns vel duo monachi do sunradicte cenohio 
ibidem Dso doserviro valeant* (62). By the mid-twelfth century this 
practice was thought irregular and the monks of Ivry employed a secular 
vicar to serve the churchaat Minster (63)* The Liber Antiquus of Hugh 
of Wells records the ordination of a vicarage between 1209 and 1235 (64)*
In one case the parson of Everdon (Northants.), Elias was 
presented by Eanulph de Everdon who farmed the manor of Everdon which he 
hold for life from the Abbot and Convent of Bornay. The monies were to 
receive a pension of 20s. (65). It would appear from Grosseteste’s 
register that the lay farmer bad died and that no one had taken his 
place, as the Abbot and convent of Bernay present to the rectory in 
1235 (66). This is not perhaps surprising as Grosseteste made his views 
on farming of churches known in a letter to John Eomanus, subdean of 
York, \7Titten c. 1235 (67)- The papal NunCio, Bostius, had written to 
Grosseteste asking him to permit Holandinus, who was the non-residentiary 
incumbent of Chalgrave in the diocese of Lincoln, to grant him the free 
disposal of the church* The bishop points out to the subdean that the 
farming of a church is not a free disposal of the same* He describes it 
as ’est potius et veracius libéras sponsae Jesu Christi in servilem 
conditionem redactio’. He appeals to a decision of the provincial Council 
of Oxford which required that this could only be done for some just reason 
approved by the bishop, and farmed out to a worthy ordained person on 
condition that the fruits of the benefice were devoted to good use with 
the consent of the diocesan (68).
’One worthy person* does not mean ’religious bodies’ as they are 
bound ’per omnia opera sua . . mundi contemptum praedioare’. By farm­
ing of churches they evidently preach the contrary ’to the great danger 
of religion and at the expense of many souls’ • On these grounds he
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implored tho subdean not to consent.
Many of the so-called monasteries wore no more than granges 
or large farms in monastic ownership and possessed no advowsons or very 
few. One such seems to have been Newington Longueville which is descidbed 
as being ‘not a true monastery, the monks acting as agents* (69).
All the great families, the Nevilles, Perrars^de Lascy, 
de Clares etc. are represented in the registers of tho bishops as patrons. 
Chief among the lay patrons was the king, who nevertheless had the advowson 
of comparatively few livings in the diocese. King John rewarded his 
treasurer of Poitou, Geoffrey of Thoars with the church of Pinedin (jo). 
North Stoke (T1) and Corby (72) v/era also in his gift as was the church of 
Langley because ‘terra illius ville quam habet in manu sua (73). John 
presented William of St. Edward to North Luffenham because those claiming 
the right of patronage were excoimunioated (74). John was chief lord of 
the fee and presented on tho mandate of the papal legate, Gualo.
Henry III, his successor, had the recorded right of presentation 
to nineteen churches; Stonesfield, North Stoke, Idlllngton Lovel, Oakley, 
Rockingham, Geddington, Sssendon, Langley, 8cartho, Grimsby St. Mary, 
Pinedon, Oxford churches of St. Peter in the East, St. Budoc, St. Mary; 
Sibertoft, Ripton Regis, Hertford St. Andrew, Kelsey St. Nicholas and 
Bradley (75).
Whenever there was a vacancy in a see, abbey or priory, the king 
had the right of presentation to any churches of which they possessed the 
advowson. Thus Henry exorcised this right at PealdLrk during the vacancy 
in the abbacy of Peterborough (76) and at Woodston when ho had the custody 
of the Abbey of Thornton (77), and at Cranfield because the Abbey of 
Ramsey was vacant (78). During the vacancy in the see of Winchester 
he presented to the parishes of Witney (79) and Ivinghoe (Oo), as the 
Bishop of Winchester was their patron.
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Occasionally the king had to present to a living because the 
patronage \m s in his hands while ho held the lands of those who were 
under age or acted as guardian of an heir until he came of age. The king 
presented to a mediety of the church of Rowsham because he held the lands 
of Walter de Fontibus which was of the fee of Robert, Count of Dreux and 
then in his hands (8l),
Similarly, Henry presented Master Roger de Lakok to the church 
of Washingborough because the lands of the Duke of Brittany were in his 
hands at the time (82), On other occasions he presented for similar 
reasons, as guardian of the rights of a minor, to the churches of 
Walesby (83), Wadenhoe (84) and Overstone (85).
Edward I presented to the church of Gayton-le-Marsh on two 
occasions during his guardianship of the heir of John de Neville (86).
When he was guardian of the lands and heir of Isabella, Countess of 
Albemarle, Edward presented Peter of Guildford to the vacant church of 
Crowell. However, this was contested in the King’s Court and the judges 
found in favour of Sir John de St. Elena (or Agatha) who then presented 
John de Verny (87). %en the Icing’s presentation to the church of 
Dicklington was contested in the court by John Dyve .Edward won his case 
and was able to present Robert of Ashley, by reason of his custody of 
the lands and heir of Henry %ve (88),
On another occasion, however, Edward was unsuccessful in his 
dispute with the prior and convent of Sizhllls in their presentation of 
Peter of Sixhills to tho church of Toft next He\7ton. Despite his success 
in the court the prior abandoned his candidate, who then resigned his 
claim, in favour of the king’s candidate, Robert of Harton (89).
Evidently, the prior thought it politic to keep in the king’s favour.
Apart from a dispute \7ith Edmund, Earl of Comv/all, concerning the 
advowson of the church of Rockingham (90), Edward’s other presentations
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by reason of his guardianship of lands and heirs, were uncontested (91).
References to presentations made by the quoen consorts are few 
and for the most part they were called upon to present to livings only 
when they acted as guardians of estates and the heirs thereof. Queen 
Isabella, the queen dowager, presented V/aloran Teutonicus to the church 
of Manton (92) and at a later date Elias to the same church in her ovai
right (93).
Queen Eleanor, mother of King Edward I, presented to Horki stow , 
as she was the guardian of the heir and lands of Sir Henry de Percy (94)* 
She won the right to present in an assise of darrein presentment in the 
Curia Regis. However, at a later date this was reversed on the appeal 
against the verdict by the Prior of the Knights Hospitallers and the 
prior’s candidate was instituted on January 26, 1285, in the episcopate 
of Oliver Sutton (95)*
The queen’s presentations to Benefield (96), Linley (97);
Willian (98), and to a portion of Toddington (99) were uncontested.
She also had the right to present to the church of ïhlbeck by a special 
concession made to her by John, Earl of Richmond, whereby she had tho right 
to present to the first of the churches in his patronage which should fall 
vacant (lOO).
In 1281 King Edward and his Queen^Eleanor of Castile,made a 
joint presentation to the church of Great Billing, despite the opposition 
of Robert Barr who withdrew his claim in the King’s Court (lOl). This 
is the only record of a joint presentation by both the king and queen 
in the registers. Edward was particularly fond of his consort, yet 
only tills one joint presentation appears to have been recorded.
The bishops themselves seem rarely to have been possessed of 
patronage, except in the case of their own manors. The parish churches
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in the bishops* gift were Carlton and Hettleham in Lincolnshire;
Hambleton (Rutland); Kilsby (Northamptonshire); Asfordby in 
Leicestershire; Great Paxton and Stilton in Huntingdonshire;
V/heathampstead in Hertfordshire; and Pingest and Wooburn in Buckinghamshire# 
Prebends were also in their gift.
However, the bishops wore able to exercise their patronage 
more extensively under the terms of tho third Lateran Council of 1179.
Canon 17 of that council stated that if a patron failed to appoint to a 
vacant benefice within six months of the vacancy, the right of presenta­
tion devolved upon the bishop. Often lawsuits between patrons dragged on 
for longer than six months so that the bishop could exercis e his right 
of collation. Hugh of Wells collated Geoffrey of Rudeham to Checkenden 
because the dispute between Geoffrey Marmiun and the Priory of Coventry 
had continued for more than six months (l02). He collated Thomas de 
Andely to tho church of Appleby while tho patronage was in dispute between 
the prior of lytham and William de Vemun (103). On winning his case, 
the prior was allowed to re-present Thomas, who had already been collated. 
Altogether Bishop Hugh exercised his right of collation on II9 occasions.
The first entry recorded in the register of Bishop Grosseteste 
is that of a collation to tho church of Wold-Newton, ’auctoritate Concilii*, 
with the safeguard * salvo jure iuslus in posterum, qui .jus patronatus 
evicerit .eoolesie supradicte* (104)* Three years later the icing himself 
presented to the living (105), possibly because the true patrons (Durham 
Priory) were awaiting a now prior* Evidently all rights had been safe­
guarded as in 1267 Durham Priory wore the patrons (IO6). However, in 
1277-8 the priory waived its right to present in favour of the Bishop of 
Durham (107). Bishop Grosseteste collated on 29 occasions ’per lapsumS  
and all the entries bear the proviso ’auctoritate concilii* or 
euotoritate concilii generalis* * At Brihkhill Richard de Bromhoim, a
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deacon, was collated * qalvo qnillbet .jure oui .jus natronatus postmodo
' / 
evicerit in eadem’ (108). Bhoxtly afterwards it was found that Sir
V/illiam Bardolf had the right of presentation, but Richard v/as allowed to
continue as rector (10$).
In tho year 1272 Bishop Gravesenü collated Gilbert of Barton 
as rector of Greothara of which he was patron (llO). During the episcopate 
of Hugh of W e lls the patronage of Groetham had been in the hands of the 
Abbot and Convent of St. Sovor (ill), but it would appear to have passed 
out of their hands sometime# afterwards, as all further references to 
this parish make it clear that the bishop is patron (ll2). The entry in 
Gravesend’s register is noteworthy in that it refers to Gilbert’s receiving 
a book (’curam animarum dicte parochio eidem Gilberto nor librum tradendo*)•
Bishop Gravesend collated on 37 occasions, of these nine were 
’■per lapaum* and three others were by the ’authority of the council* 
only (113). As the right of patronage had lapsed at Horkstow the 
bishop took the opportunity of appointing his own clerk, Richard of Rowell, 
to the benefice (II4). V/hen he presented to the church of Clifton, as 
guardian of the lands and heir of the late Nicholas Peure, he collated 
John de Authoyl, another of his clerks in his familia (II5).
The collation tCcthe church of Hookliffe is described in 
detail as the patrons, the Master and Hospital of St. John of Hockliffe, 
endeavoured to present a William. Malhert who was deficient in orders and 
letters (’quern tarn nropter defectum ordinum quam insuffientiam 
littérature’). The bishop rejected him and deprived the patrons, the 
Master and Hospital of St . Jolin of Hockliffe, of the right of presentation 
on this occasion, and instead collated Master William de Pomerey, professor 
of canon law, investing him with a book (II6). During Oliver Sutton’s 
episcopate the right of patronage had been restored to the original 
patrons (II7).
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During the bishop’s absonoe overseas, Master John of Maidstone, 
archdeacon of Bedford, collated Roger of Stagsden to the church of Pingest, 
which was in the bishop’s patronage. lie was admitted on the 29th March 
1271 with the duty of serving personally and serving in the order of 
priesthood (ll8).
Bishop Oliver Sutton collated on twenty-one occasions; to the 
parishes of Cranford, Winwick, Parthingstone, St. John, Cranford, Walgrave, 
Asfordby, Nettleham, Chalfont St. Giles, Twyford of which he was patron, 
and on eight occasions per lapsura. The church of Cholesbury had lain 
vacant for two years so the bishop collated Ralph de Chyvele (Chievely)
to the church, saving tho right of the patron (II9). Prom Gravesend’s
register it is evident that the Hospitallers were the patrons and had 
been lax on this occasion (120).
Sometimes the bishop did not exercise his right to collate, as
in the case of the church of ICegworth which had been vacant by the lapse
of six months since its commendation to Sir Gilbert of Seagrave (l2l).
Whereas in Gravesend’s register reference has been made to the 
handing over of a book on two occasions at the institution to a benefice, 
in Sutton’s register we have the solitary reference to an investiture 
’by roll’ (’per quamdam oedulam’) on the collation of William of 
Stockton to Stoke Doyle (122). It is significant that in the register 
of John Peoham, Archbishop of Canterbury from 1278-94 the more common 
practice was to hand over a ring (123). There are no such references 
in the Lincoln records which seems to indicate that tho practice was not 
universal at this time.
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DISHJTSS
Disputes concerning the incnrahency of a church frequently 
involved the issue of patronage, and the registers of the bishops of 
Lincoln for this century are full of them. Before a valid admission 
and institution to a benefice could take place several facts had to be 
ascertained. Not only were the personal qualities of the man presented 
important but also the true patron of a living had to be proved.
Before any presentation an inquiry or inquest de jure natronatus 
v;as held. On receipt of litterae presentationis the bishop issued a 
mandate to inquire which was generally to the archdeacon of the district 
within which the church was, or to his official. Either of these might 
hold the inquest himself or it could be delegated to the rural dean. 
Ranulph de Kalkewelle, dean of Louth, held such inquiries on seven 
separate occasions (l). I n  pursuance of the bishop’s mandate, the 
rural chapter was summoned to tho church (2). Often the inquiry 
concerning the suitability of the presentee was held at the same time.
Tho articles de lure patronatus covered every aspect of the 
presentation: whether the church was void and, if so, since what date,
and how; who had the right of patronage and whether it was in dispute; 
whether pensions or other rights existed in the church; and what was 
the value of the benefice. Early examples of such inquests are found 
in the register of Hugh of Wells. We find from the record concerning 
the church of Quinto*}that it ’vacans fuit et sine controversis. et quod 
.jus natronatus ad dictos Priorem et conventum (St. Andrew, Northampton) 
sine lite pertinet in eadem, et quod a triginta retro annis et 00 emplius 
de predicta ecclesia annuam dimidie marce nensionem psrcenerunt (3).
If there was no opposition to the presentation, the bishop was 
informed that the benefice was vacant and not litigious, and the presentee
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was given custody ponding admission and institution. Where a dispute 
arose the claims of the rival parties was investigated and the bishop 
informed that the church ’litigiosa est* or ’non est sine lite*•
The sequel to an unsatisfactory inquest varied according to the 
circumstances of the case. Many causes of dispute on presentation did 
not involve the right of patronage itself, but only affected that right 
on a particular occasion. Hugh of Wells* register cites the case of 
a double presentation by one patron. John de Wileweby was placed in 
charge of the mediety of the church of Wigtoft, on the presentation of 
Hugh de Wigtoft, after a determination by judges appointed by tho Pope, 
of a suit between John de Wileweby and William, son of Alan of Algakirk, 
who alleged that ho was presented to the same mediety (4)*
Disputes concerning patronage were often settled out of court, 
or an appeal might be v/ithdrawii, as in the case of the church of 
Brickhill where Geoffrey de Beauchamp, a clerk, was instituted to the 
church, on the presentation by the noble T. Bassett, after Sir V/arin 
do Vemun and Ada, his wife, who claimed a third part of the church, 
had renounced their claim (5)*
Peter de ....ath, presented by the Prior and Convent of Oimesby 
to the church of Welton after the determination of a suit as to the 
presentation, was instituted by dispensation of Gualo, the Legate (6).
In Hugh of Wells* register a total of fourbeen claimants 
renounced any rights or claims that they felt they had to a presentation (7i 
Those appear to have been settled out of court. Others availed them­
selves of the right to have their cases heard in the Curia Regis, since ; 
under the terms of the Constitutions of Clarendon of II64 all disputes 
of presentation and questions of advowsons were to be decided in the 
King's Court (Be advocatione et praesentatione ecclesiarum èi oontroversia
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emorserit inter laicos# vel inter clericos, vel inter laicos et 
clericos. In curia domini regis tractetur vel terminetur) (8).
There is only one example of a claim to present being settled 
out of court during Grosseteste’s episcopate; the Prior and Convent of 
Sixhills and Amabilia de Verly renounced for this occasion (nro hac 
vice) any right which they had in the church of East Barkwith in favour 
of Sir Robert de Brettevil1 ($). There are fifteen cases in Gravesend’s 
registers of patrons either withdrawing their presentations or renouncing 
their claims to present to churches (lO). All others resorted to the 
King’s Court. The number of disputes about presentations settled out 
of court increased to 36 during Oliver Sutton’s episcopate (ll).
Many of the disputes concemxng advowsons were about darrein 
presentments or last presentations (de ultima presentatione). Tho 
principle involved was this: if a c)iuroh is vacant the person who last
presented, or his heir is entitled to present. If any other person 
conceives that he has a better right;, he must bring his action and 
recover the advowson, but until he has done this it is for the person 
who last presented, or his heir, to present again (l2).
Evidence of the right to present would be provided either in 
the charters of a grant or in the episcopal letters of institution. 
Examples of such letters are to be found in the Northampton Charter 
Roll of 1220 in the register of Hugh of Wells (l3). The letters 
record that on the presentation of the patron (here the name is inserted) 
our dilectum in Christo filium has been admitted to the same and canoni­
cally instituted as persona of the church.
Occasionally there is a double dispute concerning the patronage, 
as at Great Creaton* William de Creaton, a sub-deacon, was presented 
by Hugh de Wichetone, his father, to the church of Ghoat Creaton, after
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bringing an asslBG of darrein prosontmant against Biohard. de Tokes.
At tho Ga#3 timo Sve do Creaton was suomonod by a writ of Quare Imnedlt*. 
The court found in favour of Hugh and his v^ife Sarah de Wichetone (I4), 
Thoro was also a double dioputo at Aylesbury when lyoot 
do lacoloG guostlonod In an assise of darrein presontaent the right of 
Compsey Priory to present (I5)# The court found in favour of the 
Prioress of CaapsGy. In a second writ Roger de hasoGlos (the spelling 
varies) do. .placito guare non -porMittit also lost his appeal (l6)*
Similarly in 1271 there was a double dispute as to the right 
of presentation to a medicty of tho church of loverton. In a suit 
John de Biggbbi recovered the advowson against John do Brit&nn* and 
Bobort do lek' when J* do Britann' allowed the claim of J. de Biggobi 
and Robert do lek*. In & second suit Robert do lok* recovered uro 
liao Vico against John do Riggobi and Robert do Wc*, and the oloric .was 
instituted *ad presentationom oorum* (l?)#
Tho case of little Castorton was equally comploz. Although 
Ralph of Islip had already been instituted to the church of little 
Costorton on tho presentation of tho Prior and Convent of HewBtead on 
November 3rd 1282, it was contested by Sir John of Ooton and Alico his 
wife who presented William of Hmpinghoa, a olork in minor orders.
After & dispute between the two claimants to tho advowson in the King*G 
Court, a writ of darrein presentment directed tho bishop (Oliver Sutton) 
to aooopt the candidate of John and Alico, The Prior of Howstoad 
endeavoured to prevont any appointment from being made and produced a 
writ in common form. A further izrit was produced by John and Alico 
quashing that of the prior and ordering the bishop to accept their 
candidate. Since Ralph could produce no valid objection to this writ, 
ho was amoved at Louth on July 31#t 1283 (l8).
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The Prior and Convent of Ashby were more fortunate than their 
brothers of Hewstead for in a case concerning the patronage of the church 
of Thurleigh they were able to show that a charter had been issued to 
them after William de Glanville had been presented to the living by 
Hugh de Thurleigh, On William’s death the right of presentation was 
theirs. Hichola, daughter of Bartholomew de Thurleighycontested that 
the right of presentation was his. Judgement was given and the 
’.juratores dicunt quod Wjllelmus de Glanville’ fuit persona e.iusdem 
ecclesie priusquam carta ilia fact fuisset vel donum. Ej ideo 
consideratum est quod prior recuperavit seisinam suam; et habeat breve 
ad episcopum: et Hichola in misericordia’ (19)*
In an assise of darrein presentment Thomas de Pavely and his 
brother Roger recovered the presentation to the church of Willian (Herts.) 
against the Prior of Evermue in I24O (20). They lost it five years 
later to Paul Peyur’ on ’repentis litteris re^iis continentibus cuod 
non obstantibus reclamationibus Prioris de Wileford, Thome de Pavilly, 
et Roger! fratris sui’ the bishop is to admit a suitable parson to the 
church (21).
Disputes over advowsons were for the most part between two lay 
patrons or between lay patrons and a religious house, but only rarely 
between two religious houses. Hugh of Wells’ register reveals only 
five occasions when religious houses were in dispute concerning an 
advowson. However, the dispute between the Prior and Canons of Ashby 
and tho Prioress and nuns of Sandford concerning the church of Puttenham 
was so protracted that the bishop conferred it on Jordan Warewick 
per lapsum (22). The Prior and Convent of St. Promond, after they had 
recovered the presentation of the church of St. Peter, Stamford, in 
the King’s Court, against the Abbot of Westminster, James Salvaging and
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Roger de St. John, presented Stephen do Barhoflet (23). A delay had 
also been occasioned at Clapton (Northampton) so that the King’s Court 
authorised the bishop to institute on the presentation of the Abbot of 
Peterborough, notwithstanding the claim of the Prior of St. Roots (24).
The right of presentation to Aspley Guise was granted in the King’s 
Court to the Prior and Convenlf&ew.mham after a dispute vdth the Prior 
and Convent of Dunstable and Lord Falk de Breauté (25).
Thomas, Kaster of the Order of Sempringham and Prior of the 
convent won his case in the King’s Court against the Prior of Peterborough. 
This was followed by a further dispute concerning the same church. Again 
the prior’s opponents, laypeople on this occasion, David Anglicus and 
his wife Mathilda, Agnes de V/alecot, Juwetta de Reppinghal’ and Lucia 
de Iwarby lost their case in a plea quare non permiserunt etc. They 
conceded the prior’s claims in the King’s Court and afterwards the 
prior recuperavit seisinam suam de eadem advocatione in a further 
appearance in court (26).
Seventy-three cases of disputed patronage were brought before 
the curia regis during Grosseteste’s episcopate of which three cases 
were brought by contesting religious houses and one by the Bishop of 
Coventry. Stixwould Priory recovered seisin of the church of Wainfleet 
St. Mary before the king’s judges at Westminster versus Simon, son of 
Gvddo of South Wainfleet and the Abbot of St. Edmund’s Convent,
Suffolk (27). A presentation to a mediety of the church of Roxby was
recovered by Drax Priory against the Prior of Holy Trinity Convent,
York (28). In an assise of darrein presentment the Master and Brothers 
of Hockliffe Hospital won their case to present to Hockliffe Church 
against the Prior of Dunstable (29). The Bishop of Coventry and 
Lichfield, as guardian of the lands and heir of Ralph Payne1 was
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successful in an assise of darrein presentment against Holy Trinity 
Convent, York (30).
S u H û  n 8 register contains four instances of religious houses 
in dispute with each other over the patronage of a parish. The ii.ght of 
presentation to a mediety of Kirkby Laythorpe was disputed by the 
Prioress and Convent of Grace Dieu on the presentation of the candidate 
of the Abbot and Convent of Croaden. The case v^as settled in the abbot’E 
favour (31). At Helmdon the presentation of Master Robert of Lincoln 
by the Master and brethren of St. Jolin’s Hospital, Northampton was 
disputed by Sir William Turville, the Abbot of Biddlesden and Hugh of 
Harborough, all of whom presented other candidates. After a trial in 
the King’s Court the bishop was directed by writ to accept the candidate 
of the master and brethren (32).
At Bottesford a candidate was presented by the Prior and Convent 
of Thornholm, after winning their case in the King’s Court against the 
claims of the Hospitallers and the Abbot and Convent of Selby (33). 
However, the Hospitallers were successful against the Abbot and Convent 
of Woburn and Cecilia, daughter of John le Heyn of Eversholt, in their 
claim to present to the church of Eversholt (Beds.).(34).
The Prior and Convent of Sizhills seem to have lost confidence 
in their candidate when presenting to the church of Toft Next Newton 
(Lincs.). They were opposed by King Edward who presented Robert of 
Harton. Judgement was given int.the King’s Court in favour of the prior. 
However, he abandoned his candidate, Peter who resigned his claim, and 
he himself presented the king’s candidate. (35).
Apart from disputes in the King's Court and out of court 
concerning the advowsons of churches, the bishops also had to deal with 
disputes concerning the possession of tithes, pensions, tho rights of
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collation, the setting up of private chapels and papal provisions.
One of the earliest disputes concerning tithes is given in the 
Idher Antiquus of Hugh of Wells (36) where Robert of Preston, rector of 
the church of Tingwiok said that the manse and two virgates of land 
claimed by the Abbot and monks iof St. Katherine, in Rouen, together with 
the tithes of the ancient demesne of the abbot and monks and three marks 
imposed as a pension was contrary to the statutes of the Lateran 
Council (37).
It vvas resolved that the ahhey would retain their customary
demesne tithes and that Robert and his successors were to pay 5s. a year 
to the abbot and convent as a perpetual beneficium. Robert and his 
successors were allowed to possess the manse and the two virgates of 
land (38).
A similar case concerning the payment of tithes is dealt with 
at length in the Registrum Antiquissimum: the rectors of Althorpe and 
Bottesford were in dispute about the tithes of part of the village of 
Burringham in the fee of Ashby. Evidently one of the parish priests 
had been wrongfully burying parishioners from that part of the parish 
and also admitting them to the sacraments of the church, and claiming 
the legacies and dues from them to the prejudice of the church of 
Bottesford. On this occasion the bishop (Hugh of Wells) with the 
agreement of the two rectors, Adam of Althorpe and Oliver of Bottesford, 
and the patrons was able to resolve the dispute. It was agreed that 
the small tithes and half the tithe of sheaves of the disputed area 
shall belong to the church of Bottesford, and the church of Althori# 
shall receive the other half of the tithe of sheaves, and shall retain 
the oblations of the parishioners of the disputed area, and they shall 
be admitted to the sacraments and to burial. This was agreed on 
March 12th 1223 (39). The bishop also settled a further dispute
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concemiiig the church of Weldon and its payment of tithes to the 
patrons, the Prior and Convent of launde (40).
Bishop Grosseteste’s disputes were largely to do with the 
qualities and , ri^ts of those presented to churches within his diocese 
and will form the subject of a later chapter* However, one of the
earliest disputes in his episcopate concerned the rights of the rector
of Hornoastle over the church of West Ashby and its rector Bk-arius.
The matter was settled by the Dean, Precentor, and Sub-dean of Salisbury 
as Papal legates* It was agreed that G. and his successors in the 
church of Hornoastle should have full rights (pleno jure) in the church 
of West Ashby, but for the sake of peace and harmony they should pay to 
the said Rrarius for his lifetime the sum of 27 marks annually (41)*
When the Prior of Wllford could not agree with the rector of 
Keldingham about the tithes of Keldingham, Bishop Grosseteste intervened 
and an amicable agreement was reached. The rector, Master Richard of 
Carew, and his successors were to receive all the tithes of the church
aforesaid, except 19e> and 6d. which the said Prior of Wilford and his
successors were accustomed to receive from the lords of Keldingham, 
and he and his successors are to pay to the Prior of Wilford and his 
successors 60s. annually (42).
In the episcopate of Richard Gravesend there appears to have 
been some bad feeling between the canons of Dunstable and the bishop.
On February 3rd 1274-5 when Gravesend was at Fingest and in ill health 
the house was visited by his nephew, Richard, as his commissary.
Evidently his report was unfavourable, for in 1275 the bishop came 
himself. In 1277 ho deprived the prior and convent of their lease 
of the fruits of the church of Lidlington, wh5.ch he put under 
sequestration and appointed a new rector.
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The chronicler writes: *Eodem anno (i.e. 1277) facto magno 
a-pparatu, ooepimus intrare fruotus ecclesiae de Lithlingthone, quos 
tunc ad fiimam habeamus: inde supra. Et dominus Eloardus, episcopus
Lincolniensig, inde nos e.iocit, et tradidit custodiam dictae ecclesiae 
Waltero de Stowe, clerioo suos 00 quod Paganus, rector illius, mortuus 
dloebatur. Procurator dicti Pagan! nullum super hoc remedium nobis fecit, 
Eodem tempore magister Walterus de Ba praesentatus est ad eandem. sicut 
ad vacantem; et sic omnes fructus perdidlmus ipse anno.* (43).
On the whole Gravesend’s relations with the dean and chapter 
were cordial and his episcopate seems to have been free of disputes 
concerning him and patronage. There were, as has been shown, the usual 
disputes between patrons for advowsons, and these were either settled 
out of court or in the îCing’s Court.
Bishop Oliver Sutton appointed commissaries (the Subdean and 
the Archdeacon of Bedford) to investigate the claims of two disputants, 
William of Greendale and Peter of Chichester, who both claimed to have 
been presented to the church of Anderby. It was found that William had 
the greater claim and he was accordingly instituted (44).
Among the numerous disputes during Sutton’s episcopate four 
are commented on. The presentation of Robert of Sudbufy to the vacant 
church of Coates (Horthant^^) by Sir Andrew of Astley was disputed by 
the Abbot and Convent of St. Mary de Pratis, Leicester, on the grounds 
that Sir Andrew had the right only to nominate the candidate while the 
monks actually presented him. After litigation, a royal writ decided 
in favour of the monks and Robert of Sudbury was duly presented by them 
and instituted at Louth on July 3rd 1286 (45)»
The second case is an example of the insecurity of the clergy. 
On the death of William, rector of îîaselbech, Richard of Button and 
Isabel his wife presented William of Swillington* The presentation was
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disputed, by two laymen, Sir Robert Delisle, who presented Ralph de 
La Kernere, and by William Burdet of Lowesby who presented first Peter 
Rabaz and then John of Ibstook. After some litigation, Robert and 
William withdrew their claims by letters patent. Richard and Isabel 
of Sutton then changed their minds and presented William of Asfordby 
in place of William of Swillington. He was in minor orders and so was 
given custody until he could be ordained subdeacon and instituted at 
Hertford on September l8th, 1288. (46).
The case was not unique as Lady Bustacia de Fancourt, acting 
as guardian of Edmund heir of Sir Thomas do Rormanville, and of the manor 
of Normanton, first presented Reginald of Harby, but later changed her 
mind and presented John of Shlrbum. The presentation had been disputed bj 
three opponents. Sir Gilbert d’Umfraville and Sir Robert of Basing, and 
by lady Alice of Everingham, widow of Sir Thomas de Kormanville who vdth- 
drew their claims by letters patent (47).
The fourth case is equally complex. When the church of Gedney 
fell vacant by the death of Jo5m de Guriate, the Abbot and Convent of 
Crowland presented John Pykard, priest. The presentation was disputed 
by Sir Robert do Ros, and Emeburga his wife, Sir Robert Le Burgilun, 
Robert, son of Simon Constable, and Sir Eustace de La Hacche, who 
presented other candidates. The case went to the King’s Court and a 
writ, following an assize of darrein presentment, dated October 9? 1299» 
directed the Bishop to accept the candidate of Robert de Ros and Emeburga. 
John Pykard, who had brought the writ, then appeared before the Bishop 
bearing letters in which Robert de Ros revoked his presentation of 
William Constable in favour of the said John lÿkard. William Constable 
also sent letters of resignation. John Pykard, the candidate of the
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Abbot and Convent of Crowland, was thus instituted to Gedney, even 
though he and they had originally lost their case (48).
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m  RÂiasiias
The parishes in the vast diooese were many and various; a 
number being divided into medietles or portions. Parishes in the 
county of Lincoln had been founded ’by one or more landowner who paid 
for the erection of the building and endowed it with land (glebe) and 
a house site (toft) for the priest’, as Mrs. D. M. Owen has shown (l). 
Medietios thus came about through the sharing of patronage, sometimes 
between members of tho same family or when there were several manors in 
a village. If there were only two principal landowners in an area, 
each might build his own church. Examples of such paired churches are 
found throughout the thirteenth century: at Bilsby (Holy Trinity and 
St. Mary) (2), at Binbrook (St. Mary and St. Gabriel) (3), and at 
Swaby (St. Nicholas and St* Margaret) (4).
The parishes of Cumbenvorth, Sproxton, Olipstone, Southill, 
ïhlletby, Stainton-le-Vale, Eippingale consisted of three portions 
each (5)* Three parishes consisted of four portions: Hibaldstow,
Thorganby and Rowston (6). In the latter church three parts belonged 
to the Knights Templar and of the fourth the rector was W. de Branoewell (?] 
During Grosseteste’s episcopate the fourth part was collated to Richard 
de Melton saving the right of anyone, ’qui jus patronatus postmodo 
evicerit in eadem’ (8). The church of Loughborough was divided into 
five portions: the patron of four parts was Hugh Dispensarius and
Philip de Corlingstog’ was patron of the fifth (9).
Parishes could be even further fragmented, as the parishes of 
Anwick and Brocklesby were each divided into six portions (lO).
Possibly the most preposterous situation was found in the parish of 
Corby in Lincolnshire which was divided into nine parts. Bishop Hugh 
of Wells conferred a ninth part of the church on Hugh de Osboumeby and
\
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later, Hilary, a chaplain, was presented to six portions and instituted 
as vicar (ll). Evidently, this was part of the process of consolidation 
envisaged in the I8th canon of the Council of Oxford in 1222 (12).
Under the terms of the canon churches were not to be divided in future. 
Consolidation would remove all divisions. It is perhaps significant 
that all further references to the church of Corby are to three parts (l3) 
In 1284 the nuns of St. Michael’s outside Stamford were authorised to 
appropriate the third part of the church of Corby, of which they already 
held two parts. The ri^it of patronage had been already granted to 
them by Sir Gilbert Peohe (14).
During Hugh of Wells* episcopate several patrons combined to 
present to medietios. In one of the earliest rolls of his register, 
dated before the tenth year of his episcopate, which began in 1209, it 
is recorded that Richard do Kavonedis was presented by Richard Parlbien 
and John, son of Benedict and Geoffrey his brother of Wyberton and 
placed in charge of the medietios of tho church of St. Ledger of 
Wyberton (1$). In the same roll the Earl of Chester is recorded as 
having presented Richard de Wulveia, in agreement with the other patron, 
Henry, son of Hugh, to the two medietios of Toynton St. Peter (l6).
Other consolidations are of a later date and were probably 
brought about in accord with the Council of Oxford’s canon 18.
Ralph Camerarius and Robert do Foleville, patrons of two medieties of 
the church of Rearsby, united to present Thomas Basset to the whole of 
the church (l?)* The parish of Burnham and of Wilden also had medieties 
united under one priest (l8). At Branston a mediety on becoming vacant 
was consolidated with another of the same church held by Master Hugh 
de Mares (I9). In this case the patron of both medieties was the same, 
the îüor and Convent of TiiUrgarton, so the consolidation was easily 
effected. It was also specifically stated that it was * auctoritate
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Conoilli Qxonie’.
An arrangement for the union of the two portions of the church 
of Blyton were made in the followiîig manner. Walter do Scalleby, 
parson of one mediety, agreed before tho bishop that if Master Alexander 
de Melida, parson of the other mediety, should die before him, the 
chaplain presented by the Prior and Convent of Thornholm should also 
have Walter’s mediety, except the tithes of sheaves and a house where 
Walter lived# Walter was to receive from the new rector 2 marks and 
40 p^âhnually. If Alexander survived Walter a similar arrangement 
would obtain. However, his annual pension was to be only 2 marks (20). 
In 1225 the Prior and Convent of Thornholm presented William de Pennard, 
chaplain, to the church of Blyton on the death of William, thus the 
parish ivas consolidated only two years after the agreement (21).
An amicable arrangement was also made for the church of Wragby. 
When Ralph de Rowell was presented by William Haunselin to one mediety, 
and by Gilbert de Arches to the other mediety in the church, it was 
agreed that in future vacancies they or their heirs would present 
alternately to both medieties (22).
Sometimes the bishop himself was able to consolidate a benefice 
when collating per lapsum, as in the case of Eyworth, Hugh of Wells 
had instituted Benedict of Hettletone to the church. After a dispute 
regarding the patronage had been settled, the Prioress and Convent of 
St. Helen’s, London, the patrons of one mediety, and Thomas Gravenel 
and his wife Joan, patrons of the other mediety, presented both 
medieties to Benedict (23).
The policy of consolidation was continued by Bishop set este,
for early in his episcopate he instituted Gilbert de Jakel* to both 
medieties of the church of Welbourn, as the record puts it: ’et in tota 
ecclosia canonice rector institutus’ (24). Robert of Hyntloham vfas
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instituted vicar of Aunsby, in lay patronage, except for 5 marks 
’nomine partis persolvendis ab eo cui dominus Eniscoms ineas duxerlt 
assignandas* (25). Shortly afterwards Robert was instituted to a 
parsonage of 5 marks in the church which had been consolidated with the 
said vicarage (26). Two medieties were also consolidated at Stubton (2?) 
and at Navenby (28). However, when an attempt was made to unite two 
medieties of the prebendal church of Stoke, the petition was rejected (29).
At Eadclive the vicar, Hugh, was granted a pension of 50s. for 
as long as he lives. On his death the rectory and the 50s. are to be 
consolidated in perpetuity (30). Similarly, at Grendon Underwood tho 
vicar, John, was instituted to the newly-consolidated rectory (3I).
When the vicarage in the church of Whitwick was consolidated with the 
rectory the vicar, William do Sohauwell, was to receive 10 marks annually 
as a simple benefice, for as long as he lives in habitu secular!, et 
honeste se gesserit et aliud beneficiumi ecclesiastioum non habuerit (32).
At Bytham one portion had been consolidated with another because 
they were poor (cum exiles sint eedem portiones) (33). On the demise or 
departure of the vicar of Yaxley the rectory and vicarage were consoli­
dated (34)» and his successor, Nigel, was instituted rector of the 
consolidated church. The rectories were also consolidated \?ith the 
vicarages at Stibbington, Walton on; the Wold, Idllingstone and Haseley (35)*
The number of consolidations during Gravesend’s episco^^te were 
comparatively few* A reference is made in the institution to Somersha* 
to the consolidation of the vicarage with the rector (at consolidata fuit 
vicaria gué: dudum fuerat in ipsa ecolesia rectorie e.iusdem. precipue 
cum dictus Magister R. tunc in ea institutus paratus asset in dicta 
ecclesia personaliter in proximo residere (36). Consolidations were also
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effected in Irby and Htséone (37), but not at Beachampton, where it was 
opposed* The record reads: ’salva msigistro J* de Bissemede rectori 
alterius medietatis qui pro consolidationeiecclesie se tunc opponebat 
accione sua cum sibi viderit expo dire proponenda’ (38)*
This reluctance to unite medieties when the opportunity presented 
itself may be seen in Oliver Sutton’s episcopate. At East Keal there 
were vacancies in two medieties at the same time, thus providing an 
opportunity to consolidate_them* However, the patrons of one, the 
Prior and Convent of Spalding, presented one rector; the patrons of the 
other mediety, the Knights Templar, presented another rector. Both 
presentees were ordained subdeaoon and instituted at Huntingdon on 
December 17th 1295 (39)» As wo have already seen, at Corby matters were 
improved with the nuns of St. Michael’s outside Stamford being allowed to 
hold three parts of the church (40).
At Stickford the future claims of patrons were safeguarded when 
two medieties were united* Hamund of Boulogne, the patron of one mediety, 
presented the rector of the other mediety, of whom the patrons were the 
Rrior and Convent of Markby (41)* This enlightened attitude may also 
be seen in the union of two poor parishes; (St. Edward and St. Frideswide, 
Oxford* The common patronO, the Prior : and Convent of St. Frideswide 
and the parishioners agreed to do this. St. Ed^mrd’s was designated 
the parish church so that the peace and quiet of the conventual church 
of St* Frideswide may be preserved (42)*
At Heyford the rector of one mediety was giv4n a commission to 
talce charge of the other medioty, as a temporary moasure, because Master 
William of Dunham^ the rector thereof was incurably ill (43)* At 
Tackley the initiative for the consolidation of the rectory with the 
vicarage v/as taken by tho rector, Master Roger. The vicarage had been
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resigned by Nicholas who had been preferred to the church o f  W o ^ s T c o th  
V i thus creating the vacancy (44)* From Gravesend’s register it 
appears that the patrons were laymen, as William le Pouere and Walter 
de Bmle had recovered the advowson against the Prioress and Convent of 
Studley by an assize of darrein presentment taken in the King’s Court (45)• 
On the whole the laity seemed to be more amenable to change#
The religious houses who held the advowsons of several medieties in a 
church were happy to effect a union; but where several orders were 
involved portions and medieties were jealously guarded. Eippingale, 
which was divided into three portions in Hugh of Wells episcopate, was 
still so divided in Sutton’s episcopate. The patrons of two parts were 
the Prior and Convent of Shelford and of the third a layman, Sir John of 
Eippingale (46). Brocklesby still consisted of six portions in Gravesend’s 
episcopate (47, so it would seem that the process of consolidation was a 
slow one. |
Another pK>blem which bedevilled the thirteenth century, and 
indeed the whole of the Middle Ages, was the system of holding churches 
in plurality- The Fourth Lateran Council had sought to remedy that in 
Canon 29 which endorsed an earlier enactment of the Third Lateran Council 
of 1179" It read as follows: ’We * . • • ordain by the present decree 
that whoever receives a benefice with cure of souls attached, if ho 
already has such a benefice shall automatically bo deprived of that and 
if perchance he tries to keep it let him be deprived of the other one 
also* (48)- A loophole was made in the last sentence of the canon, 
namely, ’As to men of birth and lettered persons, who should be honoured 
by greater benefices, they when reason demands it can be dispensed by 
the apostolic see’ (49)*
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From 1217 presentees were admitted to parishes ’^sub nena 
conoilli’ if they already held another living# In Hugh of Wells’ 
register we read that W. de Wignotone, a clerk, was instituted to the 
church of Wigginton, subject to the rule of the council, as he had a 
benefice of 50 shillings elsewhere (50). Alan Costein, a clerk, was 
presented by the Prior and Convent of Launde to a mediety of the church 
of Weldon in Northamptonshire (51). Evidently, he was a favourite of 
theirs, for he is also presented at a later date to the church of Kettleby. 
However, he is required to notify the archdeacon that he must take the 
said mediety of the church of Weldon as vacant into the bishop’s hand (52). 
He undoubtedly did this, as Seman is presented at a later date to the said 
church of Great Weldon, vacant because Alan Costein had been admitted, 
under the rule of the Council, to the church of Ab Kettleby (53)*
Bishop Grosseteste, while accepting the system of the exploita­
tion of ecclesiastical benefices, yet saw it as one of the root causes 
of spiritual inefficiency. Particularly in bis attitute towards prebends 
in cathedral chapters was he at variance vdth his contemporaries. He 
regarded them as benefices mth cure of souls, they as sinecures.
Cathedral prebends were much sought after by pluraliste and non-residents: 
but, as we see from his letters, Grosseteste regarded them as no 
sinecures (54)* The papal legate. Cardinal Otto requested Grosseteste 
to confer a prebend on At to, his clerk. He refused on the grounds that 
At to had no dispensation to hold a cure of souls along with a plurality 
of benefices. Indeed the bishop himself had at one time held a prebend 
of this kind together with a parish church, but his conscience had 
troubled him, and he had sought the Pope’s advice. The Pope’s reply 
had been that a prebend of tho kind could not be held along with a 
parish church without such dispensation (55)*
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Tho Pope’s nephew, Frederick de Lavagna, was also rejected 
when a canonry at Lincoln was sought. The bishop saw the deprivation 
of pastoral care as the worst of sins, cCmparable to the sin of Lucifer 
and Antichrist and he set out his views in a letter to Master Innocent, 
the papal notary (56).
Men of birth and lettered persons were honoured by being allowed 
to hold more than one benefice. Simon de Ardeme was instituted to 
Ab Kettleby rectory on the presentation of Launde Priory in 1237/8 (57)* 
The church of Coleby was also collated to him, as he had a papal dispensa­
tion, on the 30th November, 1240 (58). Master Solomon of Dover, on the 
other hand, who was instituted to Holdenby in 1237/8, seems not to have 
availed himself of the papal dispensation to hold another benefice, which 
was recited by Grosseteste at Banbury on the 26th November,II25I (59)*
He had become archdeacon of Leicester shortly before the 17th June 1252. 
Apart from his prebend of St. Margaret, Leicester which.v/as annexed to 
his office as archdeacon, he appears nCt to have held another benefice.
In the case of Hugh de Cantiluj^, he was allowed to hold 
Stewkley by dispensation together with two dignities in various churches 
and 300 pounds in rents (60). Gerard do Weseham held both the vicarage 
of Long Sutton and the rectory of Fleet, both in tho gift of the monies 
of Castle Acre fe6l). The record of the institution of Thomas de Verdun
to Orton-on-the~Hill clearly states that he is to hold both Orton and 
the vicarage of Ibstock together (una cum dicta vicaria de Ybestok quam 
habet et dudum habuit intltulatani in sua perpetuo nossidendam) (62).
However, there seems to be some doubt about the church of 
Shipton-on-Cherwell as V/illiam de Groynv/il* has another benefice commended 
to him in another diocese. The marginal note reads: ’Dubitatur de hac 
institut!one* (63)#
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At Barnwell William de Kirkeham has his dispensation inspected 
before his institution (64), as has Robert de^itten* who held the 
church of Fillingham at his institution to Wioken (inspecta prius 
dispensatione qua similiter institutus est in ecclesia do Fillingham) (65). 
Ralph of Leicester also has a dispensation from the pope to hold Imham (66 
as has Master Roland, ’domini Pape capellanus et modieus’, to hold 
Tathwoll (67). Other dispensations wore granted to Henry Costard, Roger 
of Haverhill, Nicholas of St. Albans, Stephen do Holewell (68).
Remigius of Pooklington had letters of institution to Ab Kettleby 
rectory, on the presentation of I^unde Priory, dated 6th April 1237, and 
on the same day letters to receive Kedboume rectory in commendam, on the 
presentation of Owston Abbey (69). He must have vacated Ab Kettleby by 
the 13th June 1238 when Simon de Ardeme was instituted to it (70).
The system of allowing clergy to hold more than one benefice 
vrith cure of souls continued throughout Gravesend’s episcopate, although 
papal dispensation is not always mentionod; Master Geoffrey is allowed 
to hold the church of Wainfleet v/ith tho church of St. Nicholas, Idttle 
Bowden ’by a title of commondation* (?l). Albinus, however, who was 
instituted to Trusthorps, is allowed to retain the church of Keteby 
with papal permission (72). Shortly afterwards he resigned it for 
Oimsby. The record contains tho interesting note, ’an inquisition 
was first made by R. archdeacon of Lincoln,* and because it did not shew 
whether the benefice was vacant, the rector’s death was proved before 
the bishop’s clerks (73)* John of St.Marlq, presented to Halton, 
ezîiibited a privilege from Pope Urban IV allovdng him to hold tvfo 
churches besides the two churches which he already had (74)*
Master William de Nowork was instituted to the church of 
Stapleford on the 27th October I270. On the dorse is the memorandum
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that on tho 27th February 1274 at Fingest the bishop commended to 
W. de Newerk, rector of Stapleford, the church of Pytchley (Northants.), 
granting him permission to hold both benefices (75). It is also noted 
in the Northampton roll, with the addition of the words ’because of his 
knowledge of literature* (76).
Master Stephen de Glaston obtained a dispensation from the 
apostolic see that besides the two benefices \7ith cure of souls he would 
lawfully be allowed to accept a third with cure of souls (77)* However, 
in contrast, Master John, who had been instituted to the church of Great 
Norwood (Bucks.) having the cure of souls, had to resign his living of 
Oakley (Bucks.) because he had no dispensation to receive more benefices (7!
Master William do Thornton, rector of little Horton in the 
diocese of Canterbury, and naturally described as ’dilecto clerico nostro*, 
is allowed to retain the benefice together i?ith Woburn (Beds.) commended 
to him by the bishop, as patron, by papal authority (79). He later 
became the bishop’s chancellor. (8o).
Sometimes churches were held in plurality because the total value 
v/as poor. For example, John who was rector of Balderby was commended 
to the church of Heather (Leicester), ’as it does not exceed the value 
of five mandes it may bo held with the church of Balderby*, with the 
* proviso quod ecclesie predicte dcbitis defraudentur obsequiis et 
animarum cura in ois non negligatur, set per ministres idoneos 
deserviatur eidem* (8l). Similarly, Walter of Amersham who is also 
rector of St. Thomas, Wincholsey which is a poor church, is allowed to 
hold the church of Shalston (Budcs.), valued at six marks (82). The 
treatment was not uniform, as Adam, vicar of Saxilby (Lincs.) is allowed 
by papal dispensation to hold a second benefice, Autby (Lincs.), with 
cure of souls (83). Although tho papal dispensation contains the words 
’non obstante constitucione super hoc édita in concilio Generali*, it is
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granted with the usual proviso that the cure of souls is not neglected 
etc* (84).
Oliver Sutton’s register reveals a number of instances of papal 
permission to hold benefices in plurality. One of the earliest references 
to such dispensations and a glaring example of the misuse of papal authorit 
may be seen in the two dispensations granted to Master John of Creacombe, 
Archdeacon of the East Riding in Yorkshire. Pope Honorius IV granted 
him a dispensation to hold in plurality the church of Burton-on-Tront 
and the Archdeaconry of the East Riding vdth a canoniy and prebend in 
the cathedral of York, dated February 22 1286. In addition he was 
granted a further dispensation to hold in plurality another church.
He was, accordingly, presented by the Prior and Convent of Bridlington 
(Yorks.) to one of their churches in the diocese of Idncoln, namely 
Goxhill, and he was duly instituted on May l?th 1288 at Fingest (85).
The notorious pluralist, Bogo do Clarej on the presentation 
of the Bari of Gloucester, obtained a dispensation to hold the church 
of VThlston (Northants.) in plurality with the churches of Callan 
(Co. Kilkenny), Leverington, Chieveley and Simonbum, and to draw 
revenues in addition from the churches of Thatcham, 3t. Peter-le-Bailey 
in Oxford, Kilkhampton, Eynsford, Swanscombe, Dorking, Dunmow, Polstead, 
Saham Toney, Rotherfield, Doncaster, Llansoy (Monmouth), Pordingbridge 
and Acaster. He was instituted in the person of Master Ralph of 
Oxford, his proctor, at Stepney on May 23rd 1280 (86).
Archbishop Beckham rebuked him on one occasion in these words:
’We complain • • * that on visiting certain of your churches, or rather, 
churches held in your name, we found there by the account of many credit­
able people, that you did not perform the duties of .rector, but rather 
acted as ravisher (raptor) because concerning the carnal goods of the
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poor, you minister nothing, or practically nothing to them* (87).
The truth of this is home out in the household accounts of Bogo de 
Clare (88),
When these dispensations wero granted it was almost always 
T^ith the proviso that duo provision would be made for the cure of souls. 
Master Thomas, the Archdeacon of Northampton, was granted a papal 
mandate to hold one other benefice in plurality mth the above proviso (89) 
Hspensations were not always granted, and bishops did not readily agree 
to institutions vithout them. Oliver Sutton was cited to appear before 
the Court of Arches to answer a complaint by John de Bere\Tyk, a clerk 
of the King; that the bishop had refused to institute him to the church 
of Amarsham. In reply the bishop said that John v/as reputed to be a 
pluralist without dispensation and that, when cited, he had refused 
to give any satisfactory ozplanation either by liimself or by proxy.
The bishop therefore appealed, by his proctor Master Robert of Kilworth, 
to the papal curia against the citation of the Official of Canterbury (90)*
Master Henry d© Bray held a number of churches in plurality: 
before the last Council of Lyons he had accepted the parish church of 
Cottesbach (Leics.) and ho othei* Afterwards, however, it seems he 
had custody of Ballykelly (Londonderry), then the church of Woodford 
Raise (Northampton), then the church of Alverstoko in tho diocese of 
Winchester, and afterwards the church of Hainton (Gloucester or 
Worcester)* His presentation to Woodford Raise was unsuccessfully 
opposed in the curia regie by Richard Basset (91). Finally, he was 
instituted to the church of Lutterworth (Leics.) on condition that he 
would no longer concern himself with the aforesaid churches (92).
Evidently, Master Henry was sincere in his intention for we find that 
the next vacancy to Woodford Hals© is caused by his institution to
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the chiirch of Latterv/orth (93)«
Gilbert of Hothbury also held many benefices; the church of 
Carlton in Lincoln diocese, Stainbrook in the diocese of Durham, to 
which he had been collated, Ghistleton in Coventry and Lichfield 
diocese, and he was also in charge of lasfield in the diocese of 
Norwich. After resigning the church of Carlton he was instituted to 
Shillington, in the person of his proctor (94)»
Notwithstanding the bishop’s concern about pluraliste, a 
relative, Oliver Sutton, was allowed to hold Edlesborough together 
with another living with cure of souls (i.e. Churchill in Oxfordshire) (95) 
Another relative_of the bishop, Master Thomas of Sutton, held the post 
of Archdeacon of Horthampton. Ho acquired a dispensation to hold one 
other benefice in plurality, in virtue of a mandate of Pope Nicholas IV, 
provided that due provision wore made for the cure of souls (96).
On September 11th 1292 the bishop collated his relative, Thomas to the 
prebend of Thame. However, W.s induction was resented by the supporters 
of a rival claimant, Edward St. John, a clerk of the king, who claimed 
the prebend in virtue of a papal provision from Pope Nicholas IV.
This was contested by Bishop Oliver Sutton who declared that the 
provision v/as obtained by dishonest means (97). The supporters of 
Edward St* John seised the church and on November 17th were duly 
excommunicated by the bishop (98). Despite this Edward St* John’s 
supporters remained in possession of the church. After a colourful 
series of events Master Thomas v/as restored to his prebond and a 
general pardon was issued to all who had been concerned in the killing 
of a certain Peter of Wyrosdale (99)•
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APPROPRIATIOITS
Many of the patrons of churches, as has been shown, were 
monastic houses and when they appropriated a parish church they became 
its nonr-resident rector (persona), The appropriating monastery thus 
acquired for itself the rectory and was itself the Rector Appropriate. 
Once a deed of appropriation had been granted, sealed by the
bishop who granted the rectory to the corporation to their own uses 
(in -proprios usus) the corporate body then had the right to use the 
endowments of a church for its own needs.
There were two Icinds of appropriation, either
a) cum nleno .jure* i.e. an appropriation in temporals and spirituals, or
b) in temporals only.
Appropriations in temporals was the more common form. The 
monastery or other religious body (i.e. a cathedral chapter) became 
rector of the church in regard to endowments subject to a part of these 
endowments being formed under episcopal authority into a vicarage for 
the maintenance of a priest to exercise the cure of souls. The latter 
became a perpetual vicar with security of tenure, as will be shown later.
There were a number of appropriations in the episcopate of 
Hugh of Wells, listed iii the Liber Antiquus and in his rolls. The 
former records 43 fresh| appropriations, although as R. A. R. Hart ridge 
has pointed out it is difficult to sort out the new appropriations from 
mere confirmations (l). Hampton (2) appropriated to the Dean and 
Chapter of Exeter Cathedral was of ancient origin. The appropriation 
of the church of Bametby le Wold was delayed until the incumbent, Hugh, 
was dead. In the meantime the patrons the Prior and Convent of ÎTewstead, 
of the Qrder of Sempringham are to enjoy the annual payment of four marks 
from the church and the mediety of tithes of 13 oxgangs of land in
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Bametby and the mediety of the arable land of the church demesne, 
which is divided into two parts, as their perpetual benefice. On 
Hugh Barfield’s death one mediety of the whole church shall be appro­
priated to them, the other payments ceasing. To the other mediety 
they shall present as patrons (3).
The number of churches appropriated varied considerably with 
each monastic order. Some preferri&cf to retain churches unappropriated 
in order to attract priests who would be useful to them at court or who 
perhaps had the bishop’s ear. Although the great Benedictine Abbey 
of Peterborough was patron of 26 churches in the diocese, only two 
appear to have been appropriated in Hugh of Wells episcopate: St.John
the Baptist, Peterborough (4)5 Maxey (5)« St. Peter, Peterborough, was 
added later (6). John de Burgh whot features as signatory in Hugh of 
Wells registers (?) and as an executor of the bishop’s second testament (8) 
was presented to Oundle by the Abbot#and Convent of Peterborough (9). 
Geoffrey de Moris, oneeof the bishop!s oleiks, was presented to the 
church of Warmington, also in their gift (lO), and unappropriated.
Whereas Peterborough appropriated but few of their churches, 
the Augustinian Abbey of St. Mary de Pratis, Leicester appropriated 
24 of the churches from their total of 46 of which they were the patrons. 
Smaller donmunities also varied in their appropriations of benefices: 
the Augustinian Canons at Mime in ïdncolnshiro appropriating six from 
their total of eleven, i.e., Croft, Calceby, Thorp St. Peter, Swarby, 
Metheringhara, and Osboumby (ll).
Bynsham Abbey, a Benedictine foundation, held fourteen churches 
and appropriated only three, Cassington (12) and Whitfield and South 
Stoke (13).
In addition to the appropriations referred to in the Idber 
Antiquus a further fiftÿ-tlireG appropriations are recorded in the 
Leicester Matriculus; just under half were appropriated by the abbey of
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St. Mary dc Pratis, Leicester* The church of Croxton which is 
recorded in the matricuius presents the unusual example of a church 
divided: one mediety was in the gift of the Abbot of Croxton who
appointed a rector. The other mediety was appropriated by the Prior 
of Melton and had been for thirty years. In addition the Abbot of 
Bynsham receives ’two garb tithes of the demesne of Henry Foliot from 
antiquity, which the Prior of Ghacombe has for three shillings.* (14).
Bishop Grosseteste uncompromisingly condemned the appropria­
tion of churches and made this clear in his ’sermon* before the General 
Council of Lyons in I25O (15). He felt very strongly that the 
appropriation of churches led to the neglect of pastoral care and that 
’where there is an appropriation of parish churches to religious, it is 
a confirmation and perpetuation of those aforesaid evils* (I6), i.e. lack 
of priestly ministrations to parishioners and to the care of the sick 
and needy.
Matthew Paris records that in 1245 Bishop Grosseteste removed 
the church of Aylesbury (Bucks.) from the deanery of Lincoln (l7). 
Although opposed to appropriations in general, Grosseteste made several 
himself. He gave the church of Fulwell in nroprios usUs to the 
Augustinian abbey of Oseney, saving two marks a year to be paid by the 
said abbot and convent annually on the feast of Blesse^ iîicholas to bo 
distributed to the poor scholars at Oxford (l$)- The abbey was to cause 
the church to be served by idoneum capellanum secularem honeate and 
were *to bear all and customary burdens’.
Grosseteste had a long-standing dispute with the abbey of 
Westminster concerning their wish to appropriate the church of Ashwell 
which had resulted in the abbot’s being excommunicated by him and the 
church’s being laid under an interdict (I9). An indulgence of
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Pope Honorius III sanctioned the acquisition of the church by the abbey 
of Westminster for ’the maintenance of the brothers, of guests, and of 
the poor’. (as sustentationem fratrum et hosoiturn ac pauperum). 
Accordingly the bishop had to carry out the necessary legal requirements 
granting the abbey full rights in the church. Even so Grosseteste 
ordained a vicarage valued at 45 marks in the church, almost showing 
his disapproval of the appropriation (20).
A similar arrangement was made earlier when the Convent of 
Abingdon, patrons of the church of Guddesdon, were instituted rectors 
of the church with the authority of Pops Gregory IX (2l). Here again 
Grosseteste ordained a generous vicarage, valued at 20 marks, and he 
insisted that the man presented to the vicarage ordained in the church 
should be found to be suitable or be deprived (et nisi inveniatur 
idoneus pro voluntate Episoopi vicaria sua privabitur) (22).
Early in his career, bishop Richard Gravesend, in obedience 
to a papal mandate of 1261 directing him and the bishops of Worcester, 
Salisbury, Coventry and Llandaff to make a particular enquiry into the 
appropriation of churches by monastic houses, held a general 
investigation (23). Further appropriations took place during his 
episcopate, but vicarages were also ordained as will be seen. The 
number of appropriations was larger than under Grosseteste, although 
papal authority was responsible for some of them. In the Calendar of 
Papal letters we read (24) of a ’’grant to the abbot and convent of 
St. German’s, Selby, in the diocese of York, of the parish church of 
luddington (ludyngton) in the diocese of Lincoln, of their patronage, . 
whose value hardly exceeds 25 silver marks, to take effect on its 
voidance; vdthout the consent of the bishop and the archdeacon; a 
vicar’s portion being assigned.” Gravesend had to complete this in 
1261, when the last rector died.
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Gravesend probably improved matters at Lissington where the 
vicar at that time received the whole church but he had to pay a pension 
of 10 marks to the rectors. He ordered that, "after the vicar’s decease, 
the dean and.chapter of York who were the patrons should have the church 
again according to the form of the Lord William formerly bishop of 
Lincoln, saving a competent vicarage to bo taxed and ordained" (25).
St. Mary’s and Holy Trinity, Bilsby were both appropriated on 
Gravesend’s authority because they were the source of ’dissensiones. et 
scismata,* . These quarrels were over the division of riches between 
the rector and Markby Priory. They had appropriated Holy Trinity 
ab antiquo and were also patrons of St. Mary’s, Bilsby. In 1269, 
Gravesend,-out of consideration for the deserts of the convent and its 
nearness to the church/made it easy for the poor of the parish to resort 
to it for alms, decreed its appropriation (26).
Grimsby Abbey hold a quarter of Thorganby Church in proprios 
usus ab antiquo and Gravesend granted another quarter to them in 1275, 
as none of the portions .exceeded 5 loarks in value and there had been 
many quarrels among the comportionaries (27). While he could not 
approve of the system of appropriation, Gravesend probably saw that it 
was better for the parish that the abbey should hold the church, save 
the vicarage, than that there should be such a chaotic division. 
Appropriations were also made in the church of Horthleigh to the Abbot 
and Convent of Hayles in Gloucester (28), in Middleton to the Prior and 
Convent of Beaulieu (29).
Gravesend’s successor, Oliver Sutton, made his views on 
appropriations known when appropriating the church of Corby to the nuns 
of Stamford in 1284. He confessed that alienations ’and appropriations 
of parochial churches, by converting the fruits and profits of them to 
the use of religious persons, were absolutely odious to all the prelates
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of the church, and had been forbidden by a late law, nor could be 
tolerable save in cases of manifest poverty or other great necessity* (30). 
That poverty and need was clearly evident in the case of the nuns.
Further appropriations were made on the plea of poverty by the 
patrons (i.e. the religious orders). The Templars were allowed to 
appropriate the church of Don%ington on the grounds of the'immense expense 
which the enemies of the cross have brought upon this order*, (lliis 
igitur necnon-gravibus immensiscuo dispendids que cru ci s inimici eidem 
ordini hactenus intulerunt) (3l).
Appropriation w/as: also effected in Weston to the Prior and 
Convent of Spalding (32).
Several interesting cases of appropriation were made on behalf 
of the cathedral. The first was made in 1289 consequent upon Bishop 
Gravesend’s grant to the Bean and Chapter of Idncoln to appropriate the 
church of Tathv;ell on the death or resignation of the rector. Master 
Rolandinus. On his death Bishop Sutton gave letters confirming this 
right (33).
In the same year the bishop apjpropriated the church of Ashby 
Puerorum to the use of the choirboys of the cathedral who'were as he said,
* planted as little fruit trees for the honour of God and the adornment 
of our said church by Richard our predecessor of blessed memory, or who 
may be so planted hereafter* (34)«
The cathedral choir also benefited from the appropriation of 
the church of St. Bartholomew, Lincoln to the cathedral on the death or 
resignation of its rector. The site \7as to be used for the burial of 
such bodies as would formerly have been buried in the cathedral ground, 
and the revenues v;ere to be divided between the uplceep of the cathedral 
choir and the repair of the fabric of St. Bartholomew’s. (35)*
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A Bull of Boniface VIII allowed the Hospitallers to appropriate 
the churches of Hirton near Boston and Horkstow when those should fall 
vacant, vdthout reference to the bishop (given at the Lateran, March 23# 
1299) (36). Hine other appropriations are recorded as having been made 
by Oliver Sutton of which two confirmed the grants made by his predec­
essor Richard Gravesend (37)'
An earlier appropriation, made on Hovember 2, 1294s granted 
the brothers and scholars of the House of Merton, Oxford, all rights 
in the church of St* Peter in the East, Oxford, on the death of the 
notorious Bogu de Clare, its last rector (38). In all these cases 
Sutton ensured that a suitable vicarage was ordained*
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vn, THE ORDIHATIOIf OF VICAR/iGES
V/hen a monasteiy appropriated a parish church it became its 
non-resident rector. It was the bishop’s task to see that If a properly 
qualified rector did not reside in the parish, a second benefice was 
created in the church, alongside the parsonage, called a vicarage, 
permanent with a guaranteed income. Thus the vicar would have security 
of tenure and a fixed income or specified portions of the church’s 
revenues from glebe and tithe and offerings. He was known as a perpetual 
vicar.
A number of perpetual vicars had been instituted to parishes 
during the twelfth century. In 1183-4 the churches of Sandon and 
Ardeley in Hertfordshire and Caddingfcon and Kensworth in Bedfordshire 
had been appropriated by Walter de Coutances, then bishop of Idncoln, 
to the dean and chapter of St. Paul's. On the death of the present 
incumbents the dean and chapter are to present to the bishop of Lincoln 
suitable perpetual vicars and assign to them adequate vicarages (idoneas 
vicarias) (l).
Other examples of vicarages ordained in the twelfth century 
may be found in the Liber Antiquus which refer to them as being ’ex dudum’ 
or ’antiauitus ordinata’, while the vicarage of St. John the Baptist, 
Peterborough, is said to have been ordained ’longo tempore tails extitit’ (2) 
Many vicarages regarded as creations of Hugh of Wells may quite possibly 
have been set up by liis predecessors (3).
However, there is no doubt that the pontificate of Hugh of Wells 
marked a new departure. The impetus for his reforming seal was provided 
by Canon 32 of the great Fourth Lateran Council of 1215 which read:
*A vicious custom that ought to be uprooted has established 
itself in some parts, namely that patrons of parish churches
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and certain other persons, claim the incomes from them wholly 
for themselves, leaving the priests deputed to serve them so 
small a portion that they cannot fittingly live on it. We 
have learnt for certain that in some regions parish priests 
get for their support only a quarter of a quarter, that is a 
sixteenth, of the tithes. Whence it is that in these regions 
scarcely any parish priest can he found who has even a modicum 
of education. As the ox ought not to he muzzled when it 
treadeth out the corn, and he who serves the altar ought to 
live from the altar, we decree therefore any custom of a 
bishop or patron or anyone else notwithstanding, that a sufficient 
portion shall be assigned to the priests. He who has a parish 
church shall serve it not by a vicar but personally in the due 
form which the care of that church requires, unless perchance 
the parish church is annexed to a prebend or a dignity. In 
which case we allow that he who has such a prebend or dignity 
should, as he must serve in a greater church, make it his business 
to have in the parish church a suitable, canonically instituted 
perpetual vicar, who, as has been said, shall have a fitting 
portion from the revenues of that church: other\7ise, he shall
know that by the authority of this decree he is deprived of that 
church and it is to be given freely to someone else who is vdlling 
and able to do as we have said. What we utterly forbid is that 
anyone should presume deceitfully to confer from the revenues of 
a church which has to maintain its own priest a pension on 
another as it were as a benefice.* (4).
The whole point of this canon which has been described as the 
*magna carta" of the parish priest (5) is that a vicar is no mere employee 
in receipt of wages and removable at will; but a beneficed priest with
his freehold and a specific endowment and instituted by the bishop as 
a * perpetual vicar* • Although he may be chosen by the rector with the 
patron's approval or even by the patron, the bishop commits to him the 
cura animamm in the church, and it is to the bishop that he is respons­
ible for his cure. He cannot be removed save for crimes or grave 
dereliction of duty, and then only by judicial procedure, once he has 
taken legal possession of his church.
Hugh of Welle formally ordained and set down in writing the 
details o:^three hundred vicarages in his diocese. Although three 
hundred and seventy-three vicarages are indicated in the Liber Antiquus, 
many entries are incomplete. Another record exists for the archdeaconry 
of Leicester which was emitted from the Idber Antiquus (6).
The basic rule in providing for the vicars in parishes seems 
to have been that the rector received the tithes of com and hay and 
also the land (unless other\7ise specified); the vicar had the lesser 
tithes, the altarage .mortuary dues etc. and had to be provided with a 
suitable place in which to live.
R. A, R. Hart ridge has pointed out that the word 'altarage* 
can be given no hard and fast meaning (7)« The records of Hugh of Wells 
show that the altarage can consist of the small tithes (i.e. mills, 
and on every kind of natural production, and on the labours of men) 
or be mentioned alongside the small tithes as a separate item. For 
example, the vicar of Eushden in Horthants. in 1230 was to receive 
'totum altaragium et omnes minutas décimas*(8)# Sometimes the tithes 
of lambs and wool were omitted, as at Aston Clinton (Oxon. ) and at 
Hough (Lincs.) where the first legacy (heriot or mortuary) and the rent 
of six shillings from one bovate of land, and one meadow belonging to 
the altarage were also excluded (lO).
•w
Often more explicit details are given in the institution 
to a vicarage, as at Ryrton (Oxon.) where the vicar, *in addition to 
receiving the altarage (in omnibus ohventionihus altaris do Feritone) 
and all tithes except garb, and all offerings both of com and other 
things at Stanidelf together with half a virgate of land and the adjoining 
meadow, and also a house at lÿrton, with half a hide of land of the Canons* 
(of Norton) demesne and a meadow belonging to that land, together with 
the tithes both of 'husbote et heibote in bosco eorum* (i.e. the 
privilege of collecting fallen timber for repairing houses, building 
fences and for burning on the hearth) and in all other common land 
liberties* (ll).
The obventions mentioned in many of the institution rolls 
varied a great deal. Dues were paid at Christmas, Easter, Whitsun and 
on the Feast Day of the Church. At Bygrave (Herts.) the offerings 
amounted to 7s. at Christmas, 6s. 8d. at Easter, Is. on All Saints* Day,
3d. at Candlemas and on the Patronal Festival (St. Margaret's Day) l6s. (iz), 
Whereas at Upton (Bucks.) tho total sum for offerings at Cliristmas, Easter 
and the chief festivals amounted to 30s. (l3)« At the church of St. Mary 
Hertford the vicar received no specified sum at Easter but was allo'wed to 
take all that was offered at the first Mass (et obventione ad primam 
missam diei Pasche) (l4)«
Besides the offerings at the Sunday services there were those 
made from the occasional offices: v/eddings, churchings of women, and for
funerals. Penitents who came to malce their confessions were encouraged 
to make an offering. At St. John the Baptist, Peterborough, the 
confession pennies (denarii confessionum) wore estimated to be 22 shillings 
a year (I5). In addition to money offerings the clergy were accustomed 
to receive a number of oblations in Icind. The eulogia or bread offered
at the altar, some of which ?/as used in the service, the rest being 
for the use of the priest, v/as part of tho oblations (l6). The gift 
of wax or candles was also included in tho oblations. At High Wycombe 
the vicars were accustomed to receive ’omni oblations condole oar totum 
annum, preter candelam aue provenit die dominica ad altare cum -pane 
benedicendo* (l?)*
Hugh of Wells endeavoured to ordain vicarages at values not 
less than 5 marks. His efforts made before 1222 were strengthened when 
the Council of Oxford (l8) declared that the minimum stipend for a 
perpetual vicar should be 5 marks per year. In one hundred and thirty- 
four vicarages mentioned in the Idber Antiquus, where the values are 
given fifty are assessed at less than 5 marks, sixty-three between 5 &ud 
6 marks, and twenty-one over 6 marks.
The list below shows the wide discrepancy between the values 
of whole churches and the vicarages ordained in them:
Name Value of Vicarage Value of
Ancestor 5 marks 20 marks
Billingborough 5s marks 14 marks
Billinghay 5 marks nearly 16 marks
Bracebridge 6 marks 20 marks
Canwick 4 marks or more 20 marks
Bigby 4 marks 12 marks
Borrington 4 marks 12 marks
l i
Kirby^la-Thorpe 4 marks 15 marks
Laughton 4 marks 10 marks
Ludford Magna 6 marks nearly 25 marks
Sixhills 4 marks 12 marks
Stowe or Birthorp 4 marks 15 marks
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These figures have been obtained from the Lincoln Archdeaconry 
ordination of vicarages (19)* It is evident that the proportion is 
that of two to one. Dr. Moorman has pointed out that as the average 
wage for an artisan was 3d. a day or 78s. a year, a vicar was slightly 
worse off than this (20).
Where a vicarage was inadequate (i.e. below 5 marks), the 
bishop endeavoured to augment it. The perpetual vicar of ITewbottle 
under the patronage of the Prior and Convent of Dunst#le is to have 
the ondownents of the vicarage increased if they prove to be 
insufficient (2l). In the church of Barrowby the vicarage is to be 
at least 100s. (22).
Ijf the Eotulus TaxatioÇéâ? the archdeaconry of Leicester is 
accurate and represents a verus valor then the vicar of the church of 
Frowlesworth (in the patronage of the Prior and Convent of Chacombe) 
would find it difficult to provide the pension of 4 marks to be paid 
to the rector, G. of St. Albans. The valuation given at the time of 
Henry Lexington was 4& marks (23).
At Skendleby tho bishop so augmented the vicarage that the 
perpetual vicar, William of London, should receive all the tithes of 
all the lambs which had previously been received by the Abbot and 
Convent of Bardney (24).
Grosseteste was equally concerned about the inadequate provision 
for vicars in some churches and in the case of VJhitfield in 
Horthamptonsliire in the patronage of %nsham Abbey re-ordained the 
vicarage (25). Instead of receiving only 30 measures of wheat, and 
2 marks which the rectors have only paid 'vdth contention, the vicar 
vms now granted the altarage, two virgates of church land, the tithes 
of mills of tho parish, and all tithes, including garb and hay, of
tho demesne of the church, and a manse,* (26), The vicarage of 
V/inv/ick was increased by augmentation of 1 mark to 6 marks (2?).
The church of Coates under the patronage of V/elbeck Abbey are to 
increase the payment to the vicar by 1 mark (28).
There are many references to the provision of a suitable 
house (mansum comix etentem) in a vicarage or where one is not avail­
able, is in the case of Shirbum, the vicar is to receive compensation 
(2s.) until it is provided (29). Such a house was for the most part 
found near the church, with such descriptions as 'next the church*, 
'opposite the churchyard gate', 'before the church door' and 'within 
the churchyard itself* (30). Sometimes the details are more specific 
as at Eynsham where Bartholomew de Fraxino, vicar, is to have the house 
* jacentem inter mansum Ricardi molendinarii do Fauflor et mansum in 
quo Waltcrus Gaylone consuevit habitare in villa de Eynesh* (3l),
From the Liber Antiquus we learn that the vicar of Wroxton is to have 
a messuage and buildings which are *iuirba ecclesiam versus occidentem*(32) 
Whereas the vicarage of Great Kimble consists among other things in 
'manso compétente eidem vicarie assignats scilicet ex opposite sorte 
cimiterii versus au strum (33). At Hanborough there is the unusual 
situation where the former rector exchanges his house for the house 
of the former vicar who becomes rector (idem Hugo habebit domes diet! 
Ricardi quondam vicarii. et dictus Ricardus domes ipsius Sugonls 
quondam persone irsius ecclesie) (34)*
These houses were often little more than a rough cottage of the 
type in which peasants wore housed. However, there were in some of 
the richer parishes, better-built houses, similar to the manor houses 
of the period. At Kingerby (Lincolnshire) William de Pordingey is 
to have the use of the eastern part of the house which was to be
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divided into two, 'from the gable of the solar with the hall and 
other offices on that side’ while the patrons who had appropriated 
the church, the canons of Elsham 'habebunt partem occidentalem 
o.jusdem mansi cum grangia et aliis domibus in eas positis' (35)*
Others were not so fortunate and had to content themselves 
vlth losing some of their independence. "There a monastery was situated 
in or near the same parish as the appropriated church, the vicar received 
a corrody i.e. provision for maintenance, whereby the vicar took his 
meals vlth the monks or other religious. The vicarages appropriated 
by Osney Abbey in the diocese situated at Oxford, 1.6. St. ÎJaiy 
Magdalene, Oxford, Cowley, Forest hill, Kidlington, Hampton-Gay, Weston, 
Watlington, Hook Horton, Chesterton and Waterperry were all ordained 
by bishop Hugh of Wells according to a i^ t^tern: each "vicar was to
have 2 marks a year for his clothes, any mortuary up to the value of 
6d., and a half of anything beyond that should bo his. Among other 
things he was to be fed at the table of the canons, or else receive 
food from that monastery (36).
At All Saints, Horthampton the vicarage consists in a corrody 
from the Priory of St. Andrew's, Horthampton for himself and his 
servant who is to have food like one of the more important servants 
of the convent (quale habet unus manor servientum insius nrioratus)(37). 
The vicar was allowed to take his meal either in the refectory or in 
the prior's room, at his choice, or elsewhere, if he prefer it (in 
refectorio vel in camera Prioris vol alibi, ubi vicarius voluerit, 
porcimondo) (38).
The patrons of Humberstone who appropriated the church ab 
antiquo are to provide 'the corrodies of two monks for tho vicar and 
his deacon’ (39)* There is a similar ordination at Elsham (40)*
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The vicar of Loddington seems not to be as fortunate as the above 
for he is to receive *a corrody of one canon and 20 shillings' (4l)« 
Launde Priory were no more generous to the vicar of Tilton who is 
to receive the same (42).
The provisions outlined in Grosseteste* s Rolls for the vicar 
of Bourne (43) were continued when Gravesend instituted William de 
Hacunby on the presentation of Bourne Abbey to the same church in 
1274-5 whereby tho vicar is *bo eat at the canon's table and his boy 
is to be treated as the abbot's boy' (44)*
Gravesend's great work was the establishment of vicarages in 
the prebendal churches attached to stalls in his cathedral.
Grosseteste had already ordained a vicarage in Louth (45) but reserved 
the right to ordain a vicarage at Empingham 'when it shall seem more 
expedient to do so' (cum viderit expedire consultius facienda) (46). 
Gravesend made new ordinations in these. At Bmpingham in 1263 he 
ordained that the vicar should have a manse and buildings, the altarage, 
vdth the exception of certain small tithes (47)* In the same year he 
ordained the vicarage of Gretton at £16 8s. 6d. (48) and the three 
churches of St. Mary, Wickford/St. Faith and St. Andrew, Lincoln in 
the prebend of Gretton served by the same vicar. The three churches 
were valued at £12 12s. 8d. 'besides small mortuaries and other 
occasional profits' (49)? paying the prebendary 7 marks. In 1267 
he ordained a vicarage in the prebendal church of Asgarby at *8& marks 
plus 3d. and mortuaries' (5G).
The vicarage of Thame v/s.s ordained in 1273-4 with the right of 
the bishop to augment it if he saw fit (51)* At the beginning of 1277 
a large group of prebendal churches was taken in hand, and ordinations 
were decreed in Biggleswade on 17 February; in Sleaford on 4 March;
8 March in North Kelsey; 10 March, Sutton-v/ith-Buckingham;
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16 March, Buckden; I9 March, Leicester St. Margaret's where he 
changed the ordination at the request of the vicar and prebendary, 
where he assigned to the vicar the tithes of curtilages instead of 
6 marks pension (52). Ordinations were also carried out in the same 
year at Liddington, Nassington and Corringhara (53), Brampton was 
ordained in October of that year and Binbrook St. Gabriel in 1278. 
Langford was ordained in November 1278 and Leighton Buzzard at the 
same time. The ordinations are fairly similar with the vicars receiv­
ing the altarage, a toft and a house with the responsibility of 
providing for assistants, especially in chapels dependent upon the 
mother church, as at Leighton Buzzard and in the provision of lights 
in the churches. Details of duties and burdens fv/// he '^ v e n  I c ü e r , .
Gravesend's work is also seen in his ordination of vicarages 
appropriated to religious houses, as at Bisbrooke in tho patronage of 
Baventry Friory and Bolton (55) belonging to Gracedieu Priory, He was 
required to complete an ordination in Luddington granted to Selby Abbey 
in 1256 by the pope, without the consent of the bishop or anyone (56).
He ordained a vicarage which he estimated at £9 3s.
Bishop Oliver Sutton carried on the same tradition of ordaining 
vicarages in appropriated churches. It was left to Bishop Oliver to 
complete the grant of appropriation made to the Dean and Chapter for 
Tathwell. On June 13, 1289, he confirmed that idght and the ordination 
of a vicarage with the right to augment it in future if necessary (57).
Earlier in 1286 he had ordained a vicarage in Thorpe Mandeville 
in accordance vriLth an agreement made by his predecessor (Gravesend)
Y/ith Baventry Priory. The vicar is to have two parts of the manse qnd 
tho religious the third part. The value is not given, but a payment 
of ten pounds to the vicars choral of Lincoln was reserved (58). The 
value of the vicarage ordained in the church of Harrowden on its
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appropriation by Sulby Abbey was 20 raarke, well above the average (59)* 
However, the vicar had to provide ministers to serve outlying chapels 
and pay a proportion of the repairs of the chancel and provide ornaments 
etc. of the church. Similarly at Ketton the vicar is to receive 
20 marks from the newly-ordained vicarage, but he has to provide for 
suitable persons to serve at Ketton and Tixover (6o). On the whole the 
arrangements made in Oliver Sutton's episcopate appear to be more 
generous than those of his predecessors for these particular churches.
Oliver Sutton's concern and care for vicars is evident in all 
his ordinations of vicarages. At Charlbury there was no house available 
and one has to be provided for him. The presentee has to decide by the 
Feast of St. Michael whether he wishes to be instituted or not (6l).
The same concern is seen in his ordinations of vicarages in Charlbury (62) 
Melton Mowbray (63), OalcLey with its chapel of Clqpham (64)9 and the 
churches of Quarrendon, Buckland, and Stoke Mandeville and Burton in 
the prebend of Aylesbury were also re-ordained in 1294 (65).
The care and concern for the clergy was equally shown by all 
the bishops of this century for those who served as vicars in 
unappropriated rectories. The rectors were usually non-resident and 
frequently the vicar paid a pension to |$6i. This was the case at 
Buckminster where Geoffrey, the vicar, paid to Baldric/rector, the 
sum of 6 marks in nomine rensionls# His own security of tenùrsowas 
assured in the words qui totam illam tenebit quoad vixerit (66).
The same safeguard is written in the details of Geoffrey de Helpstone's 
institution to Helpstone. The patron first gave his consent for the 
rector to present Geoffrey to the vicarage, and the rector (Walter 
de Burgh) is to receive 4 marks as a pension (67).
Hugh of Wells made a determined effort to make the vicarages 
in his diocese confOm to the rules laid down at the Council of 
Oxford in 1222: just as vicars in appropriated churches were to
receive as far as possible at least 5 majpîcs, so too were those 
instituted to vicarages which were unappropriated. Thus we find him 
reserving a vicarage of 5 marks in ÎTÎarholme and Achurch (68).
Cottesmore vicarage is also valued at 5 marks and the vicar is to 
have a manse (69). All vicars have of course to be ordained priest 
and to reside. Thus Silvester who holds the vicarage in the church 
of Whitchurch is required to be ordained priest at the next ordina­
tion (70).
At Bassingham the vicarage was constituted anew at a 100s. 
with consent of the patron and parson (7l)« The vicar of Kiddington 
was less fortunate, for his vicarage was ordained at 4 marks. 'If 
his vicarage is less than four marks it is to be made up to it by a 
just valuation’ (72).
Grosseteste followed his predecessor’s example and at
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Aunsby the perpetual vicar was to havejwhole church. Five marks was 
withheld until the presentee had been ordained acolyte (73)* Thomas 
of Nottingham is to have five marks nomine vicarie sue in Covenham (74)* 
The perpetual vicars of King’s Cliff, Northborough, Shephall, all receive 
five marks from their vicarages (75). Numerous other ordinations refer 
only to the proportion of tithes etc. which is for the most part in the 
ratio of two to one. The vicarage in Green's Norton is valued at ten 
marks and is at the top of the scale (76).
The details of the value of unappropriated churches and the 
vicarages in them are wanting in Gravesend's register; but some idea 
is given from the details of the emoluments received by a vicar. At
Frodingham (linos.) the vloarago consists in the whole altqrage and 
all offerings besides tithes of com and hay. The vicar is to bear 
all oplsoopal and archidlaconal charges and nothing else. The said 
vicar is presented to the vicarage in the said church'which is taxed 
at 15 marks.* (7î)« ?he vicarage of Bringhurst was in the patronage 
of Master John of Maidstone and consisted in the *toto altaragio* (78).
A more detailed account of the vicarage ordained in the 
church of %otmlll is available. Thomas of Leidcnor, the patron gave 
his consent to its being taxed and ordained, presumably %?ith the agree­
ment of Henry de Bosco, the rector who is listed as patron, since he 
presented William of Hungerford, the vicar, for institution. The 
vicar is to have t^ithes of wool and lambs of the whole parish, cheese 
and the duo and customary offerings of the altar of the church and all 
other lesser tithes and also in tithes of mills and tithes of flax, 
hemp, geese, piglets, orchards, mortuaries and in all other lesser 
tithes I also in all the free land belonging to the said church, namely, 
in 50 acres which with the consent of the patron and the rector of the 
same church we assign to the vicarage, added to this we apply to the 
same vicarage the garb of the land formerly of Sir Hugh do Marinis, 
and the land of Peter Byssol; also we assign to the vicarage a 
medlety of the tithe of hay, also that area which is opposite the 
rector*s door which contains four acres we assign to the vicarage so 
that there a suitable manse may be built for the vicar, all of which 
has been done with the consent and in the name of the rector and 
patron** The account continues with the burdens to be bomeby both 
the rector and the vicar (79)♦ This appears to bo a generous ordination 
possibly above the average when taxed end ordainod.
The vicarage ordained in St. Peter in the cast, Oxford, is 
equally detailed, and is of interest as the rector was the notorious
pluralist and absentee, Bogo de Clare. Although the vicar appears 
to be well treated, as he receives the lesser tithes of St. Peter’s 
church and its chapels of Holy Cross, Wolvercote, the hospital of 
St. John, tithes of mills at Wolvercote estimated at 12 marks. While 
this may seem generous the said vicar had to provide three chaplains 
and suitable ministers to serve in the aforesaid churches with their 
chapels. There is no manse so the said Bom. Bogo has allowed the 
vicar to forego the payment of 10 marks which Robert the last vicar 
used to pay him, for the time being (8o). The vicar of Tackley is to 
have a house with its curtilage and croft (8l).
Details of emoluments due to vicars of unappropriated churches 
are largely absent from the registers of Oliver Sutton. Hov/ever, there 
is no reason to suppose that he was any the less concerned about the 
provision for vicars of such churches than his predecessors were. A 
hint of such concern is evident in the church of Frodingham under the 
patronage of the Earl of Cornwall (82). Master Henry le Meyer, a 
deacon, was presented to a perpetual vicarage inttho church of 
Frodingham by the rector, Michael of Horthampton. The bishop reserved 
to himself the power to assign to the vicar a suitable house, ’opposite 
the said rectory which belongs to the church.*
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The rectors and vicars of unappropriated churches frequently 
had to pay a pension to their monastic patrons. However, it could 
only he exacted with the authority of the bishop, and it had to be 
proved that it was ’débita et antigua*. One of the earliest references 
to such a pension in the registers of Bishop Hugh of Wells is recorded 
in the institution of Robert de Manneton who is presented to the church 
of Edith Weston by the Abbot and Convent of St. George, Baskerville (l). 
Ho is to pay an unnamed sum as pension which is débita et antioua to the 
abbot and convent. In addition there is a vicarage consisting of the 
altarage, some land of the church, and a third part of the garb tithe. 
Master Robert de Gravel, instituted to a mediety of the church of 
Cranwell, has to pay an annual pension of 60s. to the abbot and convent 
of Bardney, with the same proviso that it is ’due and ancient* (?).
John of Oxford, presented by the Prior of St. Prideswide, 
Oxford, to the church of St. Michael’s, at Southgate, Oxford, is 
instructed not to pay a pension to the said prior until it is proved 
to be due and ancient (3)* Similarly, a pension of two marks, claimed 
by the Abbess Of Godstow from the church of Easington, is to be retained 
in the bishop’s hand pending a decision whether it is anciently due (4)*
The value of such pensions varied enormously, as may be seen 
from the Leicester ’matricuius* in the rolls of Bishop Hugh of Wells.
The priest at Whetstone paid 40s. to the monks of Lenton (5) wliile the 
priest at Poston paid 10#. to the same priory (6). The persona, 
Hicholas, instituted to the church of-Sharnford paid 4 marks to his 
patron, the Prior of Kirkby (?), whereas Will&am, the incumbent of 
Harwell paid to his patron, the Abbot of Polesworth, a pension of 
one mark (8). The parish of Melton Mowbray was better endowed than
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most and was valued at 62 marks in 1252 v/hen the valuation was given 
in the Rotulus Taxationis during the episcopate of Henry Lexington (9). 
The parson of one mediety was obliged to pay the patron, the Prior of 
Lewes, 12 marks from antiquity, and the parson of the other mediety 
paid him 13 marks (lO), in the name of pension.
The Leicester Matriculus also reveals that several parishes 
had to pay an increased pensions Stapleford had to pay to the Prior 
of Tutbmy, the patron, 3 marks instead of 1 lb. of incense (ll); 
Redmile two marks instead of one mark (12), Hether Broughton 30s. 
instead of 5s. (l3)#
Occasionally, pensions were increased on the change of 
incumbent, as at Litchborough where John of Banbury, presented by the 
Abbot and Convent of St. James, Horthampton, has his payment of pension 
increased from IDs. annually to 20s. (14)* From the Liber Antiques we 
leam that pensions are to be increased in the churches of R e s/on, 
Toft, Harborough, Clay Coton and Stanton Harcourt. At R/Ionthe 
old Pension paid to the Prior and Convent of Worksop was one mark and 
is to be increased to three marks (15); at Toft the pension is to be 
doubled to 12 marks to the Prior and Convent of Preiston (16); at 
Narborough the pension paid to the Abbot and Convent of St. Mary de 
Pcatls, Leicester, is to remain at 12d. during the lifetime of the 
present incumbent, and on his death is to be increased to 20s. (l?)* 
Similarly on the decease of Master Stephen of Manchester the pension of 
half a mark payable to the same abbot and convent is to be increased to 
20s. (18). The Abbot and Convent of Reading are to have their pension 
increased from 10 maries to 20 marks and the parson, Thomas de Kamel 
still has to pay all due and customary burdens of the church (19)«
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Prom the above increases it would appear that Bishop Hugh 
of Wells did indeed regard the monasteries as nauneres Christi. On the 
other hand ho safeguarded the rights of incumbents during their life­
time, as has been shown (supra).
In a number of cases the vicar had to pay a pension to the 
rector, as at Clipsham where William pays 100s. to the parson by way 
of pension (20). The patron was a layman, John de Fraxineto. Both 
at Sudborough and at launton in the patronage of the Abbot and Convent 
of Westminster the perpetual" vicars are required to pay a pension to 
the rectors in the case of Sudborough it is one gold piece, and in 
langton 2 marks (S).
The pension^ .which is due to David de Exmentiers, parson of 
Kislingbury, from the vicar, Thomas, appears to be to help him pay his 
way, as he is ’to frequent the schools or lose his benefice*. After 
Thomas* death David is to have the whole church (22). The vicar of 
Bdlesborough is required to pay the rector a pension of 20 marks, and 
the patrons of this unappropriated benefice, the d'fcfectand Convent 
of Bardney, are to receive two thirds of the demesne tithes (23).
Master Aubin is to have the whole church of Wilbarston for as long 
as he lives, but has to pay 1 mark to Mails, an acolyte, so that he may
continue his studies (ita quod scolas frequenter) (24).
The granting of pensions v;as continued by Hugh of Wells* 
successor, Robert Grosseteste. Fifty pensions were confirmed or 
granted to religious houses and sixty to individuals. He seems to 
have been particularly generous to the wealær brother, whether his 
frailties lay in his moral character or lack of learning. Gerard
de Housthorp and his successors have to pay his predecessor 5 marks:
he had resigned church of Wispington because he confessed that he was
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married. The patron and the ’dispossessed* hear the same surname,
* de Land*, and this may have had a hearing on the granting of a 
pension (25).
Roger, the former parson of a mediety in the church of 
East Real, although married, is also to receive 3 marks yearly, at the 
hands of Richard de Bokingham, his successor (26). The patrons in 
this case were the Templars.
The former rectors of the following parishes vmre all to 
receive pensions: Homcastle, Grainshy, Brant Broughton, Boddington,
Scot Willoughby, Mumby, Kettlethorp, Plixborough, Ravensthorpe, Off ley, 
Radwell (27)# The pensions ranged from 2s. in Homcastle to 25 marks 
in Mumby.
Several pensioimries have evidently been given simple bene­
fices in order to support them during their years of study. This is 
certainly true of William Hkot who must continue in the habit of a 
secular *et prj-vile/dLo clericali gaudens in addiscendo nrofecerit* 
and is to receive 6 marks at the hands of Master Jocius de lawes 
rector of Manton (28). Three marks are granted to Robert of Syberton, 
first presented to Collyv/eston, rejected for his insufficiency, who is 
to receive 20s. annually from the rector (29). Similarly the rejected 
presentee to a mediety in the church of Isham, Geoffrey, is to receive
3 marks annually from the new rector. The usual safeguards are mentioned: 
X
* quoadviserit in habitu secularl at honeste se ^esserit. et aliud 
beneficium ecclesiasticum adept us nonfuerit* (30). William de 
Sisseverne is also to receive 3 marks per annum, although rejected for 
illiteracy on being presented to Ayot St. Lawrence (31)•
However, perhaps the most generously treated of those first 
presented to a living, was V/illiam de Mult on, who is to receive 50 marks 
at the hands of John Francigena, the rector (32). Significantly, the
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patron bears the name Thomas de Multon. In some cases the relation­
ship is defined, as at Somerdby-by-Granthara where the son of the patron, 
William Pazdsis, a citizen of Lincoln, is to receive an unknown Bum 
in nomine slmplicis beneficil (33)* At Ashley, Roger, the son of the 
patron, Peter Peverol, is to have a pension of 5 marks annually (34)*
The sons of the patrons respectively of Teigh (35) and Harpole (36) 
are to receive pensions of 5 marks annually. All such pensions were 
granted \?ith the consent of the patron and the rector.
The reference to a pension being ’due and ancient’ occurs 
frequently in Gravesend’s register, but other details found in the 
registers of Hugh of Wells and Grosseteste are absent from Gravesend. 
Only four individuals are mentioned as receiving pensions: the former
rector of East Keal is to receive 3 marks yearly from his successor (3?)* 
Master Henry resigns with a pension from Torksey, although there may be 
some doubt about this as the special note reads: ’super provisione sibi 
factam eadem auctoritate anostolica* (38). The church of Ravensthorp 
was commended to Richard do Totteford, clerk, ’auctoritate nontificali’ 
with the reservation of *a yearly pension of 10 marks to Adam do Waneting, 
clerk, for his lifetime’ (39)* The new rector of Aston Clinton had to 
pay a pension of 10 marks to Ralph de St. Clare ’ex ordinatione dom. R. 
Dei gracia Line’ episconi’ (40).
There are thirty references to i^nsions being paid to
religious houses who were patrons in unappropriated churches (41)*
(
The pension;^  payable to Thomey Abbey is to go to the sacrist (42)
(1 mark from Stibenton Church) 5 while the sum of 1 mark from Broughton 
is to be paid to the cellarer of Ramsey Abbey (43)» and 5 marks from 
the church of Elton is to go to the sacrist of Ramsey (44)* Master 
Roger do Cava, on the other hand, resigns his claim to a pension of
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half a mark from the church of All Saints, Barnwell (45).
In Oliver Sutton’s registers there are only seventeen 
references to pensions being paid to religious houses (46). In 
addition twnnty pounds of silver is due from the parish of Searby for 
li^ts in the cathedral (47)* However, before a pension of 10 marks 
is paid to the Abbot and Convent of Bourne from the church of 
Holpringham of which they are patrons, further evidence is needed, as 
it seemed a somewhat large amount (48), At FLrsby nothing was done 
about the yearly pension of 10 shillings, mentioned in the inquisition, 
as the patrons (the Abbot and Gonvent of Bardney) made no claim to it# 
However, this did not affect the validity of their right to it (49)*
The cathedral is to benefit even more from a generous 
pension of 40 marks from the church of Gosberton to be paid annually (50), 
The income frm V/oodend Chapel is rather more than 2 maries, yet a pension 
of 1 mark is claimed from it by the Abbot end Convent of Sees (51).
The Abbot and Convent of St* James, Horthampton, premise to remit a 
pension of half a mark annually and return the documents relating to 
the claim in return for a payment of 6 marks sterling to be made by the 
rector (52) of Parthingstone*
Pensions are paid to comparatively few individuals: Richard 
of Halton is to receive a pension of 100s* from the church of Mavis 
Enderby (53)* Master Richard of Quadrington who is blind and ill is 
to receive a pension of 30 marks plus 20 marks to pay his debts (54) 
from his parish. James, rector of Balderby, is not so fortunate: 
he is very ill and is to have a curate and a pension of 30s. which is 
as much as the church could provide (55)*
The sum of 30s., representing arrears of a pension, was 
claimed by the Abbot and Convent of Eynsham from the executor of the 
vdll of the late Master Gilbert of Leicester, late rector of Merton (56).
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A modest pension of 40s. is received by John, the last vicar of 
Thumby from his successor (57)*
The number of pensions, granted to both religious houses 
and individuals declined tbrought the century. As more and more 
churches wêre appropriated so the need for pensions diminished. It 
is possible that cler^ who retired had a place at a nearby monastery 
a^d a corrody,,or struggled on, relying on assistants to carry out 
the work in the cura animarum#
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THE CLERGY
The clergy who feature in the rolls of Hugh of Wells were 
a mixed bag of people, ranging from the lowly olericus to the fully 
ordained priest. Usually the status of the presentee to each rectory, 
vicarage or portion is carefully stated, whether he be ’olericus*, 
’capellanus’, ’acolitus’, ’subdiaconus', diaconus’, decanus*, ’phisicus’, 
’medicus’ and occasionally ’oanonious’.
The term ’olericus’ is used in Hugh of Wells’ rolls loosely
of men in minor orders, i.e. door-keeper, reader, exorcist and acolyte.
Thus Gilbert son of Robert is described as ’clericus’ but is ordered to
be ordained ’aoolitum* at the next ordination (l). Several men or boys
were designated ’olerici* and were ordered to attend the schools before
proceeding to Holy Orders. These boys had probably received their
first tonsure and were knomi as ’holy-water carriers’ or agueba.juli (2). k/ 
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Quartremares, placed in charge of the church of Orton on the Hill and 
presented by his father, had a dispensation on account of his youth (3)« 
Similarly, Eustace, who was also Under age, had to have a proctor, who 
would provide him with necessaries while he was still at school (et insi 
Eustachio de eadem neoessaria inveniet in scolis) (4).
Two vicars in the Archdeaconry of Oxford are described as 
olerici and are instructed to be ordained subdeacon (5). In one instance 
a rector who was referred to as olerious appears not to have been ordained 
at all as he is given custody of Bow Biickhill until the next ordination 
before Michaelmas and ’ut veniat ordinandus* (6).
The word ’capellanus* occurs veiy frequently in describing 
a man’s orders and is used instead of the more precise term of deacon, 
priest. Often it is synonymous vâth the word priest, as Henry de 
Hoggeshalo, described as capellanus, is instituted to the church of
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of Addington ’cum onore in eadem ecolesia residendi. et eidem in 
officio saoerdotali deserviendi’ (?)* Scribes could be careless 
about words, as Hugh of Wells* scribe records that Ralph who is a 
deacon is to serve in a parish (V/ondover) *in officio sacerdotal!* (8).
Specific reference to a man's being a priest is vers^  rare (9) 
in Hugh of Wells, It occurs five times in Grosseteste’s register (lO). 
If one assumes that all capollani were in priest’s orders, it is found 
that, out of 248 rectors instituted by Hugh of Wells in the three 
archdeaconries of Oxford, Buckingham and Stow only 61 or less than a 
quarter were priests. In Grosseteste’s register out of 229 rectors 
appointed in the archdeaconry of Horthampton only 45? 02? rather less 
than one in five were priests. l?hile in Bishop Gravesend’s register 
only 16 per cent of rectors were in priests* orders.
The rector was of course regarded as ’the proprietor of his 
church, absolved from personal conduct of the cure of souls, so long 
as he exercised it by a deputy, whether, as we have seen, with a 
stated endowment, legally appointed, or a stipendiary chaplain who 
acted as parish priest’ (ll). Occasionally the institution of a 
rector, like that of a vicar, was made with the special condition of 
personal residence and service* The rector of St. Mary, Stamford 
who is a priest is ’to reside and to minister in person* (l2). The 
bishop collated to Master John do Othum, then deacon, the portion which 
Robert, C, then dead, had in the church of Hettleham, which is of the 
bishop’s patronage, with the burden of ministering in it personally 
in the order of priesthood (I3),
From the year 1275 u special clause was inserted in the 
deeds of institution to rectories, which became more or less invariable* 
&t the second council of Lyons in 1274 the ’Licet canon* was promulgated
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with the intention of enforcing the clauses of an earlier canon,
’Quura in cunotis* of Alexander III which required the rector of a 
parish church to he least in his twenty-fifth year at the time of 
his institution, with satisfactory evidence of his imowlodge and morals, 
and to proceed to priest’s orders on penalty of being deprived.
Despite this injunction, rectors instituted after 1274 in 
Gravesend’s episcopate were for the most part subdeacons. Sometimes 
a man had to resign his living because he had not complied with the 
ordination requirements, as at Thorpe on the Hill and at Hougham (14)* 
John of Oudenarde who had received custody of the Sequestration of 
Marsh Gibbon, Bucks* in succession to the previous sequestrator, his 
kinsman Giles, was ordained subdeacon and instituted to the church in 
February 1275/6* In April 1277? while still subdeacon, he was 
instituted a second time, probably because he had neglected to be 
ordained priest (15).
A few of the benefiood clergy who feature in Oliver Sutton’s 
registers were forced to resign because, in defiance of the decree of 
the Second Council of lyons, they had neglected to be ordained priests 
vdthin a year of institution. Roger of Doncaster was not re-presented 
to a mediety in South Witham (l6)* Dlshley received a new rector 
because William of Buxton had also failed to be ordained priest within 
a year (l?)* The rector of Hulcot was not re-presented (l8).
Others were more fortunate and were re-presented not only 
once but on several occasions* The rector of Halton Holgate, subdeaoon, 
was re-presented on March 17? 1283, and again on January 24, 1289, in 
the person of Robert de Heville, proctor of the rector’s own proctor, 
Robert of Colton (19)* The rectors of Kirkby Lsythorpe (20), 
Theddlethorpe (2l), Binbrook (22), were also re-presented on two 
occasions. The rectors of Wigston (23) and Potter Hanworth (24)
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were re-presented on three occasions# However, in the latter*s case 
we read that Oliver d’Eyncurt was re-presented by the Prior and Convent 
of Thurgarton *de consilio Episcopi ex cause eecreta sibi (sc. Olivero) 
per eundem Episcopum intimata* (25)
Altogether 65 rectors v/ero required to resign and be 
re-presented by their patrons. The parish of Horth Stoke was 
singularly unfortunate in that Roger (who had resigned because he had 
not been ordained priest ivithin a year of institution) was succeeded 
by John of Ever don who also had to be re-presented in 1294 (26). At 
Swinstoad the vicar, Robert of Camel, a deacon, was re-presented by 
the Prior and Convent of Drax as he had held the church incorrectly, 
since ho had not been ordained priest within a year of his institution. 
This is the only instance of a vicar being so re-presented.
It is clear from the records of institution of all the 
bishops of Lincoln for this century that the majority of the parochial 
clergy were appointed from the locality. Some lived in the area or 
near their patrons. As A, L. Poole says, ’the parish priest was often 
of humble birth, poorly educated, and seldom rich. On week days he 
worked with the peasants’ (2%).
Others had a much closer link vdth their patron ;and were 
often related to him. It was natural that a patron v/ished to provide 
for his own family. Robert Malobise was presented to the church of 
Mavis Enderby by his father, mth the injunction from the bishop that 
he attend the schools and is examined in letters at the Octavo of 
Easter nezct. The patron is \mrned that if he is found to be unsuitable, 
he is to present another (28).
V/illiam de Henred, clerk, was presented by Richard Henred, 
his brother, to a me deity of the church of Lovær Heyford (29).
John, the son of Reginald, presented his brother to the church of
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East Carlton, but not without a dispute settled in the Curia Regis 
in his favour (30). Joan of Shenley tried hard to secure the church 
of Shenley for her son Richard. However, he failed to satisfy the 
examiners in the schools and had to abandon the living (3l). We know 
this because a year later Joan was again presenting to the parish (32). 
There are seventeen further instances in Hugh of Wells’ registers in 
which the exact relationship of the presentee to the j^tron is stated (33).
There are many other instances where the relationship is not 
stated, but the incumbent and the patron share the same surname. For 
example the incumbent of Houghton Conquest is John de Beauchamp and 
the joint patrons are William de Beauchamp and H. do Hotot (34).
Robert Butevilein is instituted to the church of Cottesbrooke on the 
presentation of Robert Butevilein (35). Others bearing the same surname 
are: Cantilupe, Chodneto, Baircl, Bispensarius, Dispensator, Gisnay,
Hansard, de la Hose, Malcovenant, Hansel, Honte Alto, Hoot, Quatremares, 
do Scalariis, Scoteigny, Spigumol, do Tointon, do Torpel, Trussel,
Verdun (36).
Relatives continued to provide for their families throughout 
Grosseteste’s episcopate. Henry, son of H. de Hawwill, is presented 
by his father to Hacconby and is instituted (37)* Race de Mauborthorpa
■ t
presented his son Thomas to the family living of Hablethorpe. However, 
he is to be deprived if he does not improve his education vdthin a year (38 
Almaricus de Hodariis presented his son Amaricus to lowick (39). Robert 
de Harington receives two parts of Rilletby from his father Hugh, but not 
without a lawsuit in the king’s court whereby it vBs established that 
Ikigh had last presented to the living (40). The Earl of Poitou and 
Comv/all had no difficulty in presenting his nephew Roger to Frodingham (4I,
While in the above examples the relationship is clearly stated, 
a number share the same patronymic. Thus Roger de Hillhey is presented
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by Ph. de Hillhey and William de Bellesby to Horsington (42). The 
last rector of Pllxborough was Ralph do Arcy whose patron was William 
de Arcy. He is to receive 10 marks as a simple benefice (43)'
Nicholas de Carneys owes his preferment to Ii.lton because Ascoline, the 
heiress of Filton, is the wife of Sir Ralph de Carneys (44)» There are 
a further 22 instances where the patron and the presentee share the 
same surname. Although some of the great names which appear in Hugh 
of Wells* register^ occur in that of Grosseteste only the Cantilupes 
and the Curtenays appear to have provided for their relatives (45)*
The Albiniacos who featured in Hugh of Wells’ registers, 
surface again in Gravesend’s rolls when Ralph do A.lbiniaoo is 
presented to Broughton by liis brother John (46)* The upiguinels are 
also found presenting someone with the family name to Shawell, 
Leicestershire, again (47) and the Verduns (or Verdon) appear to be 
keeping the living of Farnham in the family when John do Vordon 
presents Thomas de Verdon on the resignation of Theobald de Verdon (48). 
In addition to the above there are four direct references to the 
presentation of a relative to a church: Simon de Braybof presents his
son to Clazby, (Lincs.) (49); Simon of Cransley (Horthants.) re-presents 
his brother Reginald (50); Thomas of Huntingfield is presented to 
Prampton (Lincs.) by his mother Lady Joan de Bintingfield (51)5 
Adam Bayne 1 is presented to Broughton by Brigg (Lincs.) by Ralph 
Paynel, his brother (52). As was the case in the episcopates of 
Hugh of Wells and Grosseteste a number bore the same patronymic.
On the presentation of John le Brun, Thomas de la Lee 
succeeded his brother William de la Lee, who had resigned (53) 
from a mediety in the church of Sheepy.
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In the registers of Oliver Sutton there are comparatively 
few references to family presentations, although there is a number of 
references to presentees and patrons sharing the same surname. Thomas 
of Halton, formerly presented to Halton Holgate, vra.s brother of Sir 
Richard, the patron (54)* Giles is presented by his father to 
Pitsford (55)) and William son of Sir Thomas do Beggevile is also 
presented to Hcîcworth (56), while Richard de Bosco is presented by 
his brother John do Bosco to the mediety of the Church of Woodford (57)* 
Some names v/hich occurred earlier in the century seem to be absent.
The Truesells are found presenting to Lamport when John, a clerk in 
minor orders, is presented by William (58)* Sir William Butevilen 
presented William to Cottesbrook (59)* Custody of Scotton was given 
to Master Robert of Radcliffe until Robert Hevill, presented by Sir 
Robert Hevill was of age (60). Interestingly, Sir Robert presented 
another Hevill, John, also a clerk in minor brders, to Manton on the 
same day (March 5th, 1288) (61). The Spigumels, patrons of Clifton, 
presented Robert Spigumel to the church; almost certainly a 
relative (62), and Sir John Heirnut presented Thomas Helmut to 
Htstone (63).
Sir William of Moray, on the resignation of Master David 
Moray, chose that opportunity to present another fellow Scotsman to 
the church of Lilford (64).
Others who held the wardship of lands also sought to prefer 
those who were their kinsmen. In 1223 Walter Russell was presented 
to Hardwick by John Russell who held the wardship of the lands and 
heir of James do Hovo Mercato and by John do Botrell in right of his 
vâfe (65). Hugh Dispensarius is to have a parsonage of tv;o marks and 
a half in the church of Walton le Wolds on the presentation of Huÿ/l 
ratione custodio terre et here dis Henri ci Mallore* (66).
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Peter do Clara, a subdeacon is presented by the Earl of Gloucester
and Hertford, as guardian of the heir of Walter de Trailly, to the
church of Yelden (6?).
No one appears to have benefited from the tenure of the
wardship of lands during Grosseteste’s episcopate. However, in
Gravesend’s register we find Richard de Seyton, guardian of the heir
of Simon de Maydewel, taking the opportunity to present Master Roger
de Spyton to the church of Maidwell, Horthants, in 1262/3 (68).
At Wilden the situation was more complex: the late rector Simon
guardian of the land and heir of John de Pabeham, the jntron of the
churchy and the executors of hie will were Hugh de Schelton, Simon
de Bueles and Nicholas the vicar of Renhold (Bods.). Those together
with Sir Ralph Ridel and Agnes his wife presented Robert de Bueles
to the rectory. There would appear to be a link between one of the
presenters, Simon and the presentee (69).
Bishop Gravesend himself, as guardian of the lands and
heir of the late Nicholas Heure, collated John de Authoyl one of his
clerks, to Clifton (70)^ aiî, Aas zbadn m e n h o o  .
Although a nu&ber of patrons presented to livings in right
of their \7ardship of lands and the heirs of others there is no evidence
to show that they endeavoured to benefit any member of their families
during the episcopate of Oliver Sutton*
The bishops when collating to livings in their gift, as
patrons, oTper lapeum often used those occasions to promote members
of their om i familin. Bishop Hugh of Wells conferred the church of 
H ou) e//
, Lincs., on William of Bening\îorbh. The patron Sir G. de Hole 
had been excommunicated for siding vâth the barons against King John. 
However, his rights were reserved, and later on returning to the unity 
of the church he confirmed the collation (71). Another member of the
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bishop’s famllia, Richard of Kent, had the church of Whitwoll conferred 
on him by the bishop (?2). The follovdng members of his familia or 
staff were similarly rewarded: Richard of Oxford to Claypole (73)? 
Nicholas of Evesham to Tring (74)? Ralph of V/arvill to Grainthorpe (73)? 
the latter by the papal legate’s dispensation? Richard of Comay to 
Munden (76)? Oliver de Cheneto to Bottesford (77); Warin de Kyrketon 
to Hettleham (78); Johnide Crakehale to Somerton (79)? Amauricus 
de Buggeden to Bugbrooko (8o); and Roger of lacock to the church of 
Hale (81)* Some monastic patrons preferred those in the employ of 
Bishop Hugh: Alard of Arundel, onemof his clerks, was presented by
the Abbot and Convent of Crowland to the vicarage of Wellingborough (82). 
The same abbey presented another of Hugh’s clerks, William de Ralegh, 
to the church of Whaplodo (83)* The abbey of Peterborough presented 
Geoffrey de lîoris to the church of Warmington (64); and Ralph 
de Porrariis to Kettering (85). Other clerks preferred by monasteries 
wore John of Banbury by St. James Convent, Horthampton-Litchborough? 
Robert Aketone to Aston le Walls by Chacombe Convent? and Richard de 
Windlesore to the church of Potter Hanworth by the convent of 
Thurgarton (86).
During the episcopate of Robert Grosseteste no fewer than 
three clerks of his familia were presented to Ab Kettleby rectory in 
the gift of Launde Priory. Simon de Arderne was instituted in 
1237-8 (87) and Coleby was collated to him, by papal dispensation 
30th November I24O (88). Ho had followed Remigius of Pocklington, a 
frequent witness of letters of institution until the bishop’s fourth 
year, who must have vacated Ab Kettleby by 13th June 1238 when Simon 
do Arderne was instituted to it (89). On 12th December I24O he had " 
letters of institution to Surfleet Rectory on the presentation of
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Spalding Prioiy (90). Master Leonard of Pumâch, one of Grosseteste’s 
dorks and an envoy to tho papal court in 1249 (9l), followed Simon as 
rector of Ab Kettleby,
In 1241 Horkstow church was collated to William of 
Hemingborough, the bishop having the presentation nor lapsum. His 
name is found as a witness to a number of letters of institution, and 
later he became a canon (93). Master Roger de Bunvardiscote, found 
among Grosseteste’s familia on 5th August 1242 and at intervals through­
out the next two years until 9tb November 1242, received the church of 
Tackley ner lamum in 1243-4 (94)*
Bardney Abbey also favoured one of Grosseteste’s clerks with 
the rich rectory of Heckington, vâth the proviso that this was condi­
tional on his being able to hold it with his prebend (95)* The Abbot 
and Convent of Thornton favoured Simon Constable who was a frequent 
witness in the first four years of Grosseteste’s episcopate. He was 
instituted to their rectory of Carlton le Moorland in 1235-6 (96), and 
again to Belgrave Rectory on the presentation of the Prior of Ware in 
the fourth year and had letters of institution dated 12th August 1239 (97)* 
Grosseteste’s steward, John of Cralæhall, held the rectory of 
Shillington (Beds.) by 124O (98) and on 24th April 1245 had a papal 
induit to hold an additional benefice vâth cure of souls (99)* He 
was succeeded by Master Roger of Raveningham, one of the most able of 
Grosseteste’s clerks, on the presentation of Ramsey Abbey, the patrons (lOO 
/smong others of Grosseteste’s familia to be presented vâth 
livings by monastic orders were Master John Grosseteste presented to 
Litchborough by St. James Abbey, Northampton (lOl), and to Whissendine 
by Lindores Abbey (l02); Master John de Offington to Earl’s Barton by 
Belapre Abbey (103); John of Riston to Eworby by Kyrae Priory (I04)?
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John was evidently in favour with several monastic houses, as he held 
St. Peter’s, Stamford in commendam of the gift of St. Fromund’s Priory 
(27th February I250) and in I25I he received Wainfloet St. Mary rectory 
on presentation of the Prioress and Convent of Stixwould (IO5).
John of Riston (or Reston) acted as proctor for the Prior 
and Convent of St. Fromund, who had lands and patronage in the diocese, 
in the years 1268, I269, (v^ hen ha took tho opportunity of presenting 
a Mnsman, Stephen de Riston, to St. Paul, Stamford), and in 1273 (IO6).
Maong others preferred by Grosseteste v/as John de lyham 
found witnessing letters of institution from the first to the ninth 
year, who was collated to the rectory of Hambloton (Rutland) before 
Grosseteste’s consecration, and again on 2nd January 1239 to 
V^ eatharapstoad, #iGre on this occasion he is described as capellanus 
noster (107), % e  bishop also collated John of Easton , who frequently 
witnesses letters of institution from 1237 until 18th April I24O, to 
the church of Mursley (Bucks.) (IO8). Thomas of Fleet, a lesser clerk, 
was collated to Sacombe (Herts.) shortly before the bishop’s death, and 
held it until the year 1277 when he died (IO9). Roger of Fritwell 
witnessed letters of institution throughout Grosseteste’s episcopate 
and was instituted to Wing on presentation of St. Heot’s Abbey in 1239 
and received collation to Hafborough rectory on 21st January 1242 (llO). 
The bishop also took the opportunity as patron per lapsum to collate 
Elias of Hertford to Scot Willoughby in 1247-8 (ill). * It is possible 
that this Elias is the king’s clerk who was sent to the monasteries 
in the diocese and later throughout the country to ask for assa^ance 
\7ith money and horses in 1242 (ll2).
’It was now, as generally in the Middle Ages’^ writes
A. Hamilton Thompson (II3), ’the custom of religious houses to present
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to tholr best livings public men upon whose support they could rely, 
whether with the Gro\m or with their diocesan’ • Aubrey of PÉcamp, 
engaged in the king’s wardrobe at the beginning of Gravesend’s 
episcopate, hold the Peterborough livings of Cottingham and Peakirk (II4)# 
One of their most valuable livings Bringhurst (Leics.) was held by 
Gravesend’^s vicar-general, John of Maidstone (II5).
Roger of Raveningliam, archdeacon of Huntingdon, was rector 
of three churches in his archdeaconry. Catworth, in private intronage, 
Yaxley, in the gift of Thorney, and Warboys, in the gift of Ramsey 
Abbey (II6). The Poitevin keeper of the wardrobe, Peter Chaceporc, 
held the Westminster living of Aldenham (Herts.) (ll?). However,
Hamilton Thompson issues the warning that the entry referring to his 
death, may mean a younger relation of the same name, as he died eight 
years earlier. William of Hambleton v;ho gave years of service to the 
chancery, held the Selby Abbey living of Ashby (Lincs.) (118), and was 
later instituted! to Whist on, in the patronage of the Earl of Gloucester (ll 
Hugh of Evesham, instituted to Goxhill, Lincs., on the presentation of 
Bridlington Priory in 1265, and later allowed to hold the church in 
commendam with his other benefices, one of which was Benefield (Horthants.) 
which he resigned in 1277 (120). He was promoted to the cardinalats in 
1283. with the title of San Lorenso in Lucina.
Gravesend, like his predecessor, surrounded himself with a 
farailia of faithful and able men, among whom v/as his nephew Richard who 
held a prebend of Leighton Bcclesia in 1263, and later became Archdeacon 
of Horthampton and Bishop of London. Hicholas of V/altham, Bishop 
Gravesend’s clerk, held tho fourth part of the church of Hibaldstow, 
in the bishop’s gift (l2l)é William of Avoton, constantly in atten^nce 
on.the bishop, was collated to Wooburn (Bucks.) in 1265 (122); William 
of Thornton who became his chancellor in 1275-6 held the living of
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Wooburn in succession to William of Aveton (123). Richard of Wyke, 
another clerk held several livings, V/heathampstead in the bishop’s 
gift (124), and Byfield in the gift of the Abbey of St. Evroult (12$).
His successor at Wheathampstead was another of the bishop’s clerks,
John of Leicester (126).
Oliver Sutton followed the tradition of his predecessors in 
collating members of his household to livings in the diocese. One of 
the first was Master William of Stockton collated to Mere (in the gift 
of the bishop) (12?), William of Langworth who is found witnessing 
a number of institutions was . given the church of Sotby in commendam 
until Robert Durand was of age (l28).
The bishop’s two chaplains, Robert of Kibworth held the 
church of Saddington on the presentation of the Abbot and Convent of 
St. Agatha, Richmond, in 1291, and Robert of Warsop was collated in 
1298 to Winwlok in the person of his proctor Master H. of Applctree (I29) 
His clerk, Hugh of Harewood, he collated to the mediety of the church 
of Isham in 1293 (130). Others of hie staff were presented to livings 
in the patronage of religious houses; Eo^er of Kilworth to Merton by 
the Abbot and Convent of Bynsham ( 131)5 Master Henry of ITassington
to lytchley by the Abbot and Convent of Peterborough (132).
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PAPAL PROVISIONS
While the majority of those presented to livings relied on 
a nearby monastery or a lay patron to present them to a living, a 
certain select number, comparatively few, were provided to a church by 
the pope himself. The right of the pope to provide for clerks in his 
employ was enforced from the end of the 12th century by legal sanctions. 
It meant that the rights of the patrons were abrogated and that they 
could not dispose of the benefices in their gift. This was justified 
on the theory that * omnes ecclesie et res ecclesiarum sunt in notestate 
papa* (l).
The only example of a request for a benefice to be conferred 
on someone is found in a letter from Pops Gregory IX to an unnamed 
Bishop of Lincoln in which ho requests a suitable benefice for R. 
rector of Oddington, Oxon. The letter is dated xiiii kalendas Mail 
(l8th April) in the eighth year of his pontificate (i.e. 1234-5)• (2). 
Hugh of Wells died on 7th February, 1234/5 and his successor, Robert 
Grosseteste, was not consecrated uhtil 17th June, 1235* The letter 
undoubtedly refers to Roger de Turberville, sub-deacon, who had been 
instituted parson of Oddington in the fourteenth year of Hugh of Wells 
episcopate (3) and collated by the bishop in his twenty-sixth year to 
the church of Oadby, de mandate et auctoritate domini Pape (4). The 
rights of the patrons in any future presentation were safeguarded in 
the words ’salvo patronis ipsius, cum ipsam alias vacare contigerit. 
jure sue presentand! ad eandem (5).
Hov/ever, members of the pope’s familia or their relatives 
were preferred. Stephen do Fossa Nova, nephew of the pope’s chamberlain, 
was instituted to the church of Nettleton in the person of his proctor 
Senebald (6). The prebend of Little Bytham was conferred on William 
de St. Germain, v/riter of the pope (7). Another v/riter Bernard is
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rewarded with the church of Cheddington on the presentation of the 
Prior and Convent of St. Os\mld of Nostley (8). The church of Slapton 
is assigned to Amicus, clerk of St. Mary Rotund, auctoritate domini 
Pape (9).
In the presentation of Guy de Arico by the Prior and Convent 
of Ashby to the church of Horeton Pinkney, Northants., there appears 
to be an example of papal direction, as the words 'oui dominus Episcopus 
de mandate domini pape provide re tenebatur* (lO). How far the pope 
influenced other appointments is not known, but it would seem that he 
may have had a hand in the presentation of Peter, nephew of B., Papal 
Chamberlain, presented by Boecius, *familiarem domini Pape* to the 
chapel of Barkstone (ll).
The pope continued to provide for his household and staff 
throughout the episcopate of Robert Grosseteste. G. Belisle (de Insula) 
subdea^^nd chaplain of the Pope, is to be inducted to Alwalton by 
proxy (12). While Adinulfus, the pope’s nephew, is instituted in the 
person of Thomas, his proctor, nomine provisionis assi/mavit (13).
Otto, another subdea^'%id chaplain of the Pope is given possession of 
St* Mary’s church at Amersham, and the Archdeacon of Bucld.ngham is 
ordered to induct him by proxy in the person of Master Boec(f''(^ 14)*
Others instituted under papal provision were Richard 
Hanybald whose proctor, Bartholomew, was to be instituted to Scotter 
on his behalf by the rural dean of Gainsborough (15). John, the son 
of the noble landcn, a citizen of Anagni, is instituted to Chesterton 
in the person of his brother James, again by auctoritate litterarum 
domini Pape (l6).
Those who had studied well were also favoured by the pope. 
Thus, Master Nicholas of Hereford was provided with Broughton because 
ho was a poor clerk and for two years had studied in the Theological
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Faculty (l?). Richard do Hevill, clerk, is to be inducted into the 
church of Prestv/old and the papal mandate v/as given to the Archdeacon 
of Leicester to so induct (l8). The ITevills were a powerful family 
and it is possible that the pope wished to honour Richard for that 
reason, snd perhaps to win favour in England.
The pope’s physician, Master Rolandinus v/as rewarded twice 
with papal provisionst he received the church of Tathwell, Lines* (l9) 
and Whissendine in Northamptonshire (20). Thomas de Treb ’, a canon 
of Fulgentius was also instituted to Scraptoffe nomine provisionis 
assignasse (2l).
While Grosseteste recognised the full authority of tho pape 
in such matters as provisions, he had his doubts about the exercise of 
it. In his letter to Cardinal Otto in 1238 he expressed his feelings 
on the matter (22). He recognises the papal power to dispose freely 
of all benefices, but points out that the abuse of that power builds 
for the fires of hell. To confer benefices without first obtaining 
the assent of the patrons can only lead to scandal.
Grosseteste’s misgivings about papal provisions and the abuse 
of them by papal agents provoked him to protest in 1250 at the Council 
of lyons. While not objecting to papal power, as such, he did object 
to the provision of unsuitable clerks to benefices in particular cases 
to the detriment of the cure of souls. Matthew Paris says that 
Grosseteste ’hated like poison the dishonest Romans who had the Pope’s 
precept for obtaining a provision. He was intthe habit of saying that 
if he were to hand the cure of souls over to them he would be acting 
Satan’s part. Consequently he often threw away letters sealed with 
the papal bulls, and acted directly in contravention to such commands’ (23) 
Despite the soraev/hat exaggerated languggo of Matthew Paris, the remark
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about the cure of souls etchoes Grosseteste’s thought.
In January 1253 Grosseteste had tb put into practice his 
theories on papal provisions* He was ordered to provide the Pope’s 
nephew, Frederick of lavagna, vdth a prebend in Lincoln. He refused 
on the grounds that the man was unsuitable. He stated his views in a 
letter to Master Innocent, the papal notary. To cause the destruction 
of souls by depriving them of pastoral care is the worst of all sins, 
comparable to the sin of Lucifer and Antichrist; to command such a 
thing cannot be a genuine exercise of the apostolic power (24).
Although he had received a papal induit from Pope Innocent IV 
in 1245 that he should not be compelled to bestow pensions, prebends or 
other benefices on anyone ivithout a special papal mandate ( 25). This 
was nullified by tho ’non obstante’ clause inserted into the nominations 
to benefices, so that absentees and pluralists continued to be provided 
with benefices.
Although only ten presentations were due to papal mandates 
during Grosseteste’s episcopate, other presentations by monastic houses 
may have been due to papal requests which tended to be treated as papal 
commands. This may possibly have been true of Gravesend’s episcopate 
as there is only one direct reference to a papal provision but several 
to members of the papal household being presented to benefices by 
religious houses, and others exhibiting a papal privilege to possess 
more than one church with cure of souls. Richard of Barnwell, clerk, 
was provided under papal mandate with St. Gregory, Northampton. The 
bishop accepted him on the presentation of the Prior and Convent of 
St. Andrew’s Northampton and he v/as ordained at Haugham and instituted 
rector by the bishop (26).
Dorn. John de S. Maria was presented by the Queen as guardian 
of Henry de Lacy to West Halton, and he exhibited a privilege from
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Pope Urban III (?) (d Urban IV) *ut duas eccleslas
licite noterit ontinere nreter duas ecclesias guas nrius habuit* (27). 
Master Thomas de Sorham, domini pane subdiaconus, is presented to 
Eisholme by Brother William Carpentarius, proctor of the Abbey of 
Exaquio (28), possibly on papal authority, although it is not stated.
The Abbot of St. Mary de Pratis, Leicester presented Master Thomas 
do Luda, subdeacon and papal chaplain to Adstodk in 1260 (29).
The apparent decline in papal provisions continued during 
Oliver Sutton’s episcopate. In 129I Master John of Burton, priest, 
produced a bull providing him to the church of Market Beeping, and a 
letter from Archbishop Pecham authorising his induction (30). The 
church of Aswardby had two rectors in succession provided to its the 
first Gilbert of Legboume had letters of provision from Pope Celestine V. 
These were accepted by Master Robert of Killingworth on behalf of the 
bishop and the patrons, the Prior and Convent of kyme were enjoined to 
submit to it (31). On 9th March, 1298, on the death of Gilbert, John 
of St. Edmund, priest, was provided by Pope Boniface VIII with the 
church. Gilbert had died at Rome, therefore under the terms of 
Clement IV’s famous ’licet ecclesiarum’decretal of 1265 the pope claimed 
the right to appoint a successor to him at Aswardby (32).
The learned doctor of canon lav/, provided by Boniface VIII 
to Towcester, relinquished his vicarage of Hampton and promised to 
reside at Towcester (33)* On the whole Oliver Sutton was obedient to 
the papal orders, if perhaps reluctantly. In I298 Pope Boniface VIII 
had written to him offering him to provide for Richard of Ashwell, 
clerk in minor orders, a benefice in the city or diocese of Lincoln 
of which the advowson belonged to the Abbot and Convent of St. James 
outside Northampton. Richard was required to be ordained and undertake
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the responsibilities of the living* The bishop took measure- to see 
that the Abbot and Convent did not override this claim, and when the 
vicarage of Horton fell vacant Richard was duly instituted, even though 
he was not yet in major orders (34)« However, on 20th December, 1298, 
he was ordained subdeacon (35) and had letters dimissory to be ordained 
deacon and priest by any catholic bishop (36). On 13th June, 1299) 
he was ordained priest by John, Bishop of ULandaff, acting for Bishop 
Sutton, whose health was failing at this time (37)*
Bishop Sutton’s views on papal provisions are clearly given 
in his letter to Boniface VIII in 1^7 (38). The pope had provided 
John de Colonna to a prebend in linooln Cathedral. He was quite ready 
to obey the papal mandate ’in spite of the fact that the church of 
Lincoln was, according to him, full of unworthy men who held their 
prebends by papal provision’ * The whole house of Colonna had been 
excommunicated by the pope, and Sutton inquired how he could obey the 
pope*8 orders. He also added that papal provisions were doing the 
church of Lincoln no good (39)* In the same year the bishop had raised 
objections to the papal provision of Master Antonio de Hiniano to the 
church of Pelmersham (40)*
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GIEBIGAL imCATION AND PATRONAGE
The typical pariah priest of this century was essentially 
a peasant priest* Many probably had a ploughman for a brother and 
some \70uld have begun life as serfs. The only way to tho priesthood 
was by means of education. Although schools are found in somo of the 
towns, i.e. Lincoln, Northampton, Oxford# Stamford (l), tho ignorance 
of the clergy is the subject for constant comment and legislation.
The training of the future priest was a very haphazard affair. From 
the episcopal registers of tho diocese it is evident that few but 
absentee rectors# often in minor orders, obtained a university education 
and of those not many proceeded to tho degree of Magistcr in Artibus.
In his Oemma Eoolesiaotica Gerald of Wales gave many examples 
of tho bad latinity# the grammatical blunders and the appalling ignorance 
of many of the clergy. One of tho worst cited is the account of the 
priest who vms giving o sermon on the Canoonlto woman and said that she 
was part dog and part woman. He did not know the difference between 
"oananaeam” and "donlnam", (2),
There is no doubt that the education of the clergy left much 
to bo desired. Attempts to improve the situation were made by all 
the bishops of Lincoln throughtut the thirteenth centuiy. Where 
Bishop Hugh of Wells suspected that the standard of learning was 
inadequate for a presentee to a living he crdereddhim to attend the 
schools and 101 were so ordered.
Tho first instance in the bishop’s regist&rs of one ordered 
to attend the schools is that of Robert Malobiso, presented by his 
father to the church of Endorby (Linos.) (3). Robert*o institution 
was postponed until Easter when, after attendance at tho schools, he 
was to bo examined as to his competence in literature and singing.
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At Ewelmo, (Oxon, ), Ralph Bloet was ordered to loam music
(In.junctum est autem eidem presentato ut musicam addesoat) (4).
At Bilshy (Lincs.) a presentee, Richard do Parlesthorpe, was rejected
because he was nearly illiterate (quod fere illiterates fuit) and no
opportunity was given him to remedy his ignorance (5). Those
presented to BrauAon, Aldwinolcle, Little Bowden, V/ad4©nhos, Maidford,
Blumpton, and Marston Trussell were all ordered to attend the schools (6)*
The patrons of five bf these livings were laymen and Little Bowden
was held by Laund Priory and Humpton by the Convent of St. Lucian,
Beauvais. In additiontto attending the schools, some*had to leam
ck
to chant as was the case at Titmarsh and Hargrave, as the entry puts 
it ’maxime cantare’ (7)*
In some entries the period of time required to study is laid 
down: for most presentees it seems to have been for one year. This
is the case for Reginald, instituted to the church of Little Loughton, 
who had the bishop’s licence to attend tho schools for a year and then 
to bë ordained through all the orders to the priesthood and to serve 
personally (8). Another Reginald, presented to Broughton-Pogis (9 ) 
is to attend the schools ’et addiscat et cost annum ut sunra’• The 
latter ^refers to a previous entry where William, son of Alan, is to 
attend the schools and study and aftofwards * sub ; nona beneficil 
veniat examinandus’ (lO). Similarly, Robert de Bagenhale, instituted 
to Thoraby is to attend the schools and present himself for examination 
’sub Tona ■ beneficii sui omit tend! ’ if he does not succeed, (ll).
Tho archdeacon’s Official is given the task of seeing that the injunc­
tion is carried out.
Others were given longer than a year in which to study:
Elias, a subdeacon, presented by Richard de Grave to the church of 
Grove (Bucks.) is to be ordained deacon and to attend the schools
f
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for throe years* Meanwhile a suitable chaplain is to officiate (l2). 
Eustace, a clerk, was given longer, especially as he was under age*
He was instituted to Langton and Henry, chaplain of the church, was 
appointed his proctor by the bishop. He is to provide Eustace with 
necessaries in the schools (13)* Walter de Clinton is allowed to be 
absent for seven years in the schools and to study under a master 
approved by the bishop (14)#
Occasionally the subjects to be studied are mentioned:
Geoffrey de Cropredy has a licence to study for three years in the 
schools in Holy Scripture and Canon Law (I5). While Hugh de Scalby 
of Cold Hanworth is given time to study and to practise singing (I6), 
as were others already mentioned. Hugh proved to be incompetent and 
he was given charge of the church from St. Thomas Day until Easter, 
possibly to give him further opportunity to improve. Joscius de 
Bilingburgh, presented by the Prior of Seinpringham, is instituted to 
the church of Horbling, with the injunction that he be ordained sub­
deacon and that he ’addiscat in scolis continue, usque narrochiam 
sciat regere* (l?)* At Edgcote Vivian was allowed by the bishop to 
postpone his ordination to the subdiaconate because he was ’ .juvenis 
et scolaris’ (l8).
Hot evaiyone who attended the schools seems to have succeeded. 
Gervase, a cleik, was presented by the Prior and Convent of Merton to 
the chapel of Vfhipsnade, but he was not admitted on account of his 
insufficient learning. He was allowed, however, to have charge of 
the church from the Feast of the Invention of the Holy Cross (3rd May) 
to the Feast of St. Peter ad Vincula (1st August). He was to study 
literature and practise singing, and then to be instituted if found 
sufficient (19)* It is not certain whether he succeeded or not, as
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we read of Ralph being instituted to the chapel of V/hipsnade on the 
presentation of the Prior and Convent of Merton in Bishop Hugh’s 
tenth year, i.e. 1219 (20).
Some parishes seem to have been ill served by the patrons,
for Sir Thomas de Arderne, patron of Drayton, near Banbury, presented
Roger de Ardeme, acolyte to the church as parson. Ho was to attend 
the schools or be deprived (beneficio suo nrivabatur) (2l). Within 
a year he was presenting again: this time Thomas do Simili, another
acolyte, was instituted parson with the injunction to attend the 
schools (22). The reference to deprivation is not made, but presumably 
it applied to this case* The bishop is to ordain a vicarage, evidently 
to make certain that the church was properly served.
Where Walter, brother of the patron of Pilton, was concerned,
the bishop felt he had to give reasons to the rural dean of Cambridge
and his fellow judges why he had been rejected. Apparently, he had 
been examined on three occasions and had been given every opportunity 
to prove himself, but without success (23). There is no doubt that 
the most lax among the patrons to parishes were the layfolk, especially 
those presenting members of their own family or kinsmen to churches in 
their gift. At the end of a year’s study Peter lupus presented 
provisionally by Robert Lupus to the church of Roade was found to be 
wanting, and William de Esse was instituted to the portion which he 
had held (24).
At Shenley the patron was Joan La Blunde who wished to present 
her son, Richard, to the living. Richard in 1221 is described as a 
clerk, but his learning made no favourable impression on Bishop Hugh 
who thought nevertheless that * there was hope of him*. So the young 
man was instituted, but ordered to the University under pain of 
deprivation, while the cure was placed in the hands of Hugh de 
Rochester, chaplain (25). Richard failed to reach the required
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standard, and it seems the bishop carried out his threat, for in tho 
folloT/ing year Joan was again presenting to the living. This time the 
nominee was Matthew, son of Waleran, clerk (26).
Again the bishop seems to have made enquiries and to have 
been suspicious of his ability. Although Matthew was instituted, the 
bishop insisted on the oath being taken in his presence that he would 
attend the university for study. A note has been added somewhat 
grimly, ’that, if as is said, he do not attend the schools, his benefice 
shall bo sequestered into the hands of the bishop* (27). A year later, 
John, a clerk, also presented by Joan La Blunde, in instituted, but 
without the proviso that he attend the schools (28).
Others presented to livings while still studying were 
required to continue with their studies until found proficient. Sir 
Hugh Mspensarius presented to three livings in his gift three clerks:
Hugh Dispensarius to a paréonage of 2i* marks in V/alton le Wolds;
Ralph do Turovill to Loughborough - a pension of three marks; and 
Thomas de Turevill to a parsonage in tho church of Loughborough (29).
All had to study. Presumably, the ’parsonages* and pension were to 
provide funds for that purpose.
Similarly5 Nicholas do Verdun presented Thomas de Verdun 
(possibly a kinsman) to the church of Pamham Royal, and he was 
required to attend the schools (30). In 1222 ho presented William 
do Wudetone to Belton, but he too had to study in the schools and 
later be examined to see how he had progressed (31). Lastly he 
presented Walter de Clintone to Goadby Harwood as wo have seen (supra).
The bishop was clearly a considerate and fair man for he 
allowed Richard de Ken, presented by Sir John do Ken to Kettlethorpe, 
to attend the schools because he thought ’sues erat de eodem Ricardo’ (32)
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Among those noted earlier with the same patronymic who 
presented candidates who had to attend the schools were Roger Ardeme 
to Drayton, William Hansel to Shenley, Robert Hansel to Soulsbuiy, 
Lawrence Dairel to Idllington Ifeyrell, Simon de Dingele to East Pamham, 
Walter de Rosa to a parsonage in the ohurch of ^ ^ 3). Thomas 
de Wilegby conditionally receives the church of Cumberworth at the 
joint presentation of Robert le Tus de Munby, R. da Wilegby, and 
Alice do Munby (34)* While Alan do Repingal is presented by John, son 
of Hugh do Repingal with the added injunction that he study ’mgriSâ 
cantare’ (35), if ho is to retain the third part of the church of 
Rippingale.
In contrast to the laxity of the lay patrons in thei& presen­
tations to livings, the monastic orders seem on the v/hole to have been 
more thorough. There are twenty-six presentees to livings in the gift 
of monastic houses who needed to study at the schools (36).
The most lax of the monastic houses presenting to livings 
was Eynsham Abbey as four of their presentees were required to attend 
the schools and study (37)* One, Walter de Clere, granted custody of 
the church of Little Rollright must first be examined in singing, so he 
was certainly not illiterate. Evidently he satisfied the examiners, 
as he is found in High of Wells fifteenth year as a deacon being 
instituted to parson|of Little Rollri^t (38). Robert de Temun is 
under ago and is admitted by dispensation. While he is studying at the 
schools, a perpetual vicar is to caro for the parish. If the vicar 
should die vrithin the seven years of Robert’s absence in the schools, 
another is to be appointed. In the event of his dying after the 
expiration of the seven years, another need not be appointed as Robert 
is to take the whole church (39).
While clergy were studying at the schools, the parishes to 
which they wore instituted were looked after by chaplains appointed
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for the purpose. Oocasiomlly that was not neoessazy, as in the case 
of William do Wuzmiele, instituted to the church of Wrangle which had 
two chaplains *et unus diaconus necessaril’ (40)» Although John 
de Bunstone has to appear before the Archdeacon of Northampton at the 
end of a year to give an account of his progress in the schools at 
Northampton, no reference is made to his having a chaplain. This could 
be because he holds the church of St* Bartholomew, Northampton and is 
described as a ’canellamis’ so that he could officiate in the church 
himself while continuing his studies (4l)«
in addition to the schools already mentioned some clergy 
have the privilege of studying in Bariss Hugh de Karleton, presented 
to the church of Bamack, is not admitted because he is absent studying
at Paris (42). He is not to be instituted until the bishop has received
testimonials from the masters at the university as to his good conduct*
A certain Ledger, a clerk presented to the church of Morton, ’intends 
studying at the schools in Paris’ (43)"
It was required of the clergy that they be proficient in
reading, song and Latin grammar. Examiners had to ascertain many
things: ordinands had to be freeman, sound in mind and body, \7ith0ut
incurable disease or deformity. They must have received the necessary 
previous orders and have reached the stipulated ages i.e. for a 
subdeacon, 18 years, for a deacon 20 years, and for a priest 25 years. 
Ordinations were administered by the bishop four times a year: on the
third Saturday in Advent, on a Saturday during Lent, on the Saturday 
in Whitsuntide and on the third Saturday in September. The place 
appointed was usually tho cathedral or the chapel of the manor where 
the bishop happened to be staying. There are several centres referred 
to in Hugh of Wells rolls: Lincoln (44)» Leicester (45)» Buckdon (46), 
Huntingdon (47) and Grantham (48).
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Grosseteste shared his predecessor’s concern for the education 
of the clergy and from tho ‘beginning of his episcopate worked consoienr* 
tiously and unflaggingly to that end# An idealist, he expressed his 
views on the priesthood before his consecration in a small work, the 
Templum Dei or Templum Domini, as it is sometimes called (49).
Written c. 1230 (50), its aim was to prepare clergy to take 
a greater responsibility in the cura animarum* Beginning with a 
description of the priest as the ’temple of God’ (l Cor. iii, 16), 
Grosseteste goes on to show that the temple of God which is the soul 
of man has two parts, a corporeal part (of which the four cardinal 
virtues are the integral parts) and a spiritual part (of which faith is 
the foundation, hope the walls, charity the roof). The whole life of 
man consists in building up and preserving this temple - In hoc ergo 
du-pllci temnlo edificando et custodiendo consistit vita hominis.
Since it is the function of a priest to care for souls, so 
accordingly he, the physician of souls, must know intimately not only 
the foundations of the Christian edifice but also all those influences 
tîmt can threaten and undeimne it and that he must counteract in the 
confessional. Tho whole Templum is primarily a statement of what a 
priest needs to know if he is to interrogate with understanding and 
counsel effectively those penitents who come to him.
Grosseteste saw the bishop as a nastor^ viimi who is s o 
devoted to his charges that ho is ready to die for them. He is 
directly responsible to God for every soul in his diocese. Thus a 
man lacking ability or a full respect for the lav; of the Church is no 
safe shepherd of a flock. It was not enough to reject an unworthy 
presentee to a living. The evils inherent in the system of presenta­
tion had to be struck at precisely where they are rooted, i.e. in 
those who presume to present. These must be made av/are of their
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responsibility to present worthy people and to present them properly (5I)*
This attitude was seen early on in his episcopate when reply­
ing to a letter of criticism from a Master Michael Beleth (52), as we 
have seen (p. 20).
He had no hesitation in rejecting those presented to benefices, 
if they were found to bo lacking qualities needed for the care of souls.
It made no difference to him who were the patrons, be they laymen of 
great families, friends, monastic houses, even the king or the pope.
So far as he was able, he determined to apply his principles to the 
patronage of churches in his diocese.
Grosseteste’s rolls show that a number of presentees were 
not admitted because of their illiteracy. Geoffrey, a clerk, was 
presented to a mediety of Isham and rejected, but he is to receive a 
pension of three marks (54). William de Sisseveme, presented to 
Ayot St. LaTOenoe and rejected is also to have a pension of three marks 
a year (55)* William of Aldwinckle, presented by his brother to the 
family living of All Saints, Aldwinckle, was nevertheless rejected 
for insufficiency (56).
Others are to have a master and are to be exsanined within 
a year or be deprived: such were Adam Curteney, presented by John
Curteney to Crick, and Oliver de Nymet, presented by the same patron 
to Cranford (57)* William de Meynhill, presented by the Prior of 
Ware to Noseley has to have a master and to remain for a year in the 
schools at Paris (58). The rector of Hauwell, Robert de Na^on also 
’debet habere magi strum’ (59).
Some are given specific instructions: Reginald, presented
to Lodington, has to improve his ability to sing or be deprived (60). 
Humphrey de Wautham has to present himself at Michaelmas to be examined 
on his knowledge of the ten oonmandraents, the seven sacraments and the 
seven deadly sins or be deprived of his church of Sproxton (6l).
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Thomas of Prestwold, presented to Cossington, is to continue bis 
study in the schools for a year until the octave of the Epiphany so 
that he may *omnes omelias dominicales sciat* or he deprived (62).
More detailed evidence of Bishop Grosseteste’s attitude 
tov/ards those who proved to be insufficient may bo found in his 
letters. Always the bishop had before him a great sense of responsi­
bility towards those in his care. It underlay his reply in June 1235 
to William lialeigh, treasurer of Exeterj whose candidate, William 
de Grave, ho had refused because he was a mere boy, scarcely in his 
Ovid (nuer videlicet adhuc ad Ovidium enistolarum nalmam norrlgens) (63). 
'His institution to a cure of souls,* wrote Grosseteste, 'would open 
the way to hell for both of us* (sicgue nosmet insos evidenter ignibus 
gohemmae condamnantes). Even so, he is prepared to mal^ e an allowance 
of ten marks to the boy so that he may be educated until he obtains a 
better living or some other provision is made for him.
In similar vein, Grosseteste wrote to John Blund, chancellor 
of York, when rejecting a relative of his, pointing out that to admit 
him to a cure of souls would incur the stain of sin. Hot only was 
the candidate insufficiently educated but also effectively illiterate 
(0mn3.no illiterate). In evidence of this Grosseteste sent Blund the 
answers given at the examination (64).
John Romeyn was treated in the same way when he endeavoured 
to present his nephew, Dionisius, who \7as almost illiterate ( oranino 
fore illiterato) to Stanford'on-Avon. Grosseteste does not dare to 
institute Dionisius and tolls his friend "it is for the very good 
reason that there are none more worthy to be damned than those who 
advance or procure the prefeiment of persons to a cura animarum who 
are incapable or ignorant, or are unwilling to look after their 
charges". (65).
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în Epistle xlix the bishop gives his reasons to Cardinal 
Otto, the papal legate, for refusing the latter*s clerk, Atto, an 
Italian, a prebend at Lincoln. The first reason was that the prebend 
had already been allotted to someone else. The second, he simply 
could not accept Atto. The bishop pointed out that v/hile ho would 
obey the pope in all tîângo, who had the power freely to dispose of 
benefices, yet to confer an ecclesiastical benefice without consulting 
its patron, as Otto had done, was to disrupt faith and charity. 
Accordingly, he humbly asked Otto to withdraw his candidate (66).
Shortly after this, Otto wrote to the bishop on behalf of 
Thomas, son of Earl Perrars, requesting him to admit Thomas to the 
benefice of Rand. Grosseteste turned him down on the grounds that he 
was too young and not in Holy Orders (6?), The bishop asked that if 
Thcmias did have the living a vicar might be appointed or a proper 
pastor, some provision being made for Thomas, without any care of souls, 
out of the benefice.
Undaunted, Otto tried again to obtain a Lincoln prebond for 
his clerk, Master Atto. In his reply against granting the request 
Grosseteste mentioned three points: the fear of favouritism; his
unwillingness to give Atto a prebond with a cure of souls without a 
dispensation, as he had a cure already. Ho pointed out that he 
himself, who once held a prebend of this description and a parish 
together, resigned the latter after consulting the pope. Thirdly, 
he thinlcs Atto is not best suited to Lincoln: but ho left the case
to Otto's judgement (68).
It is significant that Atto's name appears among the canons 
of Lincoln as witnesses to the Institution of Giles dè jSpoleto to 
Warmington (69).
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As we have seen in the cases of Beleth and Robert Passelawe, 
Grosseteste's concern was very much motivated by the principles of 
the right man for the job (70). He was convinced that to appoint an 
unworthy candidate to any cura animarum was a mortal sin. In his 
famous 'sermon' at the Council of lyons in I25O he pointed out that 
pastoral care consisted in more than saying the hours and celebrating 
masses. The truth had to be taught and vices condemned and punished. 
It also consisted in feeding the hungiy, giving drink to the thirsty, 
covering the naked, receiving guests, visiting the sick and those in 
prison, especially those who belong to the parish, #10 have a claim on 
the endowments of their church. By the doing of these things is the 
people to be taught the holy duties of the active life (71),
In addition to those already mentioned the following received 
warnings that unless they studied they would be depHved of their 
benefices: Walter of Houton (72)5 Peter de Benigworth (73)5 
Thomas son of the patron HaCo de Mablethorpe (74)? William Hkot (75). 
Reginald is to study to sing or lose his vicarage of Lodington (76). 
John Picot has a year in which to improve his studies or be deprived 
of his rectory of Branstone (77)* In the case of Thomas of Prestwold 
it is laid down what he is to study: 'cmnes omelias dominicalrr* (78). 
Although the Bible was the most studied book of the middle ages, it 
would appear that the details of exegesis were left to the scholar. 
Grosseteste gave a high priority to the spiritual exposition of 
Scripture. As Beryl Smalley says, 'It was part and parcel of his 
view of 3ife. He stood, as Langton had stood before him, for the 
reformation of society by a reformed clergy' (79). Grosseteste also 
expected his clergy to have a knowleds® of the other aspects of 
religious teaching and Humphrey de Wautham who was presented to two 
portions of Sproxton has the particular injunction to come at Michaelmas
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and be examined 'surer nrecCibus), sacramentis, vii cri(mina) cum 
circumstanoiis* (80)^  as _s^ (2n
A number of presentees have to have a master and are to be 
examined within a year, i.e. Robert of Wyham, Adam of Curteney,
Hugh Murdak, Oliver of Hymet, William de Hauthon, Thomas of Wyke and 
Robert of Hapton (81 )• All of the above were presented by lay patrons 
except Robert de Wyham, who was presented by the Master of Sempringham 
and Ormsby Priory. William de Careby's institution to Careby was 
postponed until he became proficient (82). Ralph de Brocton is to 
be ordained acolyte and examined beforehand (83). At Saxilby we have 
the unusual case of G. Chaplain of Brocklesby who is to be represented 
to the bishop *et nisi tunc inveniatur salens semonem et statute 
domini Brisoorl facto dicta vioaria rrivabitur* (84).
Others were not so fortunate as the above and were deprived 
because of their insufficiency, as was Geoffrey,
5 6)^ 11-CL (85); Robert was deprived of his vicarage of 
St. Edmund, Horthampton (86) and William of Aldwinokle, ^3- J
At Tottemhoe there is the unusual 
situation where two chaplains scilicet Jordano et Rogero nronter 
insufficientiam renuisis et litteras nresentationis resignantibus (88).
The same care and concern for the education of the clergy 
was shown during Gravesend's episcopate, although his rolls do not 
exhibit the details given in those of his predecessors. The first 
reference to a re-examination of a presentee is that to Richard of 
Halstead who is to be examined at the end of three years on his 
*qualiter in litteratura profeoerit* (89). Reginald de Otteley, 
presented to Bicker, has the threat of deprivation hanging over him 
unless he has 'seoum soolum residentem qui ipsum in litt eratura 
informabit et a quo diligenter addiscet* (90). Hugh of London is
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allowed to remain in the oobools, but is to be ordained afterwords 
and serve percomlOy (91). Others are to bo instructed in grammars 
Alexander of Cantorbuiy, presented to Gainsborough (92); William of 
Bibisvrorth, presented to Blyborough (93)* There is no evidonoe of 
anyone being deprivod of his living for illitoracy, although two 
presentees wero rejected because of their extreme youths William 
Boleg* whose presentation to Saxilby was recalled (94), and 
Robert of Cocfeld's presentation to Ewclm^as rejected 'nro eua 
juventute* (95).
Oliver Sutton's registers reveal even fewer references to 
Gtudy leave and only one of a candidate required to resign because 
of his insufficiency (96). Gustody of the church of Scott on is given 
to Master Robert of Eadcliffe or Hadclive until Robert of Hevill is of 
ago, who also has to study under his master's supervision (97).
Custody of the church and the candidate for presentation to tho church 
of Wanlip is given to Master Gilbert do Rurstal until William Waloyo 
has come of age and is ordained subdeacon (98), Henry Bell of 
Humberstone, a clerk, had to prove that ho was sufficiently literate 
before he was allowed to hold a cure of souls (99).
Seven others were required to study grammar and the other 
things ascessaxy to the priesthood and without cure of souls, until 
they were proficient (lOO). Thomas Isaac of Grantham, although 
ordained priest, appeared to be extremely uncertain about tho words of 
the masses of tho Holy Trinity, the Holy Ghost, tho Blessed Virgin 
and tho requiem mass, so ho was ordered by tho bishop to devote himself 
to the study of these and of other suitable matters. When ho was 
reasonably word perfect then ho would be allowed, with tho bishop's 
licence, to celebrate these four masses, but without cure of souls (lOl).
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Oliver Sutton evidently encouraged scholars, as licences 
were granted for leave of absence to three rectors and one archdeacon* 
Ralph, rector of Fulheck, is to spend a year in the study of Theology, 
hut he is to make arrangements for the parish during his absence (102). 
William de Hastang*, rector of Great Coates, has tho choice of Oxford 
or Cambridge for his year's study of theology or canon law (103)*
While John, rector of Helmdon has the opportunity to study theology 
in one of the schools abroad (I04). Williem de Bstiniaco, Archdeacon 
of Lincoln, however, had a papal permit from Boniface VIII, to be absent 
for three years for the purpose of study (105).
The concern of the bishops for the education of those presented 
to livings is marked throughout tho century and resulted in a steady 
increase in those who were magistri. The figures reflecting the 
improvement in standards are revealed in the bishops' registers of 
those instituted to livings in the diocese. Tho total number of those 
who were magistri instituted to parishes during Hugh of Wells' episcopate 
was 221. However, tho overall total is greater as some masters ore 
recorded as having resigned or as having died.
Airing Grosseteste's episcopate the number of those who were 
magistri had increased* Olorgy with the title of Magistor prefixed 
to their names represent OvOr-sixtoon per cent of the whole number 
instituted. There is a total of 276 graduates, showing a considerable 
increase within the first half of the centuiy.
Out of a total of 2,024 institutions during Gravesend's 
episcopate, 314 masters were presented; again showing an increase on 
figures from tho previous fifty-nine years. Lincoln Archdeaconry 
showed tho greatest number - II4 out of a total of 669 institutions.
During Oliver Sutton's opiscopate the number of masters 
instituted to livings continued to increase* Out of a total of 1,809 
institutions to livings and chapels in the diocese, 269 of those presented
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held master's degrees. An analysis of all of these figures will he 
found in Appendix II.
The climax of this advance may he seen in Boniface VIII's 
constitution 'Gum ex eo*. In virtue of this, bishops were now at 
liberty to grant leave of absence for study to the parochial clergy, 
provided that these proceeded to the subdiaoonate within a year of 
institution, and to the diaconate and priesthood within a year of the 
termination of the licence, and that suitable priests took over the 
running of their parishes while they were away at a university.
As L, 1. Boyle says of the constitution, 'Cum ex eo', "For it was 
designed to offer facilities for education to promising young men who 
might otherwise have been lost to the cura animarum" (106). Although 
Boniface's constitution of 1298 never really solved the ever-present 
problem of ignorantia sacerdotum. it was a genuine attempt to provide 
an educated clergy in the parishes.
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P/iTtOCHIAL CLERGY M D  CELIBACY
The problem of married clergy had given cause for concern
to the Church in the twelfth century. In an attempt to end the
practice Anselm has issued some Draconian decrees at the Council of 
Westminster in 1102. The Council enacted that no canon, and no one 
above the order of subdeacon might marry. Those who were married 
already were to put away their vivos. If a subdeacon, after professing
chastity, married, he was to be subjected to the same regulations.
A married priest was forbidden to say Mass. If he ventured to do 
so, no one was to listen to him, and he was moreover to be deprived 
of all legal privileges. A profession of chastity was to be exacted 
at ordination to the subdiaoonate and to the higher grades, and finally 
the sons of priests were not to succeed to their fathers’ benefices (l).
The practice of celibacy met with limited success, as some
clergy still had their hearth women (focarie). Gerald of Wales 
agreed vrith his old tutor in Paris, Master Peter Comestor, v/hen he 
said that ’the ancient enemy has never deceived God's Church in any 
area so much as he has in this vow of celibacy’ (2). Bishop Hugh of 
Wells tried to enforce this rule of celibacy in his diocese. The 
parson of Little Dalby presented by the Prioress of and Convent of 
Langley, was admitted to the cure of souls in his church provided that 
he first put away his concubine whom he confessed publicly he had kept, 
and on condition that ho lost his church if he co-habit with her 
again (3). Evidently, tho patrons had been lax in finding out more 
about their presentee on this occasion. He had to enter into a bond 
before the Bishop's Official that ho would obey the bishop's injunction.
Similarly, although loss stringently, Roger, described as 
capellanus, instituted to the church of festwell is admonished that 
henceforth 'he shall not keep the concubine, about whom he has been
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reported’. Othen'dsc he is to ho deprived (4).
In 1222 the Provihoial Council of Oxford, under the leader­
ship of Archbishop Stephen Langton, stressed the seriousness of 
disobedience to the church's rule on celibacy. Canon 34 enacted that 
if beneficed men or men in Holy Orders should presume to retain their 
partners publicly in their dwelling houses (in hospitiis suis tenere 
présumant m plice concubinas), or should elsewhere have public access 
to them to the public scandal, they should be coerced by the withdrav/al 
of their benefice. The clergy might not leave such partners anything; 
in their vdlls. Wives also who do not leave their partners should bé 
excluded from the sacraments and the church; if that did not suffice, 
they should be stricken vdth tho sword of Excommunication; and, lastly 
the secular arm sliould be invoked against them (et tunc demum contra 
eas invocetur brachium secularo) (5)»
The results of this decree and those passed earlier may be 
seen in Hugh of Wells registers: Richard of Hewenham, parson of Sandy,
undertook to pay fifteen marks if he should cohabit ?dth a woman whom 
he is said to have married. If this should happen the Archdeacon is 
to report it by letter to the Bishop (6). Lulie do Haines had to 
vacate a parsonage of 2s. in Woughtoh because he had married publicly (7)< 
Richard, chaplain of Great Kimble was deprived by decree in 1227 for 
the offence of incontinency (propter incontinontiam ea prius 
sentcntialiter privât0) (8).
Jordan is instituted perpetual vicar of Kirtlington on con­
dition that he behave himself. He had been defamed \rith regard to a 
certain woman living in the village. He is admitted subject to the 
condition that if he be reported as to her or any other woman, the 
Bishop shall deprive him of his vicarage (9). Alan, Vicar of
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Aslwell (Herts.) who had been presented by a lay patron, was
obliged to execute a bond undertaldLng to pay thirty maries if he again
co-habit vdth his former mistress Annora (lO).
In his Constitutions addressed to 'the rectors, vicars and 
parish priests' of his diocese, Grosseteste followed his predecessor 
in his attitude towards the church's teaching on celibacy. The lives 
of the clergy are to be pure. They are not to be married 'et si puis, 
antequam esset in sacris ordinibus constltutus, vuxorem duxerit, 
beneficium ecclesiasticum non tenet, neque in sacris ordinibus si eos 
postea acceperit, ministrare praesumat'(ll).
In accordance v/ith these sentiments, Richard de Land previously 
presented to Wispington by William de Land, confessed that he was 
married and resigned. He is to receive five marks annually with the
consent of the patron and the new incumbent (12). In the case of
Roger who was also married and formerly held a mediety in East Heal, 
he is to receive three marks annually with the proviso * quoad 
secularem habitum portavorit, et ecclesiastici beneficii expers 
extiterit sue perpetuo nomine simplicis beneficii percipiendis'(l3)«
Hugh Murdak, who does not seem to have been adequate in the first place, 
as he had to have a master and be examined vâthin a year on his institu­
tion to Ashton, on the presentation of Henry Murdak (14), crowned his 
achievements vdth misbehaviour with a parishioner (proplTer incestum 
cum filia sua spiritual! commissum) and was deprived (15).
Several clergy, on being granted pensions on retirement or 
for any other reason, are warned that they will forfeit them if they 
should marry or accept another benefice or join a religious order (l6).
In Gravesend's register there is the unusual entry concerning 
the church of Erisby which is vacant *”00 quod dom. Johannes de 
Staynegr' ultimus custos e.jusdem miles est et uxoratus" (l?).
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Geoffrey de la Mare former rector of St. Nicholas, Barton le Gley, 
was deprived because he was married (18). Tho vacancy at Hatley 
Cockaigne (Beds.) was caused by the marriage of Geoffrey de 
Sandiacre (19). Master Roger de Boudon was purged of his incontinence 
with Mabel de langton for a period of three years, as witnessed by 
five attestors* This is the only instance available in this register 
of anyone being given an opportunity to redeem himself (20).
On the whole the cler^ of the diocese seem to have observed 
the church's rules on celibacy fairly faithfully duidng Oliver Sutton's 
episcopate, as only two references are made to vacancies in parishes 
because the former Incumbents had publicly married: Master Geoffrey 
Russell had publicly married a certain woman of Pinchbeck and so either 
resigned or was depüved (2l); Sewalus qui earn ultimo tenait (the 
church of Shelton) matrimonium camale sollempnizavit in facie 
eoclesie so the church was declared vacant (22).
Throuf^out the century, as has been seen, attempts were made 
to enforce the church's rule on celibacy. How far patronsvwere aware 
of their presentees’ state is not îcnown. It is possible that they 
turned a blind eye to those who were married, and only the evidence 
of fellow clergy or possibly parishioners made it known to the bishop. 
Clearly throughout the century the rule of the Church was emphasized 
again and again in Synod and Council. All the preceding legislation 
against married clergy wqs reiterated in Cardinal Ottobuono's Legatine 
Council in 1265 at London or Westminster (23). Archbishop Pech^ 
in his Provincial Council in 1279 at Heading also referred to 
Ottobuono's canon 'contra concubinaries* and he ordered that arch­
deacons should road it at their visitations and see that it be read 
by the rural deans at their chapters (the laity being excluded) (24).
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The legislation is itself a witness to the existence of the 
practices which it tried to suppress. There is no doubt that some of 
the clergy of the diocese were married men, who in some cases lived 
openly with their wives in their dwelling houses (hospitiis); that 
some refused to give them up in spite of repeated synodical decrees; 
that those clergy who were not married turned a blind eye to those who 
v;ere. The records, as has been seen, reveal comparatively few cases 
of wholesale disobedience in this matter, but this could of course be
an argument from silence.
In contrast to those who found the rule of celibâoy difficult 
to keep were those who found it easy. These were the few who forsook 
their parochial cures for the religious life. Three during Hugh of 
Wells episcopate joined religious orders: Stephen, former parson of
Broughton who joined an unnamed order (25); the last rector of
Cosgrove, who joined the Friars Minor (26), and Hugh de Northgivell,
a former vicar of Great Harford, who 'habitum suscepit monachalem' (27). 
Master 33. de Melles, who fomerly held a mediety of the church of
Welboum, joined the crusades (28) as did Philip de Panton, instituted
to the church of Ropsley (29)* H. de Sapton will care for the parish 
during his absence, and his vicarage is safeguarded.
During Grosseteste's episcopate the number of those offering 
themselves for tlis religious life increased. The Order of Preaching 
Friars claimed two parish clergy: Adam, the former vicar of Luton (30)
and Thomas, formerly vicar of Hook Norton (3l)* Six others are 
described as having entered religion, but no further details are given. 
Thus, Robert, the former rector of Potterspuiy, William, vicar of 
Caddington, J., foimerly vicar of Streatley, Humphrey, formerly rector 
of Astwick Chapelry, Nicholas, rector of a mediety of Turvey, and 
Henry of Waltham, formerly rector of Tyringham, all gave up the life
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of a secular for that of a religious (32)#
During Gravesend's episcopate the number of those offering them­
selves for the religious life increased oven more: a total of seventeen
clergy vacated their parishes 'per InRressum relifdonis' • The Friars 
Minor claimed Robert de Cava of Polkingham, Master Hugh of Thurlby, formerly 
of Horbling, Thomas, son of Dom* Thomas of Melton from Saltflootby, and 
Peter, who is described as having 'long ago entered the Order of Friars 
Minor* (33). The Order of Freachers received Henry de Chyshull from 
Wrangle and Ralph de Wyfordby from Wyfordby (34)# William de Warewik, 
on becoming a Templar, ' comnleto etiam anno nrobationls nrecedentis 
rectoris religione suscenta* (35)* Others are described as having entered 
a religious order: John of Honington, Alexander of Wellingore, William 
de Well, former rector of St# Michael Major, Stamford (36), and Thomas of 
Boddington who had entered religion and not returned after a year of 
probation (37). Geoffrey of Branston (Leics.) and Peter, formerly of 
Caversfield, also entered a religious order (38). While others are 
variously described: Richard of Tetford as having entered the Order of
Friars of the Sack (39) and Robert of Hook Norton too, under its other 
name of the Friars of the Penance of Jesus Christ (de Penitencia Jesus 
Christ!) (40). John, the last vicar of Greetham (Rutland), 'statum suum 
mutans habitum canonicorum dicte domus S* Senulcri recenif who had 
originally presented him to the vicarage (4I)# Godard, who last held the 
chapel at Petsoe, ' having become an Austin Friar, as rumour testified, had 
withdrawn under excommunication and had not returned to his cure when 
summoned* (42).
Eleven seculars gave up the life of a parish priest for that of 
the stricter life of a religious during Oliver Sutton's episcopate.
Reginald Braybouef of Claxby by Normanby, Geoffrey, formerly vicar of 
Threckingham, John of Aylton, former vicar of Maxey, Master Stephen of 
Codnor former rector of Tackley, Simon of Wells, former rector of
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Lower Heyford, all joined the Order of Preachers (43). Others joined the 
Franciscane: Robert of Greaton, John of Cogenhoe, formerly rector of 
Castle Ashby, and Augustine, formerly of Roxton, followed the rule of 
St# Francis of Assisi (44). While Hugh of Tydd entered Legboume Priory, 
which v/as at that time a double house for Cistercian monks and nuns (45). 
Jordan de la Pomereye formerly of South Stoke also joined the Cistercian 
Order (46). Master Robert of Barton, formerly of Snarford, had become 
an Augustinian canon at Elsham (47).
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PMOOHIAL AND ERIVATB 0MH3L5
Patronage extended to parochial chapels often serving small 
communities. In tho Leicester matricula of Hugh of Wells* register 
details are given of a large number. The deanery of Guthlaxfcon had 
15, tho deanery of Sparkenhoe 28, Arkley 14, Qoscote 21, Gartree 23 
and in Pramland deanery there were 10 (l). There were resident chaplains 
in forty-three of these chapels, and the rest wore served from the parish 
church for two or three days a week.
e
The chapels of Sutton in the parish of Broughton Ahhley and 
Bilston in the parish of Norton and the chapel of Hemington in the parish 
of Lockington were all served as an act of kindness (de mratla) on the 
part of the incumbent (2). Two churches, Noseley and Carlton, both 
had medieties in the chapel of Illston so they provided a priest to serve 
it on three days a week, with the arrangement that Noseley would provide 
him for one year and Carlton Curlieu in the following year (scilicet uno 
anno ner Nousel. et alio anno r>er Carleton). (3)
Others were not so well served: Barton which came under the 
church of Nailstone was served once a year by the mother church (4), 
as was Little Sheepy and another unnamed chapel by the mother church of ^  
Sheepy (Leics.) (5). Others had more freedom: Cotes, for example, in
the parish of Prestwold liabentem omnia sacramentalis et eamlturarn. et 
caoellanum residentem (6). The latter had to be presented to the parson 
by his advocate, Robert Furmentyn and had to pay to the : mother church 
*ii cereos vii.id et .1 libram inoensi ilia canella* (?). The resident 
chaplain of the chapel of Radcliffe Culey in the parish of Sheepy was 
required to pay synodale of 2s. (8). Gaddesby also had omnia que 
matrix eoclesia habet et respondet -pro omnibus synodalibus (9).
Many chapels were supported by endowments. Mrs. Owen has shown that
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landlord and villeins often co-operated to build and endow a chapel, 
particularly in the previous century (lO). At the village of Osgodby 
in the parish of Kirkby St. Andrew (Linos.), parishioners were obliged 
to provide a chaplain with six loads of Wieat and one of oats each 
year and to find him a house, unless lodgings could be found in the 
village (hosTdtari nossit infra Osolfby) (ll).
Where churches were appropriated to religious houses the monks 
or nuns were required to endow dependent chapels as well as a vicarage.
The nuns of St. Michael, Stamford, were obliged to provide a chaplain at 
'Burghele* as well as the vicarage at St* Martin, Stamford, in wliich the 
chapel stood (dicte moniales onus illlus capslle sustinebunt) (12).
However, Bishop Grosseteste envisaged the vicar of Pitstone, 
who was presented by the parson Henry Neymuyt and with the consent of 
Milo Heymuyt who was patron, as being responsible for the expenses of 
the mother church and its parochial chapel 'honeste faciens deserviri' (13)* 
The perpetual vicar of Hanslope, Robert de Hanney, has also *sustinebit 
solummodo onera ministrorum in eadem eoclesia et in canslla do Caatelthome 
ministrantlum (14).
In 1276 and 1277 Bishop Gravesend had to order the vicars of 
Louth and Gorringham to pay the stipends of their deacons (15). The 
latter served the chapels of Somorby, Jolthorpe and Tonstal. Gravesend 
was particularly assiduous in providing in his decrees for the maintenance 
of chaplains, to be found by the vicars, in the chapels of hamlets 
dependent upon parish churches.
The church of Rothley, for example, appropriated by Gravesend’s 
predecessor, Grosseteste in I24I, to its patrons, the Knights Templar, 
was head of a parish distributed over a scattered area, with chapels in 
five separate hamlets: Gaddesby, Cayham, Grimston, vVartnaby, Wyckham (l6)* 
The vicar is to have a deacon and another suitable clerk to serve
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personally in tho office of a priest, and all the chapels are to he 
served by single chaplains. In the entry concerning tho vicarage at 
Gretton it is stated that the vicarage consists ’in toto altaragio insius 
eoclesie de Gretton et canellanm de Kirkeby et do Dodin^ton* (l7)s and 
'respondebit eciam eredictas vicarius capellanis in dictis canellis more 
solito ministraturis de suis stipendiis’ (l8).
Similar arrangements were made in the parish of Hambleton where 
the 'vicarius vero providebit de sacerdote ydoneo qui deserviet capelle 
do Bramston et continue ibi residebit' (19)* At Nassington in 
Northamptonshire the vicar 'per se et capellanos ac clericos ydoneos et 
necessaries eoclesie matrici et capellis suié sumptibus faciat deserviri' (S 
At Harrowden the mother church and its chapels are to be served by a vicar 
and other suitable ministers (2l). Claybrook too has a similar ordina­
tion but complicated because of the rival claims of a religious house, 
and a lay patron. The vicar, who is to have a manse 'et totum 
altaragium totius parroohie percipiat et habeat nomine vicarie perpetuo 
durature. que omnia onera ordinaria predicte eoclesie et capellis ipsius 
incumbentia* (22). Among the burdens to be sustained by the vicar was
the provision of chaplains to serve the dependent chapels. The newly 
instituted vicar of Packington is also required'faciet deserviri capelle 
predicte (i.e. Snipton) per capellanum ydoneum '(23).
The church of Saltby and its chapel of Bescaby are to be 
served by the vicar *et sooium sacerdotem aliosoue ministros idoneos'» 
Proceeds from four virgatos of land in a field in Bescaby and a tofjt and 
five acres of raeadowland, plus sixty shillings from the Prior and Convent 
of Brax, together v/ith 'ominimodis oblationibus et mortuariis. ac deoimis 
lane agnorum et lactis. et omnibus aliis decimis et obventionibus 
minoribuG ad altaragium spectantibus. tarn in matrice eoclesia quam in 
capella de Bescaldeby' (24).
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Similarly, at Great Paxton its chapels are to be served by 
suitable ministers as at the prebendal church of Leighton Buzzard where 
it is stated that the vicar, apart from the usual burdens incumbent 
upon him ’etiam invenlet suit sumptibus très saoerdotes ita quod unus 
eorum vicem diaconi suppléât apud Leyghton, et per alterum ipsorum 
capelle de Stanibrigg faciat deserviri. Idem insu per vicarius capellano 
deservienti capelle de Elendon viginti solides conférât annuatlm. Et 
capellano ministranti in capella de Bilindon similiter conférât tantum’ (25) 
A similar arrangement was made in the church of St. Peter in 
the East, Oxford, which is to be served together with its chapels of the 
Holy Cross and Wolvercot. However, whereas the vicar in Grosseteste’s 
time was required to pay ten marks annually to the rector (26), in the 
new arrangement under Gravesend it is stated that ’decern autem marcas 
quas oonsuevit reddere Robertus ultimus vicarius rector! illlus eoclesie 
remisit sibi dictus dominus Bego suo temmre (2?)*
The vicar of the preben\dal church of Langford (Oxon.) must 
also have two suitable chaplains and one cleric, as one priest is needed 
to serve the chapel of Radcot with cure of souls, and another to celebrate 
(Mass) in the chapel of Little Farendon for three days in the week or 
more. However, the prebendary has to approve of them first ( saoerdotes 
vero quo8 vicarius in dictis ministerils secum, providerit moraturos 
prebendario dicte eoclesie presentabit. ut demum cum ab eo fuerint 
approbati officiis prepenantur supradictis) (28).
When ordaining a vicarage in Charlbuiy (Oxon.), Bishop Oliver 
Sutton treated the vicar fairly. He had to provide for services in the 
chapel of Shorthampton on three days a week and for the chapel of 
Kidlington in which one parochial chaplain together with a clerk resided.
The church of Charlbuiy also had two chaplains and houses are to be 
provided for them (29). The vicar is to have 65 acres of arable land
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of the demesne of Charlhury and all its appartenances. The mutual 
payment of tithes, i.e. by the vicar and the appropriators who were 
the Abbot and Convent of Eynsham, was \7aived. However, the vicar is 
required to provide all other necessaries (i.e. books, ornaments).
He has also to pay *sinodalia et Letare Jerusalem* (duos on the fourth 
Sunday in Lent) (30).
In addition to parochial chapels there ware the various 
manorial chapels and chantries in the diocese. In the charter rolls 
of Hugh of Wells appear licences to maintain chantries in private 
houses. chantry was simply a duty - that of celebrating Mass regu­
larly with special prayers for the souls of any persons, usually but not 
necessarily, deceased, whom the founder might specify* (31). Sometimes, 
of course, a chantry was combined with a private chapel in a house, as 
will be shown.
Permission was given by licence by bishop Hugh of Wells to 
Sir V/illiam de Insula to have a chantry in his private chapel which ho 
is allowed to erect in his manor house in Brmnpton Ash. The permission 
of the rector, Thomas, and tho patrons of the mother church of Brampton, 
the Prior and Convent of St. Heots, was obtained and the rights of the 
mother church of Brampton were safeguarded (32).
In granting a licence for a chantry in the chapel of the 
manor house of Hewbold, the bishop laid do\m the rules that Ralph de 
iîoimanville and his family were to attend the parish church of Catesby 
at Christmas, on the Feast of the Purification of tho Blessed Virgin 
fery, at Easter and at Whitsun, and on the patronal festival of the 
church. Permission of tho vicar of Catesby and the patrons, the 
Prioress and Huns of Catesby, had first been given for the erection of 
this chapel \7ith its chantry and for a chaplain to serve it. At the 
death of Ralph de Hoimanvilie's wife the privilege of the private chapel 
was to cease (33). Similar rules were made in the confiimation grant 
of a licence for a chantry in the chapel of Polebrooke(34).
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Tho agreement between Baldwin do Ver and the Abbey of 
Crowland about the erection of a private chapel in Great Addington 
is much more detailed. Baldwin and his family are permitted to hear 
Mass and the Divine Office in the chapel, but they are to receive no 
other sacrament, except that they may receive the bread and water of 
blessing (nanis benedictus et aqua benedicta) (35). The latter appears 
to have been the 'holy loaf*, usually provided by the charity of someone 
of the laity* This was cut in pieces and a piece given to all who 
came up to receive it: the authority for this practice, says Cutts,
•was no doubt the primitive love feast (agape). V/hen it was not the 
custom c for the laity to communicate, this was given as a sort of 
representation of and substitute for the consecrated bread*. licences, 
to erect private chapels were also granted by Bishop Grosseteste, and 
more than a dozen were granted to applicants from different parts of 
the diocese (36).
They are fairly detailed, and in all of them the rights of 
the parish church are safeguarded, i.e. there may be no boll, or font.
The lord and his family, as at South Kelsey must visit the parish church 
for all the major feast days of the church’s year, nisi per infimitatem 
aut. aeris intemperiem aut hospitum magnorum reverentiam aut aliam 
rationabilem caueara et manlfestam nredlctis festis fuerint absentes.
Any offerings made in the chapel must be paid to the parish church (37). 
All sacraments other than these may not be celebrated in the chapel.
In only one case is the reason for issuing tho licence assigned: 
at Hatfield the parish church was some distance a\?ay from the petitioner, 
Walter de Godarrevill’s house. Tho road by tzhioh it was reached v/as, 
owing to floods, difficult to travel, especially in the winter months (38).
During Gravesend's episcopate Sir William Engloby made a gift 
of 160 marks toT/ards the building of a chapel at langworth, near Barlings 
Abbey and the maintenance in it of a chaplaino who was to celebrate Masè
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daily for the souls of Sir William, his two wives Mabel and Constance, 
William his son, his parents and all the rest of the family. The 
chaplain is to be supplied by the abbot and convent (39)*
In tho chapel of St. Leonard at Holmjr, within the parish of 
Beclcingham, we have the unusual example Of a chapel, founded by the lord 
of the manor within the precincts of his curia, and yet erected into a 
separate freehold benefice. It was endovmd and founded by Gerard de 
Fumivall to provide a daily Mass for the souls of the founder and his 
family with the provision unius nresblteri, who is to be presented to the 
bishop for institution. There are no clauses safeguarding the rights of 
the parish church and this must have been approved of by the rector, as 
he (Master Adam of Beclcingham) is one of the witnesses of the deed of 
foundation (40)*
Gravesend's episcopate is noteworthy for the increase of 
licences granted for chantries in parish churches. Chantries wore 
endowed at Barton on Humber, Benington, Careby, Plixborough, Rushton All 
Saints, Lubenham and Silsoe (4l)«
The chantry at St. Mary's Church, Barton, was at the altar of 
St. Thomas the Martyr and the priest who must be resident is to pray for 
the souls of the donor, Eichard Adinot and his wife Mathilda, and the rest 
of the family, living and dead, every daycf the year. To the support 
of the chantry chaplain endowments were made from a number of sources, 
including 15 acres of arable land in Barwa's field, and 20 acres of 
meadOY/land in Barwa’s meadow, 13 acres of moadowland in Goxhill, together 
with various rents. The right of presentation to the chantry was given 
to the archdeacon of Lincoln and his successors (42).
In 1276 Thomas Bray founded a ohantiy at the altar of 
St. Margaret and St. Katherine in the south aisle of St. Leonard's 
Chapel, Silsoe, dependent upon the church of Plitton, appropriated to
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the Abbess and Convent of Elstow. A chaplain was duly instituted 
vdth the approval of the patrons and the perpetual vicar of Plitton 
and their rights were guaranteed (43).
Records of private chapels and chantries founded during 
Oliver Sutton's episcopate are much more detailed. The right to 
establish a private chapel was often sought by people who lived in 
isolated manor houses away from the parish church or who were devout but 
ill* A licence was granted to Adam of Arden to have a private chapel 
in his manor house at Gayton since the road to the parish church was long 
and difficult during winter (44). Similarly, licences were granted 
to lords of the manor at Killingholme (45)> Claxthorpo (46), Stockwi^t (47): 
Chysebech (48), Woot^Sn (49)* Long Whatton (50). In the case of Sir 
Hugh de Bibbewrth the grant of a licence was made for a private chapel 
at his manor of Bibbewrth because the road to the parish church was 
bumpy, stony, and covered with mud in mnter, and that Sir Hugh's wife 
could not attend church durihg her pregnancy (quod est montuosum* 
petrosum et pro mamia parte lutosm in tempore yemali, et imnedlmenta 
alia qui tempore ^^ ravidationis uzoris dicti militis quid alias 
continaentia) (5I)*
A licence was granted to Ralph Moryn of Earrold to re-open 
his private chapel granted by Bishop Gravesend to hie mother, Maud 
Moryn, because he himself was in poor health and of a devout temperament (5^  
Others in poor health were also allowed to have private chapels at 
Raithby, E^mington, Weekley, Winteringham $53)#
Walter of Molesv/orth was granted the licence to have a private 
chapel in his house because his mother was old and frail and his wife 
was very fat (ac uxor tua camis saroina plurimum onerata). The grant 
was to be nullified if Walter did not observe the usual rules governing 
such chapels (54)* Sir John Ridel was greatly vexed by the gout and
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was allowed to have a chapel at his manor at Wilden (55)* and John 
de Bridesthom, because he was more than sixty years old and burdened 
with secular cares was granted the right to have a private chapel at 
Adderbury (56).
The rules laid down for these chapels were precise. A chapel 
had to be 'decens et honestum* and the permission of tho patron and the 
incumbent of the parish had to be obtained. Often it was specified 
that the lord of the manor and his family should attend the parish church 
on certain specified feast days* William of Killingholme for example 
had to attend the church in festis omnium sanctorum. Sancti Bionvsii, 
Ifatalis Domini. Pasche. Asconsionis Domini, Pentecostis, Sancte 
Trinitatis, llativitatis Sancti Johannis Baptiste, BUrificationis Beate 
Mario et singulis aille festis Virginie e.iusdem necnon singulis diebus 
dominicie et solemonitatlbus maioris estatis ecclesiam nrodictam 
visitent (57)*
As has been shown (supra) the erection of a steeple or bell 
on such chapels was not allowed so that the parish church be not 
defrauded of the offerings made at mass by the attending of wayfarers 
at the private chapel.
In addition to the setting up of private chapels numerous 
chantzles were established in parish churches during Sutton’s episcopate. 
A chantry had been endowed at Wellingore by William son of Robert of 
Hewton whereby daily Mass should be said at Our Lady’s altar for the 
souls of the founder, his predecessors, kinsmen and benefactors and for 
all the faithful departed. The successors of the first priest, Richard 
of Hewfcon, would be presented by the vicar of Wellingore and several 
others (six men) or their heirs (58).
William Trussoll appears to have combined a private chapel 
with a chantry at Marston Trussoll. There were two chaplains, who
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lived in one house and had a communal provision of six marks of annual 
rent and of one caruoate of land. One was to say a Mass of the Blessed 
Virgin each day, and the other to say Mass on behalf of the ancestors of 
the patron of the chapel (59)*
Serious attempts were made to secure an honest livelihood for all 
those appointed to a chantry. Examples of such care may be seen i'p the 
endowments made to set up a chantry at Titchmarsh and at Easton on the Hill-
V>
In the former Sir John Level endowed the chapel of St. Stephen at \> 
Titchmarsh with an annual revenue of more than ten marks. The chantry;'^ 
priest was endowed with lands and rents and rdth the service of four 
villeins and their families. The advowson was to remain in the hands of 
Sir John Level and his heirs; failing them it was to go to the bishdp^  of 
Lincoln or the archdeacon of îîorthampton. \
The chantry priest was required to celebrate Mass daily for the^
%
souls of the founder, his wife Matilda and the family, and all the faith- 
ful departed. The provision of furnishings and lights when necessary t
v/as the duty of the Incumbent (6o). \
The chantry at Easton-on-the-Hill was endowed by Master Henry ,
Simpson, the rector, for the souls of himself, his parents, his prodecb^ BOri
/ \
and successors in the office of rector, and Queen Eleanor of Castilë. A 
An inquisition by the official of the archdeacon of Horthampton showed y
that the rector had endowed the chantry with lands in Easton-on-the-Hlll 
worth more than six maries a year and had obtained licence from the WLng ^  
to alienate in mortmain. The duties of the chantry priest were laid | \
dov/n in full: he is to celebrate Mass daily 'cum placebo et dirige ac
oommendatione v ro  mortuis sinwulis excepto die Parasceves'. He is to 
have the follov/ing books: 'a portiforium of the uso of Sarum, one 
missal, one psaltery, beside the portiforium’ and a gilt chalice valued 
at 10 shillings, and a vestment *.7ith apparels and cruets all of which 
he is to take care of during his period of office as chantry priest.
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The advowson was to remain in the hands of Master Homy during 
his lifetime and thereafter in the hands of tho bishop of Lincoln, and, 
failing him, it was to pass first to the dean and chapter of Lincoln and 
then to tho archdeacon of Horthsmpton or his official. Misbehaviour 
on the part of the chantzy priest would mean instant removal by the 
patron and forfeiture of all the crops which he had sown in that year.
If he resigned he was to have half his crops and if he died this was to 
'■gj to his assigns (6l).
Patrons of chantrios took great care to secure their grants 
in perpetuity. As has been scon in the case of Sir John Level and 
Master Henry Sampson in tho above chantries that arrangements wore made 
to secure suitable candidates if thoy or their successors should fail to 
make presentations. This care is also soen the protection of the legal 
documents drawn up to secure the cîmntrios. Sir John Lovol has his 
grant drawn up in the form of a triple Indenture of which one copy 
remained with him, one with the inourabont,- of the chantry and one in the 
treasury of Lincoln cathedral* A copy was Included in the episcopal 
register and sealed with the bishop’s seal.
Similarly, Master Henry Sampson obtained the bishop’s inapeadmus 
of the document founding the chantry and the royal licence to alienate 
in mortmain and of all the relevant charters concerning the endowments 
of land attached to the chantry. In 1292 Oliver Sutton gave his 
approval for a perpetual chantry In Stathem having Inapeotod the founda- 
tion charter of Richard do Bois Hoard setting up the chantry in honour 
of tho Assumption of the Blessed Virgin and for the souls of Simon do 
Bois Hoard, his wife, Simon their son, the souls of all tho faithful 
departed and himself (62). The some safeguards may be soon: tho charter 
was in oyrograph; tho bishop inspected the licence from the King to 
alienate in mortmain and the licence from Lady Isabel do Hos to alienate 
land which was held in fee from her. The official of the Archdeacon of
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Leicestor reported in a letter that he had inquired into all the circum­
stances concerning the chantry and had arranged for the revenues of the
chaplain to he increased.
Patrons also showed their generosity in establishing maiket 
chapels, for daily mass was the expectation of any large community. 
Robert Lupus c. 1 2 3 3  presented Geoffrey de Luda to the chapel in the 
Market Place at Castle Carlton (63). It is thought that this chapel
was set up there c. 1230 (64)*
A most unusual concession was granted to Master Matthew of 
Dunstable, priest, who was allowed to have Mass celebrated in a chapel 
which he had founded as a sanctuary against robbers near Biddenham 
bridge, without prejudice to the parish church of B r ^ a m  or its patrons 
the Prior and Convent of Caldwell (65). Again the usual safeguards 
were observed so that the parish church be n6t defrauded, and a copy 
of the letter under the archdeacon’s seal, was to be ^ven to Master 
Matthew to keep among the records of Bromham church .
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A U m  raiORITS AHD CELI8 I'OTH RIGHTS OP PATRONACB
Lincolnslilro?
Bennington, Long
Bonby «
Burwell -
Commoringham
Covenham
Ilaugham
Hough
Limhor, Great
Minting
Alien Priory, Cistercian, founded 1163 by 
Half do Pougores,
Alien Priory, Bonodictino, founded beforo 1216.
A grange of St. Prorsund.
Alien Priory, Bonedlctino, founded early 12tb
century by Ansgot do Bimtsll. Cell of 
Ld SauTo Majeure near Bordeaux.
Alien Priory. i-reaonstratonsian, founded before 
1192 by Robert do Haya. Coll of Blancholando, 
Homandy.
Alien Cell, Benedictine, founded by William I,
Cell of St, Carilopb (Lo Mans). There were 
probably never more than one. or two raonks here*
Sold to Kirkotcad Abbey in 1303 •
Alien Coll, Benedictine, founded before 1086 by
Hugh; Bari of Cheater. Cell of St. Sever
(Coutancon) aogulrod by priory of St. Anno, Coventry
Alien iriozy or Cell, Augustinian, founded 0.1163* 
Cell of Hotro-Damo du Voeu or St. Mary do Vote 
(Choibourg). After the Gupproesion it was granted 
to Mountgraoe Pr.
Alien Grange (?), Cistercian, founded before 1157 
by Rioliard do Humet. Coll or grange of 
Aunay-sur-Odon.
Alien liriory, Bonodictino, founded before 1129 
by Ranulfj Bari of Chester. Coll of St. Benoit- 
sur-Loiro (alias Floury) of somo importance.
Granted to Mount Grace Priory in 1421.
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IdnQolnsbiro: ( cont. )
Ravendalo, Wost *
Willoughton
Wilsford
Alien Cell, Promonotratonslan, founded 1202  
by Alan, eon of Bari Henry of Brittaiiy. Cell 
of Bcauport Abbey, Biittaiy.
Alien Cell, Benedictine; founded o. II40 by 
Hmprass Maud. Cell of St. Nicholas, Angers.
It was a mall cell with a prior and possibly 
a companion.
Alion Cell, Benediotlno, founded 1135-54 by
Hugh Walx). Cell of Bee Hellouin*
Hutlandî
Edith Weston Alien Cell, Bonodictino, founded c* 1114*
Coll depandont on St. Georges-do-BosohervillG. 
There wore never more than two or three mor&ZB
hero.
If ort liamipt onehi re i 
Evordon
Woe don Beo
WoGdon Lois 
(Hnlaioy)
Alien Grange (?), Benedictine, founded o. 1100. 
Cell of Bemay Abbey. Evordon was sometimes 
considered a parcel of Greeting St. Mazy 
(Tanner T# 'Hotitia llonastica* ).
Alien Cell, Bonedictine, founded after 1126.
Cell of Bec-Hellouin. Tho house was for e 
prior and possibly ono or two mohlaB. It was 
probably never conventual.
Alien Coll; Bénédictins, founded during reign of 
Henry I. Coll of St. Lucien, Beauvais. This 
r/ac a small cell for a prior and possibly one 
or t\7o monies.
Leicestershire:
Hinckley Alien Cell, Benedictine, founded beforo 1173 
Coll of Idro Abboy.
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Hunt^ ngd-onshire : 
St* Heots A31©n ïriozy; Baneciiotlno, foundod originally 
c. 972-5* Dostroyod by Banos in 1010. Monies 
continued to resido thoro until it was rafounded 
c* 1032,' as a piloiy depondont on Boc-Hollouin*
It booms indopondont in 1412.
Oxfordshire:
CoggoG
Minster Lovoll
Allbn Coll, Bonodictino, founded 1103* Coll 
of Fdoamp Abboy* Thoro was a prior and one to 
two monks at moat.
Alien Coll, Bonodictino, founded 1200-6, Cell of 
Iviy* It appoars to havo boon a very smslH coll, 
probably for two or three monlx: at most.
Buokinrchomshire :
Tickford
Hcwton Longvillo
Alien îriory, Bonodictino, foundod 1100* Cell 
of Marrnoutior# A charter of Bishop Robert do 
Choonoy confimsd to the monks of Tickford a large 
number of churches on tho diocese end it contained 
provisioiua that tho monks should choose and 
prosont to the bishop viodrs, to whom tlioy should 
soouTQ a vicarago thoreln. This is valuable 
GVidenGo of efforts mado to socure proper provi­
sions for vicars ovbh beforo tho Latoran Oounoils 
of 1179 1215*
Alien Brlory Cell, Oluniac, founded o* 1080,
Coll of benguoville*
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A P P E N D I X  X I
w i m m a s  o ?  c i m o Y  m i o  w E i æ  H A G i s m i
HUGH OF mLia' EPI8G0PAT3 - 1209-1235
Archdeaconry
Bo. of 
Présenta
Ho. of
tlons MaoterB Reference
All arohdeaconrios 
beforo 1219 225 28
Register 
i. pp. 1-130.
All arohdcaconrioo 
in 10th year of
episcopate 93 15 i. pp. 131-176
Stow 84 8 i. pp. 211-237
Oxford 147 17 ii. pp. 1-47
Buckingham 133 10 ii. pp. 48-97
Northampton 245 41 ii. pp.98-182
Leicester 129 22 ii. pp. 273-327
Bedford 105 13 iii. pp. 1-32
Huntingdon 64 11 iii. pp. 33-54
Lincoln 525 56 iii. pp. 5 5 ^2  
Hi* IP# 97-218
Tho total number of prosontations fron c# 1209-35
was 1,750 of whom 221 wore magistri, i.è. about 12.6/>
ROBERT OROOSETIiSTE’S EH8G0PAT3 - 1235-1253
Grossotesto Reg*
Lincoln 483 68 pp. 1-132
Stow 86 13 pp. 133-157
Horthompton 313 62 pp. 1 5 6 -^9
Huntingdon 14.0 23 pp. 250-300
Bedford 114 12 pp. 301-339
Bucîcingham 134 17 pp. 340^384
Leicester 190 .29 pp. 385-442
Oxford 187 32 pp. 443-514
Tho total imnbor of prooentationo from 1235-53
was 1,657 of whom 276 wore nagistri, i.e. about 16.75/^
RICHARD GRAVESEim’S BPISC0PAT3
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- 1258-1279
Arohdoaconry Ho. of ÎÎ0. of Reference
Presentsïtions Masters
Register
Lincoln 669 114 pp. 1-87
Stow 65 9 pp. 88-97
Northampton 325 47 pp. 98-137
loicestor 198 28 pp. 138-166
Huntingdon 171 26 pp. 167-189
Bedford 173 r24 pp. 19M12
Oxford 190 37 pp. 213-235
Bucldnghmn 233 29 pp. 236-263
The total number of presontstions from 1258-1279 
was 2,024 of whom 314 v/erc magistrl, l.o, about 15*5^
OIXVER SUTüON’8 EriSOOPAnS - 1280-1299
Lincoln 707 94 vol. i
Northampton 390 63 vol. 11
Gtow 118 24 Stow rolls
Leicester* 165 22 Leicester Folios 
and rolls
Huntingdon 91 8 Huntingdon Folios
Bedford 146 22 Bedford Folios 
and roll
Buckingham 88 13 Bucâcingham Folios
Oxford 104 23 Oxford Folios
Tho total number of présentations from 1280-1299 
was 1,809 of whom 269 tmro magistri, i*o# about 14*87^
As can bs seen from these percentages, during Grosseteste’s 
episcopato the pro^rtion of masters increased by over 4 per cent 
and then dropped a little during Oraveoond'a and Oliver Sutton's 
episcopates.
^  Details are incomplète, as the roll containing tho institutions 
for this arohdoaconry from the beginning of Sutton’s episcopate 
to tho Gummor of 1286 has been lost. (Prof. R. M. T. Hill),
-JLOU*»
A P P E N D I X  I I I
TO P^PaSEES IN THE DIOOES2
One of tho causes of rooontmont throughout tho thirteenth 
contury and after \m n tho presentation of livings to allons. It will 
bo soon that as the osntuzy progressed the numbers of aliens in 
Idncoln Diocese declined, although prebonds were still presented to 
foreigners#
LIST 1mm «!,■» mwm0
FOmiGmiS ALPODITBD «TO PARISnES i m i m  HUGH OP WEILS' EPISCOPATE
S s s m & s s . Patron Parish Reference
Geoffroy de Danville Warin, son of ‘ »
Gorald Whitclïuroh 1. p.33
John, son of Peter 
Sarraoenl R(xnani
A, 6 0. of 
Lciosster i. p.41
Silvester* Gerald iihltchuroh 1. p.48
Robert A. & G, of 
Westminster haunton i. p.70
Stephen, Archdeacon 
of Coutanoss
P. & 0, of 
Trsntham Stonigot 1. p.86
Nicholas, brother of 
Fulk de Breauto Papal Legato Modbourne i. p.92
John, son of Peter Richard do Orton on the
UmfmvillG Hill (Clterton) 1. p.lSi
Stephen d@ Fossa Nova,
nephew of pope’s 
chmiiberlaiii Tho Bishop lîettloton i. p.124
Andrew^ son of Ootavian 
Tccald, Roman oitisen The Bishop
Hozbling
(mcdioty) i. p.lSS,
Niiiiem do St, Gemaln 
Pope’s writer The Bishop
little Bytîiam 
(prebend) 1. p.l88
Gregory, nephew of
Gregoiy, Cardinal Deacon
of St# Theodore The Bishop Soslford i. p.169
Xauronco de Dononla 
{Boulogne)
CeiNi/'of
Boulogne Springthorpo i. p.220
Anon, nephew of G. 
papal legate Roger de Morlcy Knaptoft 1. pp.239«
?hose who needed a chaplain who could spool: English,
—lOi—
m m  OF mLIS (contlmod)
John, nephew of 
Geoffrey, papal legato Tho ICing Rothley i. p,252
Anon, nephew of G., 
fomer papal legate •
Abbot of 
Loioester langton 1. p,264
A Homan Prior of Kyrh* Cold Overton i. p.269
Otuel Monies of Ivry, 
Nomandy Asthall i. p.2
%bort Count of Dreux Mlxbury ii, p,9
William de Baris Archdeacon of
Robert do Chesterton 
(his ward)
ii. p,9
Ingelrem* Robert, Count of 
Dreux Horthloigh ii, p#l8
Bcrard, writer to 
the pope
P, & C. of St, 
Oswald Nostley Cheddington ii. p.76
Silvester do Amgnl A. & C, of
Gloucester Wraysbury ii, p.77
Amicus Tho Pope Slapton ii, p,87
P,, nephew of tho 
Cardinal Deacon of 
St, Angolus
P, & C. of 
Immde Wardloy ri, p.117
Guy do Arioo P. & C. of Ashby Gllden Morton ii, p.129
Andrew, papal chaplain A. & 0. of Hamscy Shillingfcon ill. p.21
Hoco Peter, Duke of 
Brittany Wyborton iii. p.IK
Jacinotus, papal 
chaplain
Robert do losia*
Gerardj obano.
of the Duke of Brittany
Peter, nephew of B#,
papal cbamborlain
Matthew do Talavenda'î'
?* & G. of Durham Kirkby-em-Baln iii. p. 143 
A. & C# of
St. Mary Tork Belton iii. p. 193
of Brittany Washingborough iii, p.20?
Papal Chamberlain Barkoton iii. p.213
A. & C. of St.
Sever Maugham iii, p. 192
A total of thirty-two aliens wore presented to livings.
* Those who needed a chaplain who could spook English.
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LIST 2
PDKBimmS APIOINTED TO PmiSimS lUimiG ROmkT GROSSiyaSTE'S EPISCOPATE
Paul, natus Loti 
civic Homan'
Mauricoj clerk of 
S. CgIgus do xafbo
Su-sjdras do Baxooio 
(Bayour)
Conrad do Oolconato 
or Kokenato
Roland, pafsal chaplain 
and doctor
James, son of tho late
William Piotavims 
'civis Fanmns' (?)
Gilo do Spoloto
Urricim, nophow of 
Oardi^ il Otto
Ottcbamo# cleiAc to 
tho legato
Ahnarious do Hessoto 
Alcoonms do Gokonato 
Guy do Ruooillon
Alhric(i)us do Foosmp
John, olo3^ , 'f ilium 
London’ civis Ansgnie
Gerard do Brivino
Otto, papal chaplain
Adlmlfim, nephew of 
t)K> Pope
A# de Florencia 
Rooelinns d@ Andoria
Patron
Benedict
Bonodiot
Barich
Denton
Ponton
Eleanor do
Baiocio (Bsyeuz) Orimoldby
RavorhoMo rrioiy Sleaford 
Smpri)igh2m Briory Norton Dleiw
%iG lopo Tathwell
B, & 0$
Sçmpringham ludborou^
Petoitorou^ Abbey Warolngton
Merton Briozy
Eeferenco.
Hogiotcr
p. 6
p. 30
p. 42
p^  76 
P* 77
pp. 84-5
p- 106
p. 170
King’s OUffe p. 179
Thomcy Abbey Steone pé 182
V i t a l l R  B n g e y n e  B l a t h e r i K ^ n  p^  1 9 3
Westminster Abbey %ene p, 220
The King Finedon p* 221
Tho King Peokilk: p, 243
Tho Rope
Lewes Brioiy
Walden Abbey
Bapal provision 
(mtrcns: P. & 0^  
Goventsy)
B, & G* Lminde
Béo Abbey
Chesterton pp# 255, 267 
Idttlo Bozkhsnsteod p. 268
Amoridaam
Scraptoft
Wardloy
Cottidford
p. 353
p* 394 
p. 417 
P# 265
In addition to the above names must bo added Silvio do Oresto, 
rector of Hcmel Hempstoad, ?;ho gave psimission for Robert do Ihya to have 
a private chapol In bio parish (p. 265), Thus tho total numbor of aliens 
appointed to parishes during Groosotoote’o episcopate %:as twonty-ons. 
Conrad de Kdl:onato received two which seem to have boon hold simultane­
ously, namely, Sleaford and Norton Disney#
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Prosonteo Patron ESSiÉi Reference
Gerard do Granson Motor do Sabaudia ?/as]iiïîgb orough p. 1
Salvegius do Florontia Tho Toiaplars Caythorp Intro, 
p.zzviii, 
p. 63
Alimandus do Aora Barling Abbey Sudbrodc p. 93
Geoffroy do Fontinello* Ralph do Alhiniaoo Broxbolme p. 96
John do Ectlando St.Wandiille Abbey 
Nonmndy Towcestar p. 99
Giles do Oudonarde Tho King Hidlingfcon p. 105
Simon d© Combray Potorborough Abbey Cottinghom
and Bamack
p. 107
p. 112
William of Hanover S. I^ orro-sur^ Sivo 
Abboy (Calvados) Potters lury P* 127
Homo do Alta Eipa lanton Priory Eushden p. 135
Hugh do Vienna Loiooster Abbey Eungsrton p. 156
Albriciue do Fdoomp Thornoy Abbey Stangroimd p. 167
Peter Chacoporc Westminster Abbey Aldenham p. 169
Thomas do ïécamp Peterboroi^ Abbey Alwalton p. 171
John do Agimnia Thomoy Abbey Stibbington p. 172
William do fimmoholoys Dom Imbert de Monte 
Ferrando Offord Clm\y p. 179
John do Ûudonard© Grestein Priory Marsh Gibbon p. 254-5
In addition to tho above Master Simon do Hupo Cauardi. formerly 
hold Toft (p.35)s Master Emoricus formor% hold Blatherv/ich St. Mary (p.36) 
and Ep^nald do Garoy held Seagrave until his appointment as Bishop of 
Agon (p,l$7). The total mimber of aliens appointed to parishes during 
Gravesend's episcopate was time nineteen.
•* Geoffroy do Fontinello needed a priest companion who could spook English,
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POimiGiCRs ATPonrrsD ?o rfR isi mniG OÎ,Iinr:R BUTTON'S EHSCOPATE
rrenontoe 
Adan do Bayoux 
171111am df Paris
Hugh d© Viqnne
Eyrno (oie)# do Vienne 
(on reràgnation of Hugh)
Walter of Bormoville
‘William of Paris
Humbort do Vienne 
lothair of Florence 
Hugh do Vienne
Hicholas do Beauvais
Andrew do U?.giis
Simon do Beauvais 
(booausG Hioholas had 
failed to bo ordained 
priest)
William of ? Bouvinos
Doctor of Canon law
j-ati^ n
Elias do Habayn Kt. 
John of Bath) Kt.
P. 6 C. of
Trentham
P. & C. of 
Trentham
William of Stoke
John of Paris
King Ed'.Tard 
P. & C. of lent on
Parish
Grimoldby
Benington 
in Holland
Bolchford 
(North mcdioty)
Bolchford 
(North modiety)
IVolby
Somerby by
Grantham
Goddington
Eushden
Lord Edmund of langley,
son of King Henry III Haunds
Philip Burnol Kt, Wootton
A. A C. of Plpowell Ashley
lohii of Hastings Kt. VJootton
Reference
i. p. 34 
1. p.73
1, pp.95) lO"
1. p.107
1. p.174
I, p.211
ii. p. 30 
ii. pp.46-7 
ii. p.47
II. p.68
zi. p.73
Pa%)al provision 
(Boniface VIII) Towcestor
ii. p.102
ii, p. 130
In addition to tlio above Hymo do Vienne was prosontod to 
second livings Farthinghoo. by the Abbot and Convent of St. Mary 
de Pratis, Loicostor. (ii. p.98)
The total number of aliens appointed to parishes during 
Sutton's episcopate was thirteen«
# Eymo do Vienne: On folio 256^ the name is spelt Aymo.
Medieval Diocese of Lincoln
Grinhab;
Lincolnshire
Lincoln
LeicestershirefKut Ian
Leiceste
Hunts
HuntingdonHorthants
Horthampton
Beds
Bedford
Bucks Herts
Ox on
Hertford
DJDEX OF EglSONS
Abbreviations used:
a* and o., abbot (abbess) and convent; d., daughter of;
m., master; n., note; p. and o., prior (prifcress) and
convent; r#, rector; s., son of; v., vicar.
A., dean of Bolingbroke, 19
Abbe, Nicholas le5 17
Abingdon, a. and c. of, 8, 71
Ada, \vife of Warin de Vemun, 37
Adam, v. of Saxilby, 60
Adam, v* of luton, 155
Adinot, Richard, 166
Adinot, Mathilda, 166
Adinulfus, nephew of pope, 123, 182
Aketone, Robert, 112
Albemarle, Isabella, countess of, 25
Albiniaco, John de, IO9
Albiniaoo, Ralph de, I09
Albinus, r. of Trusthorpe, 59
Aldwinckle, William of, 138
Alexander III, pope, 106
Althorp, Adam of, 43
Amorsham, Walter of, 60
Amicus, 123, 181
Anagni, Silvester do, 181
Anagni, John, s. Landon, 182
Anderia, Roscelinus do, 182
Andely, Thomas of, 27
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Andrew, papal chaplain, 181 
Andrew, s. Octavian Tecald, 22, 180 
Aneto, Simon de, 30, n# 11 
Anglicus, David, 41 
Anglicus, Mathilda, 41 
Annora, 153
Anon, nephew of G,, papal legate, 181
Anselm, archbishop of Canterbury, 151
Appletree, m. N. of, 116
Arches, Gilbert do, 53
Arcy, Ralph de, 109
Arcy, William de, I09
Arden, Adam of, 167
Arderne, Roger de, 133, 135
Ardeme, Simon do, 58, 59, 112
Ardem^ Sir Thomas de, 133
Argentein, Richard do, 16
Arundel, Alard of, 112
Asoeline, IC^
Asfordby, William of, 46 
Ashby, p. and c,, 40, 123
Ashley, Robert of, 25 
Ashwell, Richard of, 126 
Astley. Sir Andrew of, 45 
Astwick, Humphrey, r. of, 155 
Atto, clerk to cardinal Otto, 57 
Aubin, m., ^6  
Auroliano, Joscelin de, I9
Authoyl, John de, clerk to Bishop Gravesend, 28, 111 
Aylton, John of, I56
.187'
Ba, Walter de, 45 
Baiocie, Suspirus do, 182 
Baldric, r. of Buckminster, 87 
Banbury, John of, 95» 112 
Barbeflet, Stephen de, 41 
Bardney, abbey of, 16, 113
Bardney, a. and c. of, 96, 99 
Bardolf, Sir William, 28 
Barnwell, Richard of, 125 
Barr, Robert, 26
Bartholomew, proctor of Richard Hanybald, 123
Barton, Gilbert of, 28
Barton, William of, 28
Barwall, William incumbent of, 94
Basing, Sir Robert of, 46
Baskerville (Boscherville), a, and c. of St. George, 94
Bassett, the noble T., 37
Bassett, Richard, 62
Bassett, Thomas, 52
Bayeux, Adam de, 182
Beauchamp, John de, 20
Beauchamp, Geoffrey do, 37
Beauchamp, William de, 108
Beaulieu, a. and c. of, 20, 72
Beauvais, p. and c. of, St. Xucien, 131
Beauvais, Nicholas de, I84
Beauvais, Simon de, I84
Bec, a. and c. of, I5
Backingham, m. Adam of, 166
BocldLngham, Richard do, 97
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Beggevilej Sir îhomas de, 110 
Beggevile, Willicaa de, 110 
Belet, Michael, 17 
Belethj Michael, 20, 138, 141
Bell, Henry of Himberstone, 143 
Bellesby, William de, IC^
Beningworth, Peter do, 141 
Beningworth, William of, 111 
Bennington, Long, alien pr., 175 
BereTQrk, John de, 62 
Berkhamsted, Henry of, 10 
Bernard, writer to the pope, 122, 181 
Bemay, a. and c. of, 23 
Bibbewrth, Sir Hugh, 167 
Bibisworth, William of, 143 
Biddlesden, abbot of, 42 
Biskele, William de,
Bissemede, J* de, 55 
Blingburgh, Joscius de, 132 
Bloet, Ralph, 131
Blund, John (chancellor of York), 139
Blunde, Joan la, 133, 134
Blunde, Hichard la, 133, 134
Boddington, Thomas of, I56
B o e c iU G , m., 123
Boetius, papal nuncio, 23
Bois Hoard, Richard do, I70
Bois Hoard, Simon do, 170
Bois Hoard, Simon, s. of Simon de, I70
•189.
Boleg, William, 143
Bolingbroke, A. of, 19
Bohby, alien priory of, 175
Boniface VIII, pope, 74, 126, 127, 144, 145
Boniface of Savoy, archbishop of Canterbury, 21
Bonneville, Walter of, 184
Bononia, Laurence of, 21, 180
Bosco, Henry de, 89
Bosco, John de, 110
Bosco, Richard de, 110
Botrell, John de, 110
Bottosford, Oliver of, 43
Bouden, m.; Roger de, 154
Boulogne, Coun t o f f 21
Boulogne, Hamund of, 55
Bourne, a. and c. of, 85, 99
Bouvihes, William of, I84
Brancev/oll, W. de, 51
Brand, canon of St, Paul’s, London, 19
Bray, ra* Henry de, 62
Braybof, Simon de, I09
Braybouef, Reginald, 156
Breaute, Lord Falk do, 41
Breaute, Nicholas de, 180
Brettevill, Sir Robert do, 38
Bridlington, p. and c. of, 61, II5
Brittan', John de, 39
Brittany, dulce of, 21, 25
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Brocton, Ralph de, 142 
Bromholm, Richard do, 2?
Brun, John le, 1(^
Bueles, Robert do, 111
Bueles, Simon de, 111
Buggdden, Amauricus do, 112
Burdet, William, 48
Burgh, John de, 69
Burgilun, Sir Robert le, 48
Burgo, Walter do, 11, 87
Burwardiscote, m* Roger de, 1113
Buiwell, alien priory of, 175
Burwoll, Robert of, 11
Butevilein, Robert, 108
Butevilein, Robert, e. of Robert, 108
Butevilein, Sir William, 110
Butevilein, William, 110
Buxton, William of, 106
Byssal, Peter, 89
Caddington, William of, 155
Caldwell, p. and c. of, 16
CalWell, Ralph do, 18
Colton, Robert of, 107
Camerarius, Ralph, 52
Carneys, Asceling, I09
Carneys, Nicholas, IO9
Carneys, Sir Ralph de, IO9
Gammeringham, alien priory of, 175
Campsey, priory of, 39
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Canterbury, Alexander of, I42
Canterbury, archbishops of,. see Ansolm, Boniface of Savoy, 
Stephen Langton, John Pecham (Peckham)
Canterbury, official of the archbishop, 62
Cantilupe, family of, IO9
Cantilupe, Hugh do, 58
Careby, William de, I42
Carew, m# Richard of, 44
Carlisle, bishop of, 18
Garj^ntarius, Bro. William, 126
Castle Acre, the monks of, 58
Cava, m* Roger de, 98
Cava, Robert de, I56
Caversfield, Peter of, I56
Cecilia, d. of John le Heyn, 42
Celestine V, pope, 126
Ghaceporc, Peter, II5
Chacombe, p. and c. of, 70, 82, 112
Chaucer, Geoffrey, 3, 4@ n. 8
Chedneto, Oliver de, 112
Chester, nuns of, 16
Chester, earl of, $2
Chichester, bishop of, 18
Chichester, Peter of, 45
Chieveley, Ralph de, 29
Clare, Bogo de, 3, 61, 62, 74, 89, 163
Clare, Peter de. 111
Clement IV, pops, 126
Clere, Walter de, 135
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Clintone, Walter de, 132, 134 
Cocfold, Robert de, 143 
Codnor, m* Stephen, I56 
Cogenhoe, John of, 157 
Cogges, alien cell of, I57 
Cokenato, Alemannus de, 182 
Cokonato, Conrad de, 182 
Colonna, John de, 127 
Colowein, 5 
Colton, Robert of, 106 
Comestor, m. Peter, I5I 
Constable, Robert, 48 
Constable, Simon, 113 
Constable, William, 48 
Oorlingstog, Philip de, 5%
Comay, Richard of, 112 
Cornwall, earl of, 89 
Costard, Heniy, 59 
Costein, Alan, 5?
Contances, Stephen, archdeacon of, 180
Coutances, Walter do, bishop of Lincoln, 77
Covenham, alien cell, 175
Coventry, bishop of, 41» 71
Coventry, p. and c. of, 27
Crakehalo, John de, 112, 113
Cransley, Reginald of, IO9
Cransley, Simon of, I09
Creacombe, m. John of, 61
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Creaton, Eve de, 39
Creaton, Robert de, 157
Creaton, William de, 38
Croprody, Geoffrey de, 132
Crowland, a. and c# of, 16, 48, 47» 112, I65
Croxden, abbot of, I70
Crogiden, a. and c# of, 42
Cïydelington, Gervase de, 8
Curiato, John de, 48
Curtenay, family of, 108, I09
Curtenay, Adam, I38
Curtenay, John, I38
Ragenhale, Robert de, I3I
Rairel, family of, 108
Rairel, Lawrence, 135
Ralderby, James of, 99
Ranipno Martino, Robert de, 10, 21
Raventiy, p. of, 86
Relapre, a# of, 113
Relisle, (de Insula), G», 123
Relisle, Sir Robert, 48
Rerfield, Hugh, 69 
Ringele, Simon de, 135 
Rionisius, nephew of John Homeyn, 139 
Rispensarius, family of, 108 
Rispensariue, Hugh, 5I, 110, I34
Rispensarius, Sir Hugh, 134 
Risponsator, family of, 108
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Roncaster, Roger of, 106
Rover, master Solomon of, 58
Rrax, p* of, 41» IO7, 162
Rrcus» Robert, count of, 10, 12, 21, 24
IXinbam, m. William of, 55
Dunstable, p. of, 11, 41» 44
Dunstable, m. Matthew of, I7I
Dunstono, John de, 136
Rinville, Geoffrey de, 180
Runwich, m. Leonard of, 113
Ruz^nd, Robert, 116
Durham, bishop of, 27
Durham, p. of, 27, 82
Dutton, Isabel of, 45
Dutton, Richard of, 45
%ham, John de, II4
%ve, Henry, 25
%ve, John, 25
Easton, John of, II4
Eastwell, Roger of, 144
Edith Weston, alien cell of, 176
Edmund, earl of Cornwall, 25
Edward I, king, 25
Eleanor of Castile, queen, 26, 169, 170
Eleanor of Provence, queen, 24 
Elias, 26
Elias- a subdeaoon, I3I 
Elshara, canons of, 84
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Elstow, a. and o#, 16?
Ely, bishop of, 18 
Empingham, William of, 39 
Engleby, Constance, 166 
Engleby, liabol, 166 
Engleby, Sir William, 165, 166 
Engleby, William, 166 
Ermentiers, David do, 96 
Ernie, Walter do, 56 
Erse, William do, 133 
Bstiniaco, William of, I44 
Eustace, IO4 
Eustace, a clerk, 132 
Bverdon, alien grange, 176 
Bverdon, Elias of, 4I 
Everdon, John of, I07 "
Bverdon, Ranulph do, 23 
Everingham, Lady Alice, 46 
Evermue, p. of, 40 
Eversholt, John le Heyn of, 42
Evesham, Hugh of, cardinal of San Lorenso in Lucina, II5
Evesham, Nicholas of, 112
Exaquio, a. of, 116
Exeter, dean and chapter of, 68
Eyncurt, Oliver d*, 107
Eynsham, a. and c* of, 69, 82, 99» 116, 135* 164
Eynsham, abbot of, 70
Eancourt, lady Eustacia do, 46
Baresthorps, Richard do, 131
Fecamp, Albhioiuo do, 182
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Pôcamp, Aubrey of, 115 
Perrarils, Ralph do, 112 
Ferrsrs, family of, 23 
Fleet, Thomas of, 114 
Florenoia, A. do, 182 
Foleville, Robert do, 52 
Foliot, Heniy, ?0 
Fontibus, Walter do, 12 
Fontinelio, Geoffrey do, 10 
Fordingly, William do, 83 
Fossa Nova, Stephen do, 122 
Fosse, nuns of, 16 
Franoigena, John, 97 
Frarius, r# of West Ashby, 44 
Fraxineto, John do, 96 
Fraxino, Bartholomew do, 83 
Friars Minor, 155 
Frieston, p. and c* of, 95 
Fritwell, Roger of, II4 
Fimentyn, Robert, 160 
Furnlvall, Gerard de, 166 
G., chaplain of Brocklesby, 142 
G. of St. Albans, 82 
Gaylono, Walter, 83 
Geoffrey, 97 
Geoffroy, a clerk, 138 
Geoffrey, master, 59 
Geoffrey, of Thoars, 24 
Geoffrey, v# of Budsninster, 87
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Gerard, chancellor of the Duke of Brittany, 22
Gervase, a olezk, 132
Gilbert, son of Robert, 104
Gisnay, family name, 108
Glanville, William de, 40
Qlsston, m# Stephen de, 60
Gloucester and Hertford, earl of, 61, 111, 115
Godard, 156
Godarreville, Walter de, 165
Godstow, abbess of, 94
Grace Dieu, p. and c« of, 16, 42, 86
Grantham, Thomas Isaac of, 143
Grave, Richard de, 131
Grave, William de, 139
Gravel, Robert do, 94
Gravenel, Joan, 53
Gravenel, Thomas, 53
Gravesend, Richard, bishop of Lincoln, passim 
Gravesend, Richard, nephew of Richard, 115 
Greendale, William of, 45 
Gregory IX, pope, 71? 122
Gregory, nephew of Gregory, Cardinal Deacon of 8t*Theodore, 22, 180
Greynwil, William de, 58
Grimsby, a* and o# of, 16, 72
Grrsnetc, William de, 20
Grosseteste, m. John, 113
Grosseteste, Robert, bishop of Lincoln, passim 
Gualo, cardinal, papal legato, 22, 24, 37 
Guildford, Peter of, 25
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G^ Tido, Simon? s* of, 4I 
H*, r. of St* Nicholas, Sanderton, 
Hacche, Sir Eustace do la, 46 
Haco, r# of Wyberton, 22, I8l 
Hacunby, William de, 85 
Halstead, Richard of, 142 
Halton, Richard of, 99 
Halton, Sir Richard of, 110 
Halton, Thomas of, 110 
Hamhloton, William of, II5 
Hanborough, Hugh of, 83 
Hahborough, Richard of, 83 
Hannay, Robert do, 161 
Hansard, family of, 108 
Hanybald, Richard of, 123 
Harborough, Hugh of, 42 
Harby, Reginald of, 46 
Harewood, Hugh of, 116 
Harington, Robert of, 108 
Harrington, Hugh of, I9 
Harrington, Hugh (another) of, IO8 
Hart on, Robert of, 42 
Haselbeach, William, r* of, 45 
Hastango, William de, 144 
Haugham, Peter do, 22 
Haugham, alien cell, 175 
Haunselin, William, 53 
Haverhill, Roger of, 59 
Hawwill, H* do, 108 
Hawwi 11, Henry do, 108
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Haylos, a. and c. of, ?2 
Helpstono, Geoffrey do, 87 
Heraingborough, William of, 113 
Hendred, Eiohard, 107 
Hendred, William de, 107 
Henry III, king, 21, 24 
Henry, Chaplain of Langton, 132 
Henry, m. 98 
Henry, 0. of High, 52 
Hereford, m# Nicholas of, 123 
Hertford, Elias of, II4 
Hilary, a chaplain, 52 
Hinclcley, alien cell, 176
Hoclcliffo, m. and hosp* of St. John of, 16, 28, 4I
Hoggeshall, Henry of, I04
Hole, Sir 0. de, 19, 111
Holewoll, Stephen de, 59
Honington, John of, I56
Honorius, III, pope, 71
Honorius IV, pope, 61
Hook Norton, Robert of, 161
Hosa, Walter do, 135
Hose, do la, family of, 108
Hospitallers, prior of, 26, 42, 174
Hotot, H. de, 108
Hough, alien pr. cell, 175
Houghton, m. John, archdeacon of Northampton, 21 
Housthorp, Gerard de, 96
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Houton, Walter of, 141
Hugh, r. of Eadolive, 54
Hugh, V. of Bamefby le Wold, 68
Hugh, V* of Dodeline, 54
Humherstone, Eeniy Bell of, 143
Hungerford, William of, 69
Huntingfield, Lady Joan do, IO9
Huntingfield, Thomas of, IO9
Ryntlosham, Ebhert of, 53, 54
ïbstook, John of, 46
Ingelram, a foreigner, 21, 181
Innocent, m., papal notary, 57, 125
Innocent III, pope, 1
Innocent $9,^  pope, 125
Insula, Sir William do, I64
Isabella, countess of Albermarle, 24
Isabella, Queen, 26
Islip, Ralph of, 39
Ivry (Eure), c* of, 22, 23
Iwarby, Lucia de, 41
Jacinctuo, papal chaplain, I8l
Jakel*, Gilbert do, 53
John, King, 18, 24, 111
Jolin, a clerk, presented to Shenley, 134
John, master, r« of Gt. Horv/ood, 60
John, nophevf of G., papal legato, 181
John, r# of Balderby, 60
John, r, of Hohadon, 144
John, s. of Landon, citizen of Anagni, 123
John, 8# of Reginald, 107
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John, V* of Grendon Underwood, 54 
John, V. of Greetham, I56 
Jordan, chaplain, 142 
Jordan, v. of Kirtlington, 152 
Kaines, Luke do, 152 
ÏCalkewell, Ranulph de, 36 
Kamel, Thomas de, 95 
Karleton, Hugh de, 95 
Kavenedis, Richard de, 52 
Keldingham, lords of, 44 
Ken, Richard do, 134 
Ken, Sir John do, 134 
Kent, Richard of, 112 
Kemere, Ralph do la, 46 
Kihworth, Robert of, 116 
Killingholme, William of, 168 
Killingworth, m. Robert of, 126 
Kilworth, Roger of, 116 
Kilworth, m. Robert of, 62 
Kimble Gt., Richard of, I52 
Kimo, a. and c* of, 69 
Kiikby, p. of, 94 
Kiikeham, William de, 59^ .isllrglir: 
Kislingbury, Thomas of, 96
Kyius, p* and o# of, 113, 126
Kyrketon, Warin de, 112 
Lacock, Roger of, 112 
Lacy, Henry do, I25 
Laliok, Roger de, 25
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Land, Richard de, 153 
Land, William de, 153 
Langley, p. and c. of, I5I 
Langton, Mabel de, 1 ^
Langton, Stephen, archbishop of Canterbury, I52
Langworth, William of, 116
Lasceles, Picot do, 39
Lasceles, Roger do, 39
Lascy, family of, 23
Latimer, John, 1?
Latimer, William, 17
Laundo, p* and c* of, 44, 57, 58, 59, 85, 112, I3I 
Lavagna, Frederick do, 58, 125 
Ledger, a clerk, 136 
Lee, Thomas de la, 109,
Lae, William de la, IO9 
Legbourne, Gilbert of, 126 
Legbourne, p# of, 157
Leicester, aï "and" 0. of^ -16^  “17 iilso I .  .
vMary Prâh^ J
Leicester, m, Gilbert of, 99
Leicester, St. Mary de Pratls, a* and c. of, 45> 69, 70, 95» 126
Leicester, John of, 116 
Leicester, Ralph of, 59 
Leicester, archdeacon of, 58, 124 
Leicester, official, 171 
Leicester, probendary of St. Mary, 58 
Lent on, monies of, 94
Lesia, Robert do, loi
Lt3SàJ , 21. oF; »
Lewes, Joscius de, 97
Lowes, prior of, 95
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Lev/laior, Thomas of, 89
Lexington, Henry de, bishop of Lincoln, 2
Limber, Great, alien grange, 175
Lincoln, archdeacon of, 12
Lincoln, dean and chapter of, 73, 86
Lincoln, m* Robert of, 42
Linden, Simon do, 16
Llandaff, John, bishop of, 71, 127
London, Hugh of, I42
London, William of, 82
Louis, king of Franco,
Level, Sir John, I69
Lovel, Mathilda, 23, 169
Lowosby, William Burdet of, 46
Luda, Geoffrey, I7I
Imda, m. Thomas de, 126
Luffield, p. and 0. of, 16
Lupus, Peter, 133
Lupus, Robert, 133, 171
Luton, Adam of, 155
Lytham, p. of, 27
Michael, see Belet
Maidstone, John of, 29, 89, 115
Malcovenant, family of, 108
Malebise, Robert, 107, 130
Malebiee, William, 18, I9
Malesvrorth, Walter of, 167
Malhert, William, 28
Mali8, an acolyte, 9^
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Halloréÿ Heniy, 110
Manaoser, a clerk, 20
Manchester, m. Stephen of, 95
îîannston, Robert de, 94
Mare, Geoffrey de la, 154
Mares, m. Hugh de, 52
Marinis, Sir Hugh de, 89
Markby, p. and o# of, 55? 72
Maimlun, Geofffey, 27
Marshal, William, 19
Matthew, s* of Walemn, 134
Mauberthorpo, Haco de, 108, I4I
Mauborthorpe, Thomas, 108
Maurice, clerk of 8. Celsus de urbe, 182
Maydewel, Simon do, 111
Melida, m. Alexander de, 53
Mollie, m. B., 155
Melton, Richard do, 51
Melton, p* of, 70
Merton, Bro* and scholars of the House of, 74
Merton, p* and 0* of, 132, 133
Meyer, m, Henry le, 90
Meynhill, William de, I38
Millhay, Rh, de, IO9
Millhay, Roger ds, 108
Minster Lovell, alien cell, 177
Minting, alien priory, 175
Mont, St* Michael, abbot of, I5
Moray, m. David of, 110
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Moray, Sir William of, 110
Moris, Geoffrey de, 112
Moryn, Maud, 167
Moiyn, Sir Ralph, 167
liulton, Thomas de, 96
Multon, William de? 97
Munby, Alice de, 135
Munhy, Robert le Tus de, 135
Mur dak, Henry, 153
Mur dak, ïîugh, 153
Kapton, Robert de, 138
NassingÊon, m* Henry of, 116
Heirnut, Sir John, 110
îîeimut, Thomas, 110
Nettletono, Benedict of, 53
Neville, John de, 25
Neville, John (another), 110
Neville, Richard de, 124
Neville, Robert, 106, 110, 143
Neville, Sir Robert, 110
Newenham, p* and 0# of, 8, 41
Newenham, Rlohaici of, 152
Neweiic, m. Willi an do, 59? 60
Nev/stead, p. and 0& of, 39? 40, 68
Newton, Richard of, 168
No#on, William of, 168
Newton Longville, alien coll, 24, 177
Neymuyt, Henry? 161
Neymuyt, Milo, 161
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Hicholas IV, pope, 63 
Nicholas, r. of Shamford, 91- 
Hicholas, v* of Ronhold, 111,
Nicholas, v. of Taoldey, $6
Nigel, V. of Yaxley, 54
Niniano, m. Antonio de, 127
Hodariis, Almaricus do, 108
Nodariis, Amarious, s. of Almaricus, 108
Noxmanvill©, Edmund de, 46
Nomanville, Ralph de, 164
Noimanvllle, Sir Thomas do, 46
Northampton, archdeacon of, 136, 168, I69
Northampton, m* and brethren of St* John’s Hospital, 42
Northampton, Michael of, 90
Northampton, p. and c* of St. Andrew’s, 36, 84, 125
Northampton, p. and c* of St. James, 95, 99, 112, 113, 126
Northampton, m. Thomas, archdeacon of, 62
Northgivel, Hugh do, 155
Nottingham, Thomas of, 88
Novo Mercato, James do, 110
Nymet, Oliver do, 138
Octon, Alice, 39
Octon, Sir Jolm of, 39
Offington, m# John do, 113
Oreete, Silvio do, 182
Osboumeby, Hugh do, 51
Osney (Oseney), abbey of, 84
Othun, m. John do, I05
Otteby, Reginald do, 142
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Otto, Cardinal, papal legate, 57, 124, 140
Otto, subdean, papal chaplain, 123
Ottobanus, clerk to the legate, 182
Ottobuono, Cardinal, 154
Otuel, V. of Ashwell, 22
Oudenarde, Giles of, 106
Oudonarde, John of, 106
Oundle, Reginald of, 11
Oxford, John of, 94
Oxford, m. Ralph of, 61
Oxford, p. and c. of St. Fridesvdde, 55? 94
Oxford, Richard of, 112
P., nephew of the cardinal deacon of St. Angelas, l8l
Pabenham, John de, 111
Paganus, r* of Xithlingotone, 45
Panton, Philip do, 155
Paris, Matthew, 1, 2, 4? 70, 124
Paris, William de, 180, 184
Paiisis, William, a citison of Lincoln, 98
Parlbien, Richard, 52
Passelaws, Robert, 21, 141
Paul, natus Loti clvis Roman’, 182
Pavely, Roger de, 40
Pavely, Thomas do, 40
Paynel, Adam, 109
Paynol, Ralph, 41
Paynel, Ralph, 109
Pecham, archbishop of Canterbury, 7? 29, 61, 126, 154 
Peche, Sir Gilbert, 52
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Pemery, William de, 28
Pennard, William de, 53 
Percy, Sir Henry de, 26 
Peter, 42
Peter, d eth, 37
Peter, former r* of Eushton, 156
Peter, nephew of B., papal chamhorlain, 123, 181
Peterborough, a* and o. of, 69? 112, 116
Peterborough? abbacy of, 24
Peterborough, a* of, 41
Peverel, Peter, 9&
Peverel, Roger, 98 
Peure, Nicholas, 26, 111 
Peyure, Paul, 40 
Plcot, family of, 108 
Hoot, John, 141
Hotavinus, James, s. of William, 182 
Hkot; William, 97, 141 
Htsford, Giles of, 110 
Plesseto, AlmaricuSjdQ, 182 
Podilington, Eemigius of, 112 
Polesworth, a. of, 94?
Pomeroy, m, William do, 28
Pomoreye, Jordan de la, 157
Poitou, treasurer (see Geoffrey of Thoara)
Poitou, and Cornwall, earl of, 2, 16, 108 
Poore, Richard, bishop of Salisbury, 18 
Pottesbury, Robert, r. of, I56 
Pouere, William de, 56 
Preston, Robert of, r. of Tingwidc, 42 
Privino, Gerard do, 182
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Brestwold, Thomas of, I38, I4I 
Privino, Gorard de, 182 
pykard, John, 46
Quadrington, Richard of, 99
Quatremaros, family of, 108
Quatremaros, W. de, IO4
R., archdeacon of Lincoln, 59
R., r. of Oddington, 122
Rahaz, Peter, 46
Radcliffe, (or Radclive), Robert of, 110, 143
Ralegh, William do, 112
Raleigh, V/illiam, 139
Ralph, a deacon, IO5
Ralph, instituted to Whipsnade, 133
Ralph, r. of Pulbeck, 144
Ralph, s. of Robert, 19
Ramsey, a. of, 24, 98, 113, 115
Ramsey, cellarer of, 98
Ramsey, sacrist of, 98
Havondale, West, alien cell, 1?6
Raveningham, m. Roger of, II3, 115
Reading, a. and c$ of, 95
Reed, John of, 12
Reginald, instituted to Little Loughton, 131
Reginald, (another), instituted to Broughton Pogis, 131
Reginald, 138, I4I
Ropingal, Alan do, 135
Ropingal, Hugh do, I35
Repingal, John de, 135
Reppinghale, Juwetta de, 41
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Richnond, John? carl of, 26 
Rldol. Agnon, 111 
Didol, Sir John, 167 
Rldol, Sir Ralph; 111 
Riggchl, John do, 39 
Rlppiïigalo, Sir John of, $6 
Hinton, John of, 113? 114 
Rloton, Stephen do, 114 
Hobort; a olefk, 105
Hobort, count of J)roinc and Lord of St. Valorio, 21
Robert, rural doan of Gloonton, 19
Hbbozt, Vi of Northanpton, St* Edmundi; 142
Robert, v* of St. Peter in tho Eaot, Oxford, 69, 163
Roohooter? Hugh do? 133
Roger, chaplain, 142
Roger, maotor, r. of Tadkley, 55
Roger, nephew of tho oarl of ^orowall, 106
Roger, V. of Hazoy, 10
Roger, of Boot Koal, 57, 153
Rogor, r* of ]i)antTroll, I5I
Roger, V* of N, Stoko, 107
Roland, master, 59
Roland, papal oh&pl&ln, 162
Rolandlnus; mster? 73, 124
Rolandlnuc? 23
Hornanus, Jolm? subdoan of York, 23 
Romoyn, John, 139
Roe, Rmoburga do, 46
Hoe, lady Isabel do, 46
Ros, Sir Robert do? 46 .
Rothbuiy, Gilbert of? 63
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Hcucn, a. and monks of St, K&thorino, 43 
Rowoll, Ralph do, 53 
Dowell, Richard of, 28 
icoicbon, Auguotino of, 15?
Duioham, Geoffroy of, 2?
Duüsoll, John, 110
Hunooll, fn, Gooffroy, 154
EunGoll, Jaltor, 110
Huosillon, Guy do, 162
St. Agatha, Richmond, a. and o$ of, 116
St. Albans, a. and c. of, 16
Gt. Albans, Nicholas of, 59
St. Claro, Ralph do, 58
St. Edmund, a. of, 41
Gt. Ed/und, John of, 126
Gt. Edward, William cf, 23
St. Blona, Sir Jolm do, 24
St. Ivroult, a# of, 116
St. rromund, p. of, 40? 114
St. Gormain, William do, 22, 122, 180
St. Helen, London, p. and c. of, 53
St. John, Rogor do, 41
Gt. John, Edward; 63
Gt. Maria, John of, 59
Gt. Maria, John do, 125
Gt. Mary, Rotund, Amicus of, 123
Gt. Hoots, a. of. 114
Gt. Ilcots, alien priory, 177
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Gt. Moots ? p* of 41
St* Moote, p* and c. of* II4» I64
St. London, oanons of, I9
St. Taul’o, London, cloan and chapter, 77
St. Sever, a. and c* of, 22, 28
Sallohuiy, hiohop of, 16, 71
Saliobwcy, dean of, 44
SallGbniy, precentor of, 44
Saliahuiy, Roger of, 7
Sallohury, cnibdoan of, 44
Salvagius, James, 40
Sandorton, Oshort of, 10
Sandford, p. and c. of. 40
Sandiacro, Geoffroy do, 154
Sapton, H. do, 155
Sarroconl Romani, John, s* of, IGO
Gcalarlis, family, 109
Soallohy, Walter do, 53
Soally, Hugh do, 132
Sohauwoll, William do, 54
Goholton, Hugh de. 111
Scateig^ :-, family of, 108
Lsagravo, Sir Oilhort of, 29
Soos, a. and c. of, 99
Golhy, a, and c. of, 42? 71, 66, ÎI5
Genian, 57
Sempringhom, p# of, 132 142
Soholmld, proctor of Stophon do Fossa Hova, 122
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Sewalus, 154
Seyton, Richard dc, 111
Spiyfcon, Roger de, 111
Shelford, p. and c. of5 56
Shenley, Joan of, 108
Shenley, Richard of, 108
Shirhum, John of, 46
Silvester, v. of Whitchuroh, 10, 88, 180
Simili, Thomas de, 133
Simon, r. of Eilden, 111
Simpson, m. Heniy, 16$
Sisseveme, William de, 97s 138 
Sixhille, p. and 0. of, 13, 24, 37, 42 
Sixhills, Peter of, 25 
Sorham, m* Thomas de, 73 
Spalding, p* and c# of, 55s 113 
Spigumel, family of, IO8, I09 
Spigumel, Robert, 110 
Spoleto, Giles de, I40, 182 
Stagsden, Roger of, 29 
Stainegr*, John of, 153
Stamford, nuns of St. Michael, 52, 55s 72, I6I
Stamford, Richard of, 12
Stephen, v. of Broughton, 155
StixvTould, p. of, 41
Stixwould, p. and o. of, II4
Stockton, m. William of, 29, 116
Stov/0, Walter de, 45
Stroatloy, J. of, 155
Studley, p. and c* of, 56
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Sudbury, Robert of, 45
Sulby, a. and o* of, 10, 87
Sutton, Elias do, 19
Sutton, Isabel of, 46
Sutton, Oliver, bishop of Lincoln, passim
Sutton, Oliver, canon, 63
Sutton, Richard of, 46
Sutton, Thomas of, archdeacon of Northampton, 63 
Swillington, William of, 45 
Syberton, Robert of, 97 
Talavenda, Matthew de, 22, I8l 
Tecald, Andrew, 22
Templar, Knights, 5I, 55, 73, 97, 161
Tetford, Richard of, I56
Teutonicus, Waleran, 26
Tcvelsford, hospital of, 16
Thomas, archdeacon of Northampton, 62
Thomas, master of the Order of Sempringham, 41
Thomas, proctor of Adinulfus, 123
Thomas, r. of Brampton Ash, 164
Thomas, s. of Bom. Thomas of Malton, I56
Thomas, v, of Hook Norton, 155
Thomas, v# of ICislin^ury, 96
Thomas, s. of earl Perrars, I40
Thomholm, p. and c. of, 42? 53
Thorney, a. of, 98, 115
Thornton, a. and c. of, 12, 24, 113
Thornton, m. William do, 60
Thornton, William of, 60, II5
Threokingham, Geoffrey of, X56
Thurgarton, p* and c. of, 52, IO7, 112
Thurlby, Hugh of, I56
Thurleigh, Bartholomew de, 40
Thurleigh, Hugh de, 40
Thurleigh, Nicola de, 40
Thumby, John, v* of , 100
Ticlcford, alien priory of, 177
Tointon, family de, 108
Tokes, Richard de, 39
Torpel; family do, 108
Totteford, Richard de, 98
Trailly, Walter do, 111
Treb*, Thomas de, canon of Fulgentius, 124
Trinitarians, hospital of, 30, n,ll
Trussoll, family of, 108, 110
Trussell, John, 110
Trussell, William, 110, 168
Turberville, Roger do, 122
Tupholme, canons of, 16
Turkey, Nicholas, v * of, I55
Turvllle, Thomas de, 134
Turvllle, Sir William, 42
Tutbury, p. of, 95
Tydd, Hugh of, 157
Ulgiis, Andrew do, I84
Ifofravillo, Sir Gilbert do, 46
Urban IV, pope, 59, 126
Urricus, nephew of cardinal Otto, 182
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Valeiy, Robert, count of Rroux, 21
Ver, Baldwin de, 165
Ver, Robert de, 19
Verdun, Annora de, 17
Verdun, John do, 109
Verdun, Nicholas of, 16, 134
Verdun, Robert de, 19
Verdun, Rose, 16
Verdun, Theobald de, IO9
Verdun, Thomas de, 58, IO9, 134
Verdun, Walter de, 17
Verdun, family of, 108, IO9
Verly, Amabilia de, 38
Verny, John de, 25
Vemun, Ada, 37
Vemun, Robert do, 135
Vemun, Sir Warin de, 37
Vemun, William de, 27
Vienne, Bymo do, 184
Vienne, Hugh de, 184
Vienne, Humbert dé, I84
Vivian, 132
Wainfleet, south, Simon s* of Guido of, 4I
ïïalecot, Agnes de, 41
ïïalons, Peter, 17
Walens, William, 17
ïïaleran, Teutonicus, 26
Wales, Gerald of, 130, I5I
Waleys, William, 143
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ïïalgrave, Robert of, 12 
Wallingford, p. and c* of, 8 
Walter, 133
Walter, chaplain of St. George, Oxford, 19
Waltham, Henry of, 155
Waltham, Nicholas of, 115
Waneting, Adam de, 98
Ware, p. of, 113, 138
Warewiok, Jordan, 40
Warewik, William de, 156
Warin, s. of Gerald, 180
Warsop, Robert of, 116
Warvill, Ralph of, 112
Wautham, Humphrey de, 138, 141
Weedon Bee, alien cell, 176
Weedon Lois, alien coll, I76
Welbeok, abbey of, 83
Well, William, I56
Wellingore, Alexander of, I56
Wells, Hugh of, bishop of Lincoln, 1, 5
Wells, Simon of, I56
Wenham, Robert of, 11
Wsroham, Gerard do, 58
Westminster, a. of, 40, 70, 71, 96, 115
Wibert, 21
Wiohetono, Hugh"do, 38, 39 
Wignetono, William de, 38, 57 
Wigtoft, Hugh de, 37 
Wilegby, Thomas de, 135
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Wilegby, r. de, 135 
Wilev/by, John do, 37 
V/ilford, p. of, 40, 44 
William, bishop of Lincoln, 72 
William, of Ponnard, 53 
William, r# of Barwoll, 94 
William, r. of îîaselbech, 45 
William, e. of Alan, 131 
William, s. of Alan of Algarkirk, 37 
William, v# of Clipsham, $6  
Willonghton, alien cell, 176 
Wilsford, allen cell, I76 
Windlesore, Richard de, 112 
Witten, Robert de, 59 
Wobum, a. and c# of, 42 
Worcester, bishop of, 71 
Worksop, p* and o# of, 95 
Wroxton, prior of St. Mary, 16, 17 
Wudetono, William de, I34 
Wulveia, Richard do, 52 
Wurmele, William do, 136 
Wyberton, Geoffroy of, 52 
Wyberton, John of, 52 
Wyfordby, Raljdi do, I56 
Wyham, Robert do, 142 
Wyke; Richard of, 116 
Wyresdalo, Peter of, 63 
York, dean and chapter of, 72 
York, o. of Holy Trinity, 42
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IN D EX OP PLACES
Ab Kettleby, Loics., 112 
Acaster, Yorks., 61 
Achurch, îîorthants., 88 
Adderbuiy, Oxon., 168
Addington, Oxon., 105
Addington, Great, Nortbants., 165 
Adstock, Bucks., 126 
Aldeby ( see Enderby)
Aldenham, Herts*, 115
Aldivinckle, Nortbants., 131, I38
Alverstoko, (Eldestok) diocese of Winchester, 62
Alwalton, Hunts., 123
Ambrosden, Oxon., 17
Amersham, Bucks., 62, 123
Appleby, Leics., 27
Anderby, Lincs., 45
Anv/ick, Lincs., 5I
Ardeley, Herts., 77
Arkley, deanery of, 166
Arnesby, Leics., 17
Asfordby, Leics., 27
Ashby, Lincs., II5
Ashby, Castle, Nortbants., 157
Ashby Puerorum, Lincs., 9, 73
Ashby, West, Lincs., 44
Ashley, Nortbants., 9°
Ashton, Nortbants., 153
Ashwell, Herts., 70, 153
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Asthall; Oxon. 5 22
Aston Clinton, Oxon., 77 y 98 
Aston le Walls, Nortbants., 112 
Aswarby, Lincs., 126 
Autby, Lincs., 60 
Aylesbury, Bucks., 39j 70, 87 
Ayot St. lawranco, Herts., 97, 138 
Barkstone, lines,, 123
Ballykonny, Londonderry, 62 
Hampton, Oxon., 68
Banbury, Oxon., 58, 133
Bardnoy, Lihcs., 30 note 4 
Barford, Great, Bods., 155 
Barksdth, Lincs., BB"
Barnack, Lincs., I36
Bametby-le-Wold, Lines •, 136
Barnwell, Nortbants., 58, 99
Barrowby, Lincs., 82
Barton, chapel in Hailstone, Leics., 160
Barton-1e-Cley, St. Nicholas, of. Bods., 154
Barton on Humber, Lincs., 30 note 4, 166
Barton, St. diary, Lincs., 166
Barton, altar of St. Thomas the Martyr, linos., 166
Barton Westoott, Oxon., 68
Bassingham, Lincs., 88
Beachampton, Bucks., 55
Beckinghara, Lines«, 166
Belgravo, Leics., 113
Belton, Loics., 86
Benefield, Nortbants., 26, II5
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Bermington, Lincs., 166
Bescaby, Leics., 162
Bicester, Oxon., 9
Bicker, Lincs., 142
Biddenham, Beds., 171
Biggleswade, Beds., 85, 86
Billing, Great, Nortbants., 26
Billingborou^, Lincs., 81
Billinghay, Lincs., 81
Bilsby, Holy Trinity, Lincs., 5I, 72
Bilsby, St. Mary, Lincs., 51> 72, 131
Bilston, Leics., I60
Binbrook, St. Mary, lines., 5I
Binbrook, St. Gabriel, Lincs., 51  ^ ^06
Bluntisham, Hunts., 18
Blyborougb, Lincs., 143
Blyton, Lincs., 53
Boddington, Nortbants., 16, 26
Bosworth Market, Leics., 30 note 8
Bottooford, Leics.; 42
Bottesford, Lincs., 43, 112
Boultham, Lincs., 30 note 4
Bourne, lines., 85
Bow Bridchill, Bucks., IO4
Bowdon, Little, Nortbants., 59, 131
Bracebridge, Lincs., 81
Bradcley, Leics., 17
Bradley, Leics., , 12, 24, 37
Brampton, Nortbants., 86
Brampton Ash, Nortbants, I64
; \
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Bramston, chapel of, in the parish of Hamhleton, Rutland, 162
Branston, Linos., $2
Brant Broughton, Lincs., 97
Brightwoll, Oxon., 18
Bringhurst, Leics., 89, 115
Britwell Salome, Oxon., 30 note 7
Brixworth (Bridklesworth), Northants., 18
Brodcleshy, Lines*, $1
Bromham, Beds*, 1?1
Broughton, Runts., 98, IO9
Broughton Astley, Leics., 160
Broughton by Brigg, Lincs., IO9
Broughton Pogis, Oxon,, 131
Buckden, Hunts., 86, I36
Buckingham, archdeaconry of, I5, IO5
Bucicland, Bucks., 87
Budaainster, Leics., 87
Bughrooke, Northampton, 112
Burgol (Burghole) chapel of in the parish of St. Martin, 
Stamford, Lincs., 161
Burnham, Bucks., 52
Burringham, Lincs., 43
Byfield, Northampton, 116
Bygrave, Herts., 80
Bytham, Lincs., 54, 87, 122
Cahoum, Lincs., 16
Caddington, Beds., 19, 77
Calcehy, lines., 69
Callan, Kilkenny, 61
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Gambridge, 144 
Canwick, Lincs., 01 
Careby, Lincs., 142, 166 
Carlton, obapol in maikct place, 171 
Carlton Curllou, Laics., 63, 160 
Carlton, cast, Nortbants., 108 
Garlton-lo-Moorlcmd, Lincs., 113 
Cassington, Oxon., 6$
C&Gtcrtoa, Little, Rutland, 39 
Castle Ashby, Northampton, 157 
Castle Carlton, Lincs., 171 
Cateeby, Northampton, I64 
Gatworth, Ihmto,, II5 
Caversfield, Bucks., I56 
Cayham, Leics., 161 
Caythorpe, Lincs., 12 
Chalfont, St. Giles, Budm., 29 
Ghalgrave, Beds., 11
Charlbury, Oxon., 67, 163 
Cheddington, Bucks., 123 
Chesterton, Oxon., 84, 123
Chieveley, 61
Chistleton, diocese of Coventry and Lichfield, 63
Cholesbury, Bucks., 29
Churchill, Oxon., 63
Claphaia, Bods., ' 87
Clapton, Northampton, 41
Clozby by Horoanby, Lincs., 19, IC9, 156
Glcnrthorpa# Nortbants, ^6 I67
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Claybroolc? Leics., 162 
Clay Coton, Korthants., 95 
Claypole, Lincs., 19, 112
Clifton, Beds., 17, 28, 110
Clipstone, Horthants., $1 
Coates, Northampton, 45
Colehy, Lincs., 58, 112
Collyweston, Horthants., 97 
Corby, Lincs., 51, 52, 72
Corringham, Lincs., 86, I6l 
Cosby, Lincs., I7 
Cossington, Leics., 139 
Cotes, Great, Lincs., I44 
Cotes, Leics., 160 
Cottesbach, Leics., 62
Cottesbrook, Nortbants., 110 
Cottesmore, Rutland, 88
Oottinghara, Nortbants., II5 
Covenlmi, Lincs., 88 
Cowley, Oxon., 84
Cranfield, Beds., 24
Cranford, St. John, Nortbants., 29, I38
Creaton, Great, Nortbants., 38
Crick, Nortbants., I38
Croft, Leics., 69
Croxton, Leics., 70
Cuddesdon, Oxon*, 18, J1
Cumberworfch, Lincs., 51? 135
Balby, Little, Leics., 15I
Deeping, Market, Lincs., 126
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Digby, Lincs., 81
Dishley, Loics., 106
Doddington, Lincs., 97
Doncaster, Yorks*, 61
Donnington near Spalding, Lincs., 73
Dorking, Surrey, 61
Dorrington, Lincs., 81
Drayton, Oxon., 133, 135
Ducklington, Oxon., 25
Duddington, Nortbants., 162
Dunmow, Essex, 6l
Earles Barton, Nortbam#ÿ:i, 113
Easington, Oxon., 94
Easton on the H3.11, Nortbants., 16, 169
Edgcote, Nortbants., 132
Edlesborough, Bucks., 96
Elsbam, Lincs., 157
Elton, Hunts., 98
Bpmington, Oxon*# 167
Smpingham, Rutland, 85
Endorby, Leics., l7
Enderby, Mavis, Lines*, 130
Essendon, Herts*, 24
Evordon, Nortbants*, 23
Evorsholt, Beds*, 4^
Ewûlme, Oxon, 131 
Bwerby, Linos*, 113 
Eynsford, Kent, 61 
Eyworth, Bede., 53 
Farendon, little, Oxon., 163
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Faxndish} Beds., 135
Fariihaiïi, East, Nortbants., 135
Farnham Royal, Bucks., IO9, I34
Farthingboo, Nortbants., 17
Farthingstone, Nortbants•, 99
Fauflor, mill of, in Bynsbam, Oxon., 83
Felmersbam, Bods., 127
Findeon, ITortbants,, 24
Pingest, Bucks., 27, 44, 61
Firsby, Lincs., 99
Fleet, Lincs., I58
Flitton, Bods., 166
flixborougb, Lincs., 97, 109, 166
Fordingbridgo, Hants., 61
Forestbill, Oxon., 84
Foston, Leics., 94
Framland, deanery of, 160
Frampton, Linos., IO9
Frampton, chapel of St. James at, 11
Frisby, Leics., 30, note 4
Frodingbam, Lincs., 30 note 7> 89, 90, 108
Frowleswortb, Leics., 82
Fulbock, lines., 26, 144
Fullotby, Lincs., 5I? 108
Gaddesby, Leics., 160
Gainsborough, Lincs., 143
Gartroo, deanery of, 60
Gayton-lo-Harsb, Lincs., 167
Gedney, Lincs., 46
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Glooston, chapel of, Leics., 19
Goadby, 30 note 8
Goadby Marwood, Leics., 134
Gosberton, Lincs., 99
Goscote, deanery of, 160
Goxhill, Lincs., 61, 115
Grainsby, Linos., 97
Grainthorpe, Lines#, 112
Grantham, Lincs., 97
Grantham Australis, prebohd of, 18
Grantham Borealis, prebend of, 18
Green’s Norton, îîorthants*, 88
Greetham, Rutland, I56
Grendon Underwood, Bucks., 30 not© 7
Grotton, îîorthants., 85, 162
Grimsby, St. Mary, Lincs., 24
Grimston, Leics., 161
Grove, Bucks., I3I
Guthlaxton, deanery of, 160
Hacconby, Lincs., 108
Ragworthingham, 30 note 4
Hale, Lincs., 30 note 4
Halton Holgate, Lincs., IO6, 110
Halton, West, Lincs., 59
Hambloton, Rutland, 27, 114, 162
Hampton Gay, Oxon., 84
Hanborough, Oxon., 83
Hanv/orth, Cold, Lincs., 132
Hardvdoke, Bucks., 110
Harpole, îîorthants., 98
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Harrold, Beds., 9? 167
Harrowden, Nortbants*, 10, 86, 162
Hasgley, Oxon., 54
Hatfield, Herts., 18, 165
Hatley Cockayne, Beds., 154
Haugham, Lincs., 21, 125
Hauwoll, Lincs., 138
Haxey, Lincs., 10
Heapham, Lincs., 30 note 7
Heather, Laics., 60
Heokington, Lincs., 113
Helmdon, Nortbants., 42, 144
Helpringham, Linos*, 99
Helpstono, Nortbants., 87
Hemel Hempstead, Herts., 30
Hemington, Leics., 160
Henley, Oxon., 30
Hertford, 46
Hertford, St* Andrew, 24
Hertford, St. Mary, 79
Heyford, Oxon., 55 .
Hoyford, Lower, Oxon., 107, 157 
Hihaldstow, Lincs., 51? 115 
High Wycombe, Bucks., I9, 80 
Hockliffe, Beds*, 16, 4I 
Holdenby, Nortbants., 58 
Hole, lines., Ill
Holme, clmpel of St. Leonard, Lincs., I65 
Hook Norton, Oxon., 155
Holy Cross, chapel of, the parish of St. Peter in the 
East, Oxford, I63
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Horbling, Lincs., 22, 132, I56
Horkstowe, Lincs., 26, 28, 74», 113
Homcastlc, Lincs., IB, 44» 97
Horsepath, Oxon., 30
Horsington, Lincs., I09
Horton, Nortbants., 127
Horton, Little, Nortbants., 60
Norwood, Great, Bucks., 60
Hough, Lincs., 77
Hougham, Lincs., I05
Houghton Conquest, Bads., 20, 108
H o w e / / /  (- I M c  s   ^^  f / //
Hulcot, Beds., 106
Humberstone, L e i o s 84
Huntingdon, archdeaconry of, I5, 136
Ibstock, Leics., 58
Ilsley, West, Berks., 17
Illston, Leics., 17, 160
Irby le Harsh, Lincs., 5 5
Imham, Lincs., 59
Isham, Nortbants., 97, 116, I38
Ivingbco, Bucks., 24
Jolthorpe, chapel of, parish of Corringham, Lincs., 161 
Heal, Bast, Linos., 55» 98, 153 
Kegworth, Leics., 29 
ICeldingham, 44
ICelspy, North, lines., prebend of, 85 
Kelsey, South, Lincs., I65 
Kelsey, St. Nicholas, Lincs., 24 
Kelchall, Herts., 18 
Kensworth, Beds., 77
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Ketsby, Lincs., 59
Kettering, Nortbants*, 112 
Kettlethorpe, Lincs., 97» 134 
Ketton, Rutland, 87 
Kiddington, Oxon., 88
Kidlington, Oxon., 84, 163 
Kilkhampton, Cornwall, 61 
Killingbolme, Lincs., 167 
Kilsby, Nortbants., 27 
Kimble, Great, Bucks., 83 
Kingerby, Lincs., 83 
King*s Cliff, 88
Kirkby, obapel of, in the parish of Grotton, Nortbants., 162
Kirkby La Thorpe (Laytborpe), Lincs., 42, 81, 106
Kirkby Mallory, Leics., 16, 30 note 11
Kirkby, St. Andrew, Lincs., 161
Kirtlington, Oxon*, 152
Kirton, lines., 74
Kislingbury, Nortbants, 96
Knaptoft; Leics., 17
Knipton, Leics., 17
Lamport, Nortbants., 110
Langford, Oxon., 86, 163
Langley, Leics., 24
Langton, Leics., 17, 132
Langwortb, Leics., 166
Laughton, Leios., 81
Launton, Oxon., 96
Laxfield, Suffolk, 63
Logsby, Lincs., 12
Leicester, 136
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LQicoster, arhMeaconry of, 58, 78
Leicester, prebendal church of St. Margaret, 58, 86
Leighton Bussard, Bods., 86, II5, I63
L.e, S s c\y, IX (Çj
Loverington, Lincs., 61
Loverton, Lincs., 39
Liddington, Rutland, 86
Lilford, Nortbants*, 110
Lillingstone, Oxon., 154
Lillingstone Dayrel, Bucks., 135
lillington, Level, lines., 24
Lincoln, archdeacon^ of, 1, 2, I5, 82
Lincoln, city of, I30, I36
Lincoln, church of St. Andrew, 85
Lincoln, church of St* Bartholomew, 73
Lincoln, church of St. Faith, 85
Lincoln, church of St. Maiy, Wickford, at, 85
Linley, Hunts., 26
Lissington, Lincs., 72
Litohhorough, Nortbants., 95, 112, 113
Llansoy, Monmouth, 61
Lockington, Leics., 160
Lodington or Loddington, Nortbants., 85, 141
Loughborough, Leics., 5I? 134
Loughton, Little, Bucks., 131
Louth, Lincs., 45» 85, 161
Lovell Minster, Oxon., 23
Lowiok, Nortbants., 108
Lubenliam, Leics., 166
Luddington, linos., 86
ludford, Magna, Lincs., 81
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Luffenham, North, Rutland, 30 note 7
Dushy, linos«5 30 note 4
Luttervorth, Laics., 62, 63
Mablethorpe, Lincs., 108
Maidford, Nortbants., 131
Maidv;ell, Nortbants., Ill
Hanton, Lincs., 110
Hanton, Rutland, 26, 97
Hareham le Pen, Lincs., 18
Karbolme, Nortbants., 88
Market Deeping see Looping Market
Marston Trussell, Nortbants., 131, 168
Marswortb, Bucks., 16
Mavis Enderby, Lincs., 99, I07
Medbpnrhey Leics., $9
Helton Mowbray, Leics., 87, 94
Mere, Lincs., 116
Merton, Oxon., 99, 116
Metberingham, Lincs., 69
Milton Ernest, Rods., 72
Minster Lovell, Oxon., 23
Mixbury, Oxon,, 21
Hoorby, Lincs., 18
Horton, Leics., I36
Horeton Rihkney, Nortbants., 123
Humby, lines., 97
Hunden, Great, Herts., 112
Hursley, Bucks., II4
Nainton or Naunton, Leics., 62
Narborougb, Leics., 95, II4
Nassington, Nortbants., 86, 162
Hethor Broughton, Leics., 95 
Ncttleham, Linos#, 105, 112 
Hettloton, lines#, 122
Hewbold, manor house In Gatesby, Nortbants#, 164
Newbold Verdun, Leios., 30 note 8
Newbottle, Nortbants#, 82
Normanton, Leics., 46
Northampton, 130, 136
Northampton, archdeaconry of, 1, 15, IO5
Northampton, church of All Saints, 84
Northampton, church of St. Bartholomew, 136
Northampton, church of St. Edmujid, 142
Northampton, church of St* Gregory, 125
Northampton, church of St. Peter, 21
Northboiough, Nortbants#, 88
Northloigh, Oxon., 21, 72
Norton, Leics., 160
Noseloy, Leics., I38
Oadby, Leics., 122
Oakley, Bucks#, 24, 60, 87
Oddington, Oxon., 122
Off ley, H e r t s # 97
Ormsby, Lincs., 59
Orton-on-the-Hill, Leics., 58, I04
Osboumby, linos., 59
Osgodby, Lincs., 161
Oundle, Rutland, >69
Overstone, Nortbants#, 24
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Oxford, 130, 144
Oxford, archdeacoixcy of, 1, 15, 105 
Oxford, county of, 1 
Oxford, church of St. Budoo, 24 
Oxford, church of St. Edward, 55 
Oxford, church of St. JVldeswide, 55
Oxford, church of St. Peter in the east, 9, 74, 89, I63
Oxford, church of St. Peter le Baily, 61
Oxford, church of St. Mary Magdalen, 89
Oxford, church of St. Michael at Southgate, 94
Oxford, hospital of St. John, 89
Packington, Leics., 162
Palebrook, Nortbants#, 164
Paris, schools at, 136, I38
Partney, Lincs., 30 not© 4
Paxton, Great, Hunts., 27, 163
Peakirk, îîorthants., 24, 115
Peterborough, church of St. John Baptist, 69, 77, 80
Peterborough, church of St. Peter, 69
Petsoe, Bucks*, I56
Pi okworth, Rutland, 110
Pllham, Lincs., 30 note 7
Pilton, Iîorthants,, I09, 133
Pinchbeck, Lincs. ? 154
Pitsford, îîorthants., 110
Pitstono, Bucks., 55» 110, 161
Plumpton, Nortbants., 131 \
' P / k)  ^ If
Polstead, Suffolk, 61
Potter Hanworth, Leics., 106, 112
Prest\7old, Leics., 124^  160
Puttenham, Herts., 40
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Pyrton, Oxon., 80
ïytchley, Nortbants., 160  
Quarrondon, Bucks., 87 
Quinton, Nortbants., 36 
Eadcliffo, Culoy, Boles., 2.60 
Eadclive, Bucks,, 54 
Radcot, chapel of, Oxon., 163 
Radwell, Herts., 197 
Rand, Lincs., I40 
Ravensthorpe, Lincs., 97, 98 
Rearshy, Leics., 52
Redmile, Leics., 75 
Ronhold, Bods., Ill 
Reston, Lincs., 95 
Rippingale, Lincs., 51, 135 
Ripton Regis, Hunts., 24 
Risholmo, Lines,, 126
Hoade, Nortbants., 133 
Rockingham, Nortbants., 24 
Rollright, Little, Oxon,, 135
Romilly sur Seino, 18 
Ropsloy, Lincs., 155 
Rothorfield, Sussex, 61 
Rothloy, Leics. 161 
Rothwoll, Lincs., 12 
Rowsham, Oxon., 25
Rowston, Lincs., 5%
Roxby, Lincs., 41 
Roxton, Beds., 157 
Ruskington, lines., 20 
Rushden, Nortbants., 79
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Eushden, All Saints, Nortbants*, 166
Rutland, 1
Sacombe, Herts., 114
Saddington, Loics*, 116
Sabam Toney, Norfolk, 6l
Saltby, Leios#, 162
Sandon, Herts., 77
Sandy, Beds., 152
Saxilby, Lincs., 60, 142, 143
Scalford, Leics., 22
Scampton, lines., 30
Scartho, Lincs., 24
Scot Willoughby, Lincs., 97» 114
Scotter, Lincs., 123
Scotton, lines., 110, I43
Scraptoft, I/eics., 124
Shabbington, Bucks., 8
Shaloton, Buclx., 60
Sbawoll, Laics* 5 I09
Sheepy, Ixsico., I09
Shonley, Herts., 108, 135
Shophall, (unidentified), 88
Shepshod, Leics., I7
Shillington, Bods., 63, 113
Sbitton, Oxon.« 18
Shipton-on-Cborwell, Oxon., 58
Shirbum, Oxon., 83
Sibertoft, Nortbants., 24
Simonburn, Northumborland, 61
Skendleby, Lincs., 30 note 4, 82
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Skeffiïigton, Leios,, 30 note 8 
Slapton, Bucks., 123 
Sleaford, prebendal church of, I85 
Somerhy by Grantham, Lincs., $Q 
Somersham, Hunts., 18, 54
Somerton, Oxon., Ill 
Sotby, Lincs., 116 
Southill, Bods., 5I 
Spridlingfcon, Lincs., 30 
Springthorpo, Lincs., 21 
Sproxton, Leics., %
Stainton le Vale, Lincs.,
Stamford, Lincs., I30
Stamford, church of St. Mary, I05
Stamford, church of St. Paul, II4
Stamford, church of St. Peter, 40, 114
Stanidelf, in the parish of lÿrton, Oxon., 80
Stanton Harcourt, Oxon., 95
Stapleford, Lincs., 59? 60
Stathem, Leics., I70
Stepney, London, 6l
Stevdcley, Bucks., 58
Stibbington, Hunts., 54? 98
Stickford, Lincs., 55
Stilton, Hunts. 5 27
Stoke, probendal church of, 54
Stoke Doyle, îîorthants., 29
Stoke Mandevillo, Bucks., 87
Stoke, North, Oxon., 107
Stoke, South, Oxon., 69
Stonesfield, Oxon,, 24
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Stony Stanton, 17
Stow, archdeaconry of, 1, 10, 15, IO5 
Stowe (or Birthorp), Idnos., 81 
Stratford, Water , Bucks., 16 
Stuhton, Idncs., 54 
Sturton, Great, Lines*, 16 
Sudborough, îîorthants*, ^ 6  
Surfleet, Idncs*, 112 
Sutterby, Lines*, 16
Sutton %7lth Budkingham, prebendal church of, 85 
Swaby, Linos*, church of St. Margaret, 52*
Swaby, Idncs., church of St. Hioholaa, 5I
Swanaoombe, Kent, 61
Swarby, Lincs., 69
Swinstead, Lincs., 107
Syston, Lincs., 17
Taokloy, Oxon., 55, 90, 156
Tathwall, Lincs., 59, 73, 86, 124
Telgb, Rutland, 98
Thame, prebend of, Ozon., 63, 85
Thatcham, Berks., 61
Theddlethorpe, Lincs., 106
Thorganby, Idncs., 72
Thomby, Korthants., 13I
Thorpe, church of St. Peter, Lincs., 69
Thorpe Mandeville, Iîorthants., 86
Thorp9-on~thO“Hill, Linos., 106
Thumby, Leics., 17, 100
Tilton, Leics., 85
Tizover, Rutland, 87
Toddington, Beds., 26
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Toft, Lincs., 95 
Toft next Fowton, Lincs., 25, 42
Tonstal, Lincs., 161 
Torksey, Idncs., 98 
Tottemhoe, Beds., 142 
Towcester, Iîorthants., 126
Tring, Herts., 18, 112
Trusthorpe, Lincs., 59 
Turvey, Beds., 155 
Twyford, Bucks., 29 
Tyringham, Bucks., 155 
Upton, Bucks., 80 
V/adenhoe, îîorthants., 25
Wainfleet, church of St. Mary, Lincs., 41; 114
Waleshy 5 Lines *, 25
Walton on the Wold, Leics., 54» 134
Wanlip, Leics., 17, 143
Warhoys, Hunts., 115
Warmington, Iîorthants., 112, I40
Wamahy, Leics., 161
Washingborough, Idncs,, 25
Waterporry, Ozon., 84
Watlington, Oxen. , 8 4
Weekley, Iîorthants., I67
V/elboum, Linos., 53, 155
Weldon, Great, Horthants., 44, 57
Wellingborough, Horthants., 112
Wellingore, Lincs., 168
Welton, Idncs., 37
Wendovor, Bucks., IO5
V/estmill, Herts., 89
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Weston, Lincs., 73? 84
ïïhaplode, Lincs., 112
Whatton, Long, Leics., 167
Wheathampstead, Herts., 27, 114? 116
Whetstone, Leics., 94
Whipsnade, Beds., 132
Whissendino, Rutland, II3, 124
Whiston, Horthants., 61, II5
Whitchurch, Bucks., I9, 88
Whitfield, Horthants., 69, 82
Whitwell, Rutland, 112
Wicken, Horthants., 59
Wiggington, Ozon., 57
Wigston, Leics., 106
Wigtoft, Lincs., 37
ïïilbarston, Horthants., 96
Wilden, Beds., 52, 111, 16?
WiIlian, Herts., 26, 40 
Willingham, Lincs., 16
v/inohelsey, church of St. Thomas, Sussex, 60 
Wing, Rutland, II4 
Winslow, Bucks* s 30 note 5 
Winteringham, Lincs., 16?
Winwick, Horthants., I7, 83, 116 
Wispington, Lincs.* 96, 153 
Witham, South, Lincs., 106 
Witney, Ozon., 24
V/ohurn, Beds., 60 
Wold Hevrton, Lincs., 27
Wolvorcote, chapel of, in the parish of St. Peter in 
the east, Oxford, 90, I63
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Woobum, Bucks., 27? 115, 116
Woodend, chapel of, Horthants., 99
Woodford, Horthants., 110
Woodford Halse, Horthants., 62
Woodston, Hunts., 24
Wood Walton, Bints., 12
Wootton, Beds,, 167
Woughton, Bucks., 152
Wragby, Idncs., 53
Wrangle, Idncs., 156
Wroxton, Ozon., 16, 17, 83
Wyberton, church of St. Ledger, Lincs., 52
Wyokham, Leics., I6l
Wyfordby, Leics., 156
Wymondley, Herts., 16
Yelden, Beds., Ill
Yaxley, Hunts., 115
York, cathedral of, 61
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IIŒ X  OF SUBJECTS
Abbeys. See Abingdon, Bardney, Baskerville, Bornay, Crowland, 
Blstow, Bynshom, Grimsby, Hayles, %mo, Leicester, 
Osney, Peterborough, Polesworth, Ramsey,
Rouen (St. Katherine), Heading, St. Albans, St. Edmund, 
St. Evroult, St. Hoots, St. Sever, Sees, Selby, Sulby, 
Thornton, Westminster, Woburn
acolyte, 133
advowson, 16, 17, 30, 39
altarage, 79, 00, 81
appropriations, 9, chapter VI
*aqua benedict# ! , 165
augmentation of poor churches, 82, 83 
*beneficium', 43 
benefices, 63
books, upkeep and provicion of, 8, 19, 12
bread, see pax bread 
*capellanuG’, IO4, IO5
cathedral choirboys, 73 
chancels, upkeep of, 11, 12
chantries, 166, 167, 168, I69, I70, I7I 
chapels: parochial, 160, 161, 162, I63, 164
private, I64, 165, 166, 167, 168
charters, 38, 40 
clerks (‘clerici*), 11, 104
clergj»’: duties of, 6, 7
ignorance of, 130 - 136 
married, I52, 153, 154 
morals of, I5I, 152, 153, 154
coadjutors, 10, 11
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collations, 27, 28, 29
commissaries, 10, 45 
concubines, 151, 152, 153
confession, 6, 7
consolidation of boneficGs, 52, 53, 54, 55
Constitutions of Clarendon (II64), 37
corrodies, 84, 85
Councils: lateran III (II79), 56
Lateran IV (1215), 1, 5, 6, 56, 77, 78
London, (1265), le&atino, 154
Lyons, First General Council of, (1250), 70
Lyons, Second General Council of, (127|-^ , I05, 106
Oxford, (1222), 8, 9, 52, 152
Provincial Council of Reading, (1279), I54
Westminster, (IIO2), I5I
Westminster, (1127), 5
Westminster, (II38), 5
cyrograph, 170
darrein presentment, writs of, 38, 40, 41, 42
deacons, IO4
definition of a parish, 5 
Dispensations, papal, 58, 125, 126
disputes, settled in king’s court, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43
disputes, see also darrein presentments
disputes, settled out of court, 37, 38
Divine Office, 6
faming of churches, 23
foreign patrons, 21, 22
holy water bearer, 10
houses for the clergy, 83, 84
in c e n s e ,  9
inquests concerning presentations, 36, 37
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investiture *by book’, 29
’by ring’, 29
’by roll’ 5 29
letters of institution, 33, 59
letters of inquiry, 59
lights, 8
manuals of teaching for the cler^, 7» 137
mansi, see house for the clergy 
masters, 142, 144? appendix II
medeities, 26, 51-56, 107
messuage, 83
mortmain, licence to alienate lands in, 170
mortuary dues, 79? 85, 89
oblations, see offerings
offerings, 79? 80, 82, 85
ordination, ago for, I04, 136
papal judges delegate, 44
patrons, chapter III
pax bread, I65
pensions, 94-100
pluralism, 56-63
prebends, 10, 18, 85, 86, I40
presentations, repeated, 106, 107 
presentations, ’per lapsum’, 27, 28, 29
priests, IO4-IO7
priories, SEE, Beauvais (St. lucien), Bennington Long, Bonby,
Bridlington, Burwell, Caldwell, Carnraoringham, Camsey, Chacombo, 
Coventry, Baventry, Brax, Dunstable, Durham, Edith Weston, Evermue, 
Prieston, Grace Dieu, Hospitaliers, Hough, Kirkby, Kime (Kyme), 
Langley, Launde, Legboume, Lewes, Luffield, Lytham, Markby,
Melton, Merton, Minting, Kevfenham, Henton Longueville (or Longville)
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priories (cent•)
Northampton, St. Andrew’s, Northampton, St. James,
Oxford, St. Pridoswide, St. Fromund, St. Neots, Sempringham, 
Gixhills, Spalding, Stixwould, Studley, Thurgarton, Tickford, 
Tuthury, Wallingford, Ware, Wilford, Worksop, Wroxton St. Mary,
proctors, 22
procurations, 8, 12
provisions, papal, chapter X
quitclaims, 37, 38
rectors, passim
religious orders, clergy joining, I55, 156, 157
rural dean, 36, I33
schools, 130, 131, 134, 135, 136
sermons, 7
suhdeacons, 9, I04, 106, I36
Synod, Provincial of Lambeth (l28l), 7
synodal statutes of Grosseteste, (1238), 9
synodals, 8, 9
tithes, 78, 87, 88
tithes: demesne, 43
corn, 89 "
garb (sheaves), 70  ^80, 89
bay, 79, 89
lambs, 79 
millsj 79 
wool, 79
unappropriated rectories, 87-90
vicars, chapter VII
vicarages, chapter VII and 6, 8, 9, 11 
wardship of lands, 110, 111 
wax, 81
